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Could Resolve Deadlock

Newest 6.S. Message
To Be Delivered To Iran
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FISH MARKET FIRE — A Tuesday night fire caused an undetermined amount of damage to Adams Fish Market and
an adjoining single-family dwelling, 216 S. 12th St., according to Phil Owens, fire inspector. Owens said 17 firemen
with two trucks fought the blaze for over two hours. He added firemen had some difficulty in fighting the fire due
to the construction of the building. No one was in the building at the time of the fire, Owens said. However, one
fireman was treated and released for smoke inhalation at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, he added. Owner
of the building is Louis Stark. Firemen received the call at 9:01 p.m. Cause and origin of the fire still are under investigation. Owens said.

Supreme Court Lends Emergency Help

1980 Census Is Official Today
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —The 1980 census count becomes official today, but
not without some emergency help from
the Supreme Court which overturned a
ruling the government said would have
delayed reapportionment of Congress.
By a 7-1 vote Tuesday, the nation's
highest court cleared the way for the
Census Bureau to certify its 1980 count
and submit it to President Carter
before the midnight New Year' Nye
deadline imposed bylaw.
Preliminary figures showed the nation's population, as of April 1 was
225,234,182, or 21.4 million more than a
decade earlier.
The high court temporarily set aside
an order by a federal judge in New
York City that would have blocked official certification.
"We're delighted with the ruling,"
Census Bureau spokesman Henry
Smith said. "It allows us to release the
totals needed to reapportion Congress."
Census Bureau Director Vincent
Barabba and Commerce Secretary
Philip Klutznick were to announce today how population shifts in the past 10
years affected each state's number of
seats in the House of Representatives.
Sixteen of the 435 seats probably will be
affected.
New York State, one of the states expected to lose House seats, almost succeeded in delaying any reapportionment.
New York State and New York City
are challenging the 1980 count's accuracy, contending that mismanagement resulted in a substantial under-

count of blacks and poor persons. In addition to determining the number of
seats in the House,census figures affect
how much federal money states and
municipalities get.
U.S. District Judge Henry Werker in
New York City ordered the Census
Bureau earlier this month to check its

figures against Medicaid eligibility lists
for New York before certifying its New
York count.
Such cross-checking could take four
or five months,according to the government, and would have fouled up efforts
to determine how many seats each
state is entitled to in the House.

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid conciliatory comments from Tehran,
Algerian intermediaries will deliver a
new U.S. message to Iran which Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
says could bring a prompt resolution of
the hostage deadlock if the Iranians are
"willing and able" to go along.
The three Algerian envoys were to
leave Washington today after four days
of intensive exchanges with American
officials. Before transmitting the
message to Iran, the Algerians will
discuss it with Foreign Minister
Mohammad Benyahia.
Christopher told reporters Tuesday
the latest U.S. note represents a reformulation of the basic American position
conveyed to Iran in mid-November and
made public by the State Department
on Sunday. He said it "will enable the
two governments — American and Iranian — to reach a prompt resolution of
the matter if the Iranians are willing
and able to do so."
The message is in response to Iran's
nine-day-old demand for $24 billion in
financial guarantees before the 52
hostages, now in their 424th day of captivity, are released.
Specifically, the Iranians want $10
billion deposited in Algeria's Central
Bank or Algeria fdr the return of identified frozen assets, $4 billion more as a
guarantee against other, unidentified
assets and $10 billion as a guarantee
against identification and recovery of
the late Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi's property in the United States.
Statements by various U.S. officials
over the past few days have suggested
the reply attempts to underscore the
Carter administration's position that

Countians Among Those Named
To Fall Murray State Dean's List
Thirty students from Calloway County are among those who earned recognition on the Dean's List with perfect
scholastic standings for tl.e 1980 fall
semester.
They are: Lavina Belue, Theresa
Chandler, Elizabeth Clark, Luana Colson, Sherry Crittendon, Gary Crutchfield, Clifton Finney, Teri Futrell,
Sally Grasty, Annette Haneline, Janet
Henson, Melinda Holtzclaw, Brenda
Hough, Jennifer Hurter, Emily Imes,
Gina Jones, Karen Kastning, Gerald
Kelly, Gena Kelly, Howard Mathis,
Lisa McAlister, Tammy Melton, Ted
Pacholik, Virginia Pool, Denise Rutherford, Barbara Smothemian, Donna
Spann, Neal Vanness, Vernon Williams,
and David Willoughby.
Others on the Dean's List from
Calloway County include:
Kenneth Adams,Susan Adams, Keith
Barber, Phillip Beauchamp, Sharon
Blodgett, Johnna Brandon, James
Cain, Karen Case, Patrick Chimes.

Steven .Claypool, Arvin Crafton, Tammie Crouch, Margrit Crutchfield,
Tamra Curd, Lula Darnell, Teresa
Dick, Amanda Dunn, Marianne Duvall,
Tonya Elkins, David Enoch, Larry
Evans, Kent Eversmeyer, Harry Fannin, Tammy Feltner, Timothy Feltner,
Lurae Ferguson, Mark Ferguson,
Claude Fish, Jennifer Ford, Shelia
Foster, Cynthia Frangenberg, Donald
Frangenberg.
Also, Patricia Gardner, Debra
Geurin, Howard ,qiles, Kenneth Greer,
Serafim Halkias, Barbara Harrell,
Judith Henninger, Sarah Hill, June
Jobbs, Richard Hodge, John Holloway,
Margaret Holt, Delores Honchul, Jana
Hopkins, Robert Hopkins, Linda
Horner, Mark Hurter, Randall Hutchens, Marilu Johnson, Patricia
Johnson, David Jones, Lisa_ Jones,
Theresa Knight, Jeffrey Kursave,

Michael Lafser, Danetta Latimer,
James Lovett, Samar Mahfoud, Jill
Mathis, Linda McCuiston, Vanessa
McDaniel, Linda McLemore, Patricia
Melvin, Jerri Mjos and Carol Montgomery.
Mary Morris, Sheila Morris,
Jonathan Noffsinger, Constance Ottway, Susan Outland, Edward Parker,
Meleah Paschall, Marc Peebles, James
Piggott, Timothi Purcell, Helen
Raspberry, Teresa Rice, Marcia
Roberts, Paul Robertson, Michael
Russell, John Salerno, Wilma Schmitt,
Roy Sheridan, Tom Shupe, Terry
Smith, Charles Stewart, Terrence
Stratton, Robert Swager, Elizabeth
Taylor, Deann Thornton, Beverly
Tobey, Mark Vinson, Mary Wagoner,
Alesa Walker, Alison Wallace, Laura
Watkins, Elizabeth Whitmer, Craig
Wildey and Stephanie Wyatt.

the demand is excessive and legally impossible to meet.
Meanwhile, the head of Iran's
hostage negotiations team, Behzad
Nabavi, suggested Tuesday the Tehran
regime might be ready to compromise.
He told a news conference if the U.S.
position meets with the Algerians' approval, "it would be acceptable in our
view." He said his government was
"ready to listen" to what the Carter administration had to say.
There were increasing signs Tuesday, however,that the hostage standoff

will outlast Jimmy Carter's presidency. White House press secretary Jody
Powell said Carter realizes prospects
for a solution during his remaining
three weeks in office are slim.
And an aide to Ronald Reagan said
the president-elect's statements calling
the Iranian captors "criminals and kidnapper" and "barbarians" had the informal blessings of the Carter administration. The aide, who asked not
to be be identified, said the Reagan
camp understood from briefings on the
hostage standoff that hard-line
statements now would be useful.

Atkins Says Revenue
Sharing Is'No Favor
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API — Finance
Secretary George Atkins says Congress
"really hasn't done our state any great
favor" by restoring federal revenue
sharing for states.
The process under which Kentucky
had been receiving about $35 million annually expired last October when Congress declined to renew revenue sharing.
But in the final days of the past session, the system was reinstated under
different ground rules, and Atkins said
in an interview that therein lies the catch.
"First, what Congress passed was an
authorization, but not an appropriation," Atkins said Tuesday. "That's the
first hurdle."
Secondly, Atkins said, if an appropriation is approved,it will be under
an amendment requiring a state that
accepts revenue sharing to eliminate a
like amount of money from other
federally-financed programs available
to the state.
We don't quite know what that
means because no programs were
designated," the finance secretary
said. "But rest assured, they will be
programs very difficult to cut."
He mentioned programs that aid the
elderly, handicapped and in education.
"If it places a burden on us for funding, then we probably will not be able
to accept the new revenue sharing,"
Atkins said. "So we'll just have to wait
and see if Congress is giving us

Rescue Squad Units
Fight Trailer Fire
Two Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad units fought a trailer fire for
about one hour Tuesday night, according to a squad spokesman.
Theltrailer was located on Cherry
Corner Baptist Church Road off Kentucky 1215, the spokesman said.
The squad received the call at 7:56
p.m. and fought the blaze until 9.
No other details were available from
the spokesman.

anything."
Atkins said the original revenue sharing arrangement was eliminated in one
of the attempts to balance the federal
budget and "Congress' way is to ju.st
shift the spending decisions to the
states.-

KSP To Continue
Investigation Of
Wingo Robbery
WINGO — Kentucky State Police are
continuing the investigation of two
males who robbed Keeling's Grocery
Store, Wingo, late Tuesday afternoon, a
KSP spokesman said.
The men fled on foot after the robbery, the spokesman said. He added no
arrests currently have been made.
He would not comment on the amount
of money the assailants took.
The two men wore ski masks; with
one carrying a pistol and the other a
sawed-off shotgun, the spokesman said.
No one was injured in the incident,
which occurred about 5:40 p.m., the
spokesman said.

Several Businesses,
Banks, Offices To
Close For New Year's
Local government offices, banks and
several businesses will be closed
Thursday in observance of the New
Year's holiday.
Many other businesses, however, will
have their doors open and have slated
special sales to attract customers.
The Murray Post Office will not
deliver mail Thursday and the windows
at the post office will be closed. The lobby of the post office will be open, a
spokesman said.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not
publish on Thursday. Publicaton will
resume with the Friday, January 2,
1981 edition.

Auld Lang Syne

inside today
As the new year approaches, Calloway Countians await the birth of the
first baby to be born in the county in 1981. Many prizes are in store for the
first baby and its family. More details are on Page 10-8.
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
low 30s. Turning cooler Thursday
with highs near 40.
Extended Forecast
Dry Friday though Sunday with
a gradual warming trend. Highs
in the mid 30s to lower 40s Friday
rising into the mid 40s to lower
50s by Sunday. Lows in the 20s
Friday moderating to the upper
20s to mid 30s by Sunday.

Celebration Cost Hasn't Gone Down Since Last Year
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
Millions of Americans who ring in
1981 tonight will find the cost of
celebrating New Year's Eve hasn't
gone down since they bid good-bye to
the 1970s.
The new year will be greeted in all
styles, from "moonlight bowling" in
Iowa to a jetsetters' $500-a-couple bash
at Regine's in Manhattan, from mountaintop fireworks in Colorado to skating
with Dustin Hoffman and Linda
Ronstadt at New York's Roxy Roller
Rink.
With prices up, in some places by as
much as 30 percent, many revelers will
repair to neighborhood bars and
neighbors' basements for their Auld
Lang Syne festivities.
For a mere $35 per couple, Merle
Hays Lanes in Des Moines, Iowa, is of-

fering "moonlight bowling" from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m. Beside bowling, there'll
be prizes, four drinks, champagne and
snacks at midnight, disco dancing and
party favors.
Members of a Colorado Springs,
Colo., mountaineering group will pay
only in sweat as they climb 14,110-foot
Pike's Peak for their annual New
Year's fireworks display.
But going out in style is not going out
of style.
"It'll be sold out," said Bruce
Behnke, of the Las Vegas Hilton, where
couples will pay $150 for the laberace
dinner show.
The Royal Canadians, the late Guy
Lombardo's band, performing outside
New York for the first time in 50 years,
are at Boston's Colonnade Hotel where
couples will pay $40 to dance.
Many night spots will feature oversiz-
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ed television screens showing New
York's Times Square and the thousands
who jam the streets to count down the
old year. But in honor of the American
hostages in Iran, the big ball that slides
down a pole at midnight won't be
lighted the whole time for the first time
since 1904.
Frank Palumbo, owner of the
Philadelphia nightclub Palumbo's,said
his $20-per-person price for filet mignon
and dancing includes no complimentary alcohol. "We don't encourage
drinking," he said.
A few deals, like the $40 per person at
the MGM Grand in Reno, Nev., and the
$160 Marriott in Philadelphia, prices
are the same this year.
At other spots, like Regine's, money
is no object. The $500-acouple price includes champagne, a gift such as a pen
or address book, noisemakers, cham-

pagne and a gourmet dinner.
In Los Angeles, the Ambassador
Hotel Cocoanut Grove restaurant offers
a $110 per couple package, including a
steak or lobster dinner, half a bottle of
champagne, party favors and dancing.
Dallas' Fairmont Hotel, for $200 per
couple, has unlimited cocktails, a
choice of three wines, party favors and
nightlong entertainment by the Vaughn
Monroe orchestra and Billy Daniels.
Washington's Shoreham Hotel, at
$180 a couple, features an open bar, dinner, satirist Mark Russell and a 12piece orchestra.
The Butte, Mont., TraveLodge, for
$125 a couple, offers a cocktail party,
prime rib dinner, dinner show, dancing,
free drinks all night, a room, use of tlic
swimming pool, sauna and whirlpool,
champagne brunch in theTiorning, party favors and noise makers.
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Speaks, Murray B&PW
Club Birthday;Dinner
Pauline Jones Crump,
president-elect of the Kentucky' State Aderation of
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, was the

Pauline Jones Crump
--Guest Speaker

— No Posses

Dolly Parton

7 Oil, 9 Is

1.1N1 N111.14
Oil HARI/

7 1,,

No Posses
Clint, Clyde S, Mare Back

Chestnut Se•753.3314

special guest speaker at the
53rd birthday dinner of the
Murray B&PW Club held at •
the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Crump spoke on
"Women Helping Women"
and was introduced by Betty
Vinson, chairman of the birthday dinner program. Mrs.
Crump is prestntly the trust
officer at the Trigg County
Farmers Bank in Cadiz.
Special music was led by
Joan Bowker, director of
Choral Music for the Murray
City Schools, assisted by her
student teacher, Karen Atkins
of Camden, Tenn. They sang
duets, soloes, and led a community sing.
The candle lighting
ceremony was directed by AnMe 'Nance. At • this time the
present president, Bobbie
Waters, lighted and named
her candle, yellow. All deceased past presidents were
remembered by the lighting of
a white candle, and other past
presidents were remembered
by the lighting of a green candle.
Mrs. Waters, president,
presided. The invocation was
the reading of the Club Collect
by Katie Outland.
Guests from other clubseonsisted of three from the Trigg
County Club; five from the
Mayfield Club; one from the
Emblem Club at Mayfield;
and three from the Paducah
Club. One of the Paducah
members was Miss Ruth Parsons, oldest living member of
the BPW in the state federation. Mrs. Crump's sister and
daughter were also guests at
the meeting.
Three visitors from Murray
were Anna Bailey, Dorothy
McNabb, and Sarah Harrell.
Special recognition and
honored guest was Frances
Shea who has been ill the past
few months.
Members attending were
Carrie Beale, Betty Boston,
Minnie Craig; Betty Lou Hill,
Kathy Hodge, Tot McDaniel,
Annie Nance, Katie Outland,
Rubye Pool, Betty Riley,
Brenda Rowland, Doris
Rowland, Frances Shea,
Madelle Talent, Odell Vance,
Betty Vinson, Euple Ward,
Connie White, and Bobbie
Waters

New Year's Eve
Late Shows At Cheri
Seems like Old Times 1.1:15 (PG)
Stir Crazy 11:30 (R)
An Which Way You Can 11:30(PG)
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PAINTING EXHIBITION — This oil painting,"Iris Fiorauanti" from the Dakota Series III
will be one of the 46 paintings each done by a different living American woman artist,
to be featured in the Traveling Painting Exhibition to open Tuesday, Jan. 6, at the
Paducah Art Guild Gallery.

Special Paintings By American
Women Artists To Be On Exhibit
The National Association of
Women Artists' 1980-82 U.S.A.
Traveling Painting Exhibition
will open on Tuesday, Jan. 6,
at the Paducah Art Guild
Gallery, 2nd and Broadway.
The exhibition will remain on
show through Feb. 1. Admission is free and the public is invited to view the paintings.
The exhibition is made up of
46 paintings, each done by a
different living American
woman artist. The pieces
reflect the work of the
Association's members, including innovative and experimental imagery as well as
more traditional modes. The
work on show was selected by
a jury from work submitted by
members of the Association.
Quality is the only factor considered, not concept, in order
to keep "the level of expression up with the times."
In terms of medium, the exhibit is nearly evenly split
between oil on canvas and
watercolor paintings. There
are also six acrylics, and one
acrylic watercolor. Some of
the more unique works are
collages, including a paper
collage by Eve Heiman, titled
"Athos."
The most unusual inclusion,
in terms of presentation, is a
Tondo, or round painting,
"Circle to Three Gracesr by
Bette Lee Coburn. Commonduring the time of the
Renaissance, few artists today use the round format.
Besides the technical problems of preparing and framing a round painting surface,
the artist is presented with a
more difficult problem in
terms of composition with a
Tondo.
Every two years the
Association schedules a
traveling painting exhibition.
The Guild Gallery was one of
eleven galleries, museums,
and art centers from across
the -nation selected to show
this exhibition. Other cities included in the tour are Provo,

Utah; Auburn, New York; Tequesta, Florida; Alpena,
Michigan; and Brockton,
Massachusetts. The exhibition
will tour through March of
1981.
The Association also
organizes tours of works in
graphics and sculpture from
its membership. The Guild
Gallery has hosted two other
exhibits from the Association,
a watercolor show in 1961, and
a graphics exhibit in 1975. The
first tour was in 1920.
The National Association of
Women Artists was founded in
1889 in New York City to aid
women artists with the difficulties they encountered —
being denied enrollment in art
schools, not having their work
accepted in competitions, few
exhibit opportunities, and being ignored by art historians.
The Association continues to
be a non-political organization
which serves as a forum for its
membership and a vehicle

Mr. and Mrs. Carney Andrus of Murray will be
honored with a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Jan. 4, at the Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church,
South Fourth Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married on
Dec. 24, 1930, at the parsonage
of the First Baptist Church,
Paris, Tenn., with the church
pastor, the Rev. Richard N.
Owen, officiating. Mrs. Owen
was their witness.
Mrs. Andrus, the Vormer
Marelle Stiles, is the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Stiles. She is employed
at the Winslow Cafeteria,
Murray State University.
Mr. Andrus, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Voris Andrus, is
a retired plasterer and is now
employed at the
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
They have one daughter,
Mrs. Jamie (Shirley) Washer,
and one son,Steve Andrus who
is married to the former Martha Finney. Five grandchildren are Jaina, Jam, and
Bart Washer, and Scott and
Shane Andrus.

through which the women professional fine artist communicates with the public.
Says President Marbel
Morand, "We shall continue
until all barriers encountered
by women artists are overcome."
Today the Association was
approximately 700 members
representing 42 states. The exhibition at the Guild Gallery is
dominated by artists from the
New York - New Jersey area,
especially New York City.
There are also pieces by arNEW YORK (AP) —
tists from Florida, ConnecRonald
ticut, Texas, South Carolina, President-elect
Ohio, Maine, and Penn- Reagan is Time magazine's
Man of the Year for 1980 for
sylvania. •
Most of the works on exhibit "having risen so smoothly and
are available for sale. For gracefully to the most powermore information, or to ar- ful and visible position in the
range a group tour of the exhibit, call 442-2453. Open hours
12J11./_
of the Guild Gallery are 12-4
p.m. Tuesday through SaturHOME
AT
' NOW
day, 1-5 Sunday, closed MonMr.and Mrs. Leo Alexander
day.
have returned home after a
two weeks' visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Max Outland
and Mr.Outland of Florida.
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RETUI
Mrs. B. D.
James Diugui
home after
weeks with
daughter and
Mrs. David
children, Mal
and Katherini
mond, Va.
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Mr. and Mrs. Carney Andrus

President-elect Reagan—

Is Time's Man Of The Year

Nancy Reagan Confesses To
Secret Dislikes, Husband
NEW YORK (AP) — Nancy
Reagan has confessed to a
secret dislike of some of the
president-elect's ties and a
longgone habit of gobbling
down five peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches before bed.
In an interview with syndicated columnist Suzy, the
next first lady said"she had
solved the tie probiem by
making off with tlikm: "I
don't think he even knows I
took them. I never liked those
ties, and when I saw them on
television! disliked them even
more."
The big bedtime snack
dated back to Smith College,
when Mrs. Reagan weighed
145 pounds. Now 110 pounds,
she pedals a stationary bicycle while watching the news
when she can't stay fit by

Reception To 11P-14t Church

TI

walking or horseback riding.
Mrs. Reagan also said that
she's ambitious for her hu
band and "if he were sellin
shoes, I'd be right there helping him look through the boxes."

world."
"He is also the idea of the
year, his triumph being
philosophical as well as personal," the newsweekly said
Sunday.
The magazine gave
honorable mentions to Lech
Walesa, the Polish labor
leader; biochemist Herbert
Boyer; Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev, who the
magazine said was "living
proof that those tough old men
in the Kremlin thrive on
adversity;" and the American
hostages in Iran, who "have
become a symbol of both perHOSPITAL PATIENT
Lottie Mae Orr of Puryear, sonal and national agony."
Time has been naming its
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County Man of The Year since 1927
when Charles Lindberg won
hospital, Paris,Tenn.

the honor. The title goes to the
man or woman who "has done
the most to change the news,
for better or for worse."
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GUESTS HERE
Weekend guests of Mrs. Ola
Burkeen of Almo and Mrs.
Susie Workman of Murray
were their daughter and son,
Mr.and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen of
Nashville,Tenn.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Charles L. McNutt at
Puryear, Tenn., has been
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris,Tenn.

Happy New Year:
Bourbon Pecan Cake
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
If you are haying open house
on New Year's Day and planning to serve eggnog, you may
want to consider offering Bourbon Pecan Cake with it.
The sweet is easy to bake because it calls for a pound cake
mix. If you chop the pecans
needed ahead and have them
ready in the refrigerator, you
can make this cake with ease
shortly beforemsur party. Happy cooking!
BOURBON PECAN CAKE
One 17-ounce package
pound cake mix
13,4 teaspoons ground nutmeg,
see Note
2-3rds cup bourbon
4 eggs, separated
2 cups pecans, chopped
medium-fine
Confectioners' sugar, if
desired
In the large bowl of an electric mixer at low speed beat to*ether the pound cake mix and
nutmeg; beat in the bourbon.
At medium-low speed beat for
Pi minutes; add the egg yolks
and beat for l't minutes. Stir
in the pecans. In the small
bowl of the electric mixer at
high speed beat the egg whites
until they hold stiff peaks;
gently fold into the batter; pour
into a greased 9-cup bundt pan.
Bake in a preheated 325-degree
OVen until a cake tester inserted in the center comes out
g clean and top springs back
i
A
when lightly touched — about

BOURBON PECAN CAKE
mix.
55 to 65 minutes. Place on a
wire rack to cool for 10 minutes. With .a spatula loosen
edges and invert onto the rack;
cool completely. If desired,
sprinkle with confectioners'

Just
in time for
second semester.
Fashion jeans with
colorful back pocket
detailing. And a great
fit to make you look
terrific. Plus...A new
shipment of dynamite
Baggy Jeans. Buy
several at this
special price.
— It's easily made with a
Reg. $18 to $28
Sizes 5-13.
sugar.
FRIDAY
Note: As a fine alternative to Sale starts
the bought ground nutmeg, Promptly at 10 a.m
freshly grate a whole small
Bel Air Center & Olympic Plaza
/
4 to 2
nutmeg and use the 13
Shop Daily 10 9 Sunday 1 5
teaspoons it yields.

Sale
Starts
Friday

1
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Dismissals, Births At Hospital
ney are the guests of their
Mrs. daughter, Mrs.i)avid Parker
irned and Mr. Parker. The McKintwo neys are enroute to Denver,
Colo., to reside after living in
. and Houston, Terms, for the past
arid several months.
arida,
RichVISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Campbell
of Dalton, Ga., were the guests
of their children and families
Kin- over the holidays.

y Spotlight

STYLE - An evening jumpsuit
festive occasions during the holiack crepe jumpsuit has a black
le accenting the shoulder. (From
Ilection.)

Adults 98
Nursery 5
12-23-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Cox, baby boy (Connie) Rt.
2, Hickory.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda K. Juigs and
baby boy,206 Lankford, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Janice K. Boren
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Indian
Mound, Tenn.; Mrs. Karen A.
Clark and baby boy, 1412F
Stadium View Drive, Murray:
Mrs. Alice Irene Dillon, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Joe R. Cooper, 411
North 10th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Mildred F. Myers, 1626
College Farm Road, Murray;
Mrs. Mozelle B. Jones, 111
North Ninth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Mary E. McCuiston, Rt.
5, Murray; Jess E. Bailey, Rt.
3, Murray; Mrs. Evie L.
Adams,303 North Sixth Street,
Murray; Commie E. Cain, Rt.
1, Almo.
Buel E. Stalls, Sr., 407 North
Fifth Street, Murray; Walter
H. Conner, 1508 Sycamore
Street, Murray; Mrs. Ina
Miller, Rt. 6, Murray; Lexie
C. Watson, Rt. 2, Murray;
William J. Green, 206 South
15th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Imogene M. Neale,
1104 Sycamore Street, Murray; Mrs. Frances Posey, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Ruford
Perry, Rt. 1, Almo; Buford
Downey, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Attie I.ee Potts (expired) Rt.
I. Kirksey.
-Adults 80
Nurseey 2
12-24-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elizabeth
Ann
Steward, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Rodrigues C. Hampton, 103
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Tammie M. Smith and baby boy,
Gilbertsville; Mrs. Leisa A.
Reynolds and baby girl, Box
1242, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Debra J. Mobley and baby
boy, Rt.6, Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Cheryl J. Elkins, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Debra J. Gordy, 1601 Walnut, Benton;
Rosie L. Fields, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Thomas L.
Dotson, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
John C. Mullins, Rt. 5, Murray.

Robert R. Bell, Rt. 3, Murray; Karen S. Fox, Box 188,
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy R.
Gean, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Latricia B. Cavitt, Rt. 4,
Benton; Mrs. Magdalene Collie, 309 Irvan, Murray.
Mrs. Mattie M.Graves, New
Concord; Billy D. Bonds, Rt.
4, Benton; James H. Algood,
Rt. 3, Calvert City; Sherri I..
Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Annie L. Swain, 106 Congress,
Rockford, Ill.
Jim Lewis Donelson, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Viola E.
Stockdale, 214 E. 20th, Benton; Mrs. Effie M. York, Rt. 4,
Benton; Mrs. Connie Adams,
423 South 10th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Myrtice M. Darnell ( ex.
pired) Ht. 1, Farmington.
12-25-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Ernest P. Burton, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Bobbie J.
Calhoon, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.

This upcoming summer
season at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park promises to be
one of the busiest on record in
numbers of visiting out of
state tourists, according to a
member of the Recreation
Department at the park.
To be able to meet the needs
and to expand the recreational
offerings to the visiting
guests, the park desires to implement a new program of
entertainment entitled "On
Stage." This program will
feature area and regional
talent in hopes of giving the
guests a 'taste of Kentucky',
the park spokesman said.
"On Stage" will be an offering of talent looking for exposure with ability to entertain in the areas of music,
comedy, and drama. Any interested performers are urged
to contact the recreation office
at Lake Barkley State Park
The program will follow the
format of traditional talent or
vaudeville shows and per-

Blazers

les

Reg. 75.00

Corduroy Pants

Rog. Up To $34.00

Corduroy Pants

II Mens

SALE

$40(4

SALE

s20°°
$

% OFF 25%
•

iens & Ladies VESTS
II Ladies SKIRTS

500

SALE

•

PADUCA

tradition
the final
y.

unlit during
down to a new

Th
an to black out the
globe was announced Monday
by television host Dick Clark,
who will Interrupt a New
Year's Eve program on ABC
television to cover the scene at
Times Square.

MURRAY

MID•WINTER
SALE c

WINTER
DRESSES
Regular Values
32.00 to 110.00

1999 69"

A

Junior & Missy

SPORTSWEAR
Regular Values
19°' to 46"

1/4 T0 1/3

OFF

Regular Values
0
78" to 525'

OFF

All Men's JACKETS
All Levi's SHOES

SWEATERS

All Levi's CAPS

Juniors & Missys

1000

$500

5800

Regular Values
0 to 36"
12'

OFF

OFF
Ladies and Men's

All Men's Flannel & Woven

elour Tops

SHIRTS
All Ladies SWEATERS

100
VIM All Ladies &

Oh

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Owens of Benton. Great
grandparents are
Mrs
Pauline Norsworthy of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. I.ury
Castleberry of Benton.

H

oys & Girls SHIRTS

$900

They have one son, Chris, 6,
and another daughter, Shanna, 2. The father is with
Rickman-Norsworthy
Building Supplies, Inc., and
the mother is patient
representative at the local
hospital.

WATCH OUT!!
CORN-AUSTIN'S
SALE
STARTING SOON!

TO

(00

pounds one ounce, measuring
19 inches, born on Saturday,
Dec. 13, at 413 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway
County.
Hospital.

Times Square Globe Will
Not Be Lit As Lowered

Local Talent Needed At
Lake Barkley For Show

STOREWIDE
SALE
4
omaimuIai m k it

ies

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Knipp, batq girl (Jill I Rt 2,
MCKEE GIRL
Box 278, Murray.
Dr. and Mrs. David McKee
Thompson, baby boy of Richmond, Va., are the
(Knsta)406 South 16th Street, parents of a baby girl,
Murray.
Katherine Scott, weighing five
DISMISSALS
pounds 7°-4 ounces, born on
Mrs. Sharon G. Key, 231 Tuesday, Dec. 9, at a hospital
Riviera Courts, Murray; Anna there.
M. Warren, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
They have one son, MatThomas J. Hodges, 828 South thew,4, and another daughter,
Fourth Street, Murray; Mrs. Amanda,2,
-4.
Peggy Ann Aldridge, 1012
Grandparents are Mr. and
Reynolds Street, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs Au& McKee of KnoxDiana L. Collie, 303 North 12th ville, Tenn., and Mrs. James
Adults 92
Street, Murray.
Di uguid of Murray.
Nursery 2
Frankie T. McClain, Rt. 3,
12-26-80
NORSWORMY GIRL
Fulton; Hulon L. Sliger, Rt. 1,
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Murray; Conn L. Scott, Rt. 8,
Jessica Leigh is the name
DISMISSALS
Murray; Lewis B. Noonan chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Danny G. Hart, 205 S. i expired) Rt. 6, Murray.
Norsworthy, 516 South
Highland, Paris, Tenn.;
Seventh Street, Murray, for
William E. Shelton, Rt. 1, 12-28-80
their baby girl, weighing six
Wingo; Melissa G. Smith, Rt.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
2, Hazel.
Turner, baby girl (Cynthia)
306 Ogburn Street, Paris,
Adults 94
Tenn.
Nursery 4
DISMISSALS
12-27-80
Mrs. Tammy D. Scott, Rt. 7,
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
Murray; Mrs. Connie L. Cox,
Rt. 2, Hickory; Richard F. globe atop No. 1 Times Square
which is dropped to mark the
Ramsey,Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Audra D. Elkins, Rt. 5, start of a new year will not be
Murray; Lee C. Barnett, Rt. 1, lit during its one-minute
Almo; William M. Runyon flagpole descent this New
Year's Eve in remembrance
formers will be allowed to per- (expired) Rt. 3, Murray.
of the American hostages in
form on scheduled dates
Iran.
throughout the summer. "On
difLe.
It will be the first time since
State" has a successful pro1904 that the Times Square
gram in the Indiana Park
GUESTS HERE
System and Lake Barkley
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnston
hopes that the area talent will and daughter, Cheryl, of
make it a success here in Ken- Dalton, Ga., spent the
tucky, the park spokesman holidays with their daughter
said.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. John
"We hope to offer visiting D. Hopkins and son, and other
tourists from other states an relatives here.
entertainment experience that
is truly Kentucky and anyone
FROM GEORGIA
interested in performing or
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith of
knowing of anyone with talent Dalton, Ga., were the holiday
should contact the recreation guests of their mothers, Mrs.
office at 1-924-1171. Ext. 191," Opal Smith and Mrs. Ross
said a park spokesman.
Odle,of Murray.
Patsy A. Thorn, Rt. 8, Murray; Donald A. Spindlernan,
Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Shirley F. Parrish, Rt.
6, Murray; Charles E. Miller,
Rt. 3, Murray; Robert A.
Wooldridge, 719 Poplar, Murray; Jame A. Shaffer, D5 Fox
Meadows, Murray.
Jake Niccum, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Patricia H. Foley,
Rt. 4, Benton; Chester L. Kendall (expired) 102 Garden,
Murray.

1/4 T01/3 o„

Men's FASHION JEANS

All Ladies

39900

LINGERIE &
LOU NGEWEAR

BLOUSES

Imissui',max&waneOP
4,4
fab-•
•

THAT'S IT

TO

Regular Values
6 00 to 56 00
499
TO

JACKETS PANT COATS
DRESS LENGTHS DOWNS
LEATHERS FABRICS FURS

4199

Olympic
Plaza

•

Murray

Famous-Name

SHOES & BOOTS

Fall & Winter

753-6882

FOUNDATIONS

Dressy & Casual

HANDBAGS

Regular Values
9 00 to 13 50

Regular Values
19 00 to 74 00

Regular Values
15 00 to 94 00

15%

1/4 T01/3 of,

•
1

1099 TO 69"

• •
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Wedding Planned Saturday
To Be Read it
Sharon Baptist Church
MOM

P-7

•

'oz's
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Wilson
of Mayfield Route 1 announce
the approaching marriage of
their oldest daughter, Pamela
Ann, to Gregory Allen Smith,
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald F. Smith of Mayfield
Route 7.
Miss Wilson,a 1979 graduate
of Sedalia High School, is
presently employed at K-Mart
in Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the grandaughter of Mrs. Ola Wilson of
Mayfield and the late Golden
Wilson, and of Mrs. Carl
Medlin and Webster Ford,
both of Sedalia.
Mr. Smith, a 1979 graduate
of Farmington High School, is
a student at Murray State
University. He is also engaged
in fanning and is the owneroperator of Donald F. Smith
and Sons Farming Service of
Farmington.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Smith of Mayfield Route 6
and Mrs. Christine Smith
Cooper of Mayfield and the
tist Church, near Mayfield,
late Marvin Smith.
The wedding vows will be with Bro. Jim Glass of Trenexchanged on Saturday, Jan. ton, Tenn., officiating. A
3, at 7 p.m. at the Sharon_ Bap- reception will follow the

,,
Reasons Giro' Lausing Some People To Gain
Some
BOSTON Al'1 i
people can eat anything they
want and stay skinny, w lute
others get fat even when on
diets Now doctors think they
have found out why
The answer, they s,iy.
seems to be that thin people
have more of an enzyme that
regulates one of the botiy 's
basic chemical processes
the exchange of sodium and
potassium toms inside the
cells.
This process uses up vast
amounts of calories and gives
off much of the heat that
keeps the temperatures (4humans at 98.6 derees
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id.)0 i cc!: of 21 of t tat peohe

01.1 h

ple contained, on average, 22
percent lower levels of an ensodiumz me called
potassium-AT-Pase. The enzyme, called the sodium
pump, lets potassium into the
cells and keeps sodium out.
Researchers believe 30 to
4o -percent of all the energy
used in the body is spent
maintaining the balance
between sodium and
potassium.
"I reasoned that in obesity,
there may be too little of this
enzyme." said Dr. Jeffrey S.
Flier of Beth Israel "We did
this study with the idea in
mind that this enzyme might
tie a biochemical explanation

Am "Ft.
dlediest
;

SIMS/ *1 /11A1Ri1
Spectacular
Sayings!
Wool or
All-Weather
Coats

ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony
and the reception.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Watch Night Services will
start at 8 p.m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Knights of Columbus New
Year's Eve Dance will begin
at 8:30 p.m.

0
New Year's Party will be
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, at the
Murray Country Club with Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Coleman, Jr.,
as chairmen, assisted by
Messrs and Mesdames
Ellwood Brown, Walt Apperson, Frank Beamer, Pete
Waldrop, Chales Walston, and
Bill Bogard.

SALE - SALE
FORMALS. PROM DRESSES.
PAGEANT DRESSES AND
WEDDING GOWNS

50%45% OF,
LI

Over 100 Dresses &
Gowns To Choose From
Sale Begins Friday,
January 2,9:00 a.m.

1

ELAINE'S BRIDAL
WORLD
& FORMAL SHOP

L

Big K Shopping Center

Paris Tenn

642 9334

ti

ti

Wool Coat

Community Calendar
Wednesday,Dec. 31
New Years Eve Service will
be at 6 p.m. at the First Baptist Church.

Spark plugs usually last
10,000 to 20,000 miles.

Daily 10 to 9, Sun. 1 to 6

11111
lliss Pawl('inn If ilson
and Gregon- Allen Smith

Wednesday,Dec.31
New Years Eve "Disco"
Dance will start at 8 p.m. at
the Jaycee Building, Highway
121 North. Cost will be $10 per
person for adults, 18 years and
over only.

S. f ^ 'he rese.,rehen
anly sturned the hormone levels in the blood. Tht
next step will be to see if the
pantities are also lower, as
they. suspect, in other parLs of
the body.
Flier said careful
measurement, may show
that since overweight people
are producing less heat, their
body temperatures are a tiny
bit lower than normal.

of why obese individuals
might be able to gain weight
on a lower food intake."
The doctor says overeating
is obviously a factor in many
cases of obesity, but the new
work helps explain why some
people conscient.ously
without losing.
"In general, physicians
tend to look warily at obese
individuals who come in and
say,'late a little piece of cottage cheese for breakfast and
a ,little piece of dry toast for
lunch and a little this or that
for dinner," Flier said
"Now, some of these people
are lying, but sonic of them
aren't."

ti

Reg. to 119.99

49.99

Wednesday,Dec. 31
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church will meet at
5 p.m. for The Lord's Supper
followed by special singing
and a talk by the Rev. John
Churchwell.

All-Weather Coat
Reg. 69.99

01

39.99
Wrap up now while the
savings are great! Select
from warm winter coats of
wool and wool-blend, or
water shedding storm
coats with zip-out lining.
Some hooded. Misses and
Junior sizes.

New Year's Eve activities
at Puryear Baptist Church
will begin with a potluck supper at 6 p.m. followed by skits,
singing, inspirational
moments, and puppet show by
the young people of Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray.
Thursday, Jan. 1
Murray Ledger &Times will
not be published today in
observance of the New Year's
holiday.
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Separates
Reduced!

nil

Blazers
Meals on Wheels will be
delivered- from the Douglas
Center today.

25.99
8.99

Reg. to 60.00

Shirts
Reg. to 15.99

Office of the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens at 106 North Fourth
Street will be closed today.

Wool Blend
Plaid Skirts

9.99

Reg. 1999.

Story Hours will not be held
at the Calloway County Public
Library today.

Special Sale!
Corduroy Blazers

Friday, Jan. 2
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m,for morning.shopping and 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.

1

Reg.-39.99

5.99

For a dash of polish, top off your
favorite jeans with a classic wide
wale corduroy blazer. Front
features buttons with the look of
leather and flap pockets. In buff,
camel, beige.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel and 12
noon at Douglas.

Exceptional
Sayings!
Better Jeans

Saturday, Jan.3
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.

9.99

Reg. to 24.99

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will have a potluck supper at 6
p.m. at the lodge hall with the
meeting to start at 7 p.m. with
work in the Master Mason
degree.

Choose from a wide selection of
denim jeans, all with novelty
pocket treatments, some belted
styles. Misses and Junior sizes.
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Sale! Misses
3-Piece
Weekenders

SHOE SALE

1

Reg. 39.99

9.99

Blazer has shawl collar
and button front. An accordion
pleated plaid skirt and solid
pants complete the set.

Fall and Winter Shoes
NOW IN PROGRESS
Name Brands - First Quality

Famous Name
Coordinates

*

50% Off
Fashion Sweaters

1/2

nw
thi:

6.99

Reg to 19.99

Already
Discounted
Price

Famous Name Lingerie
Reg. 19.99

Floral Caftans and
Floats

Super Savings on
Fashion Pants
Reg. to 25 99

Reg. 19.99

7.99

Famous Naine Nylon
Gowns

10.99

Select from a wide array of
styles including dressy
corduroy pants, baggies, and
basic pants. Some belted styles

Jim's Shoe Outlet

5.99 to 6.99

Reg. 16.00 to 18.005.99 to

6.99

Panties
Reg. 1.25 ea

4 pr. for 3.00

Dearfoam" Warm-Up Boots

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER - MURRAY
ALL SALES FINAL-NO EXCHANGES-NO REFUNDS

Reg 10 00

Central Center -Murray
111,

•••

6.99
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Looking Back

0000,0

Kirby Bucy of Almo Route 1, 52, died
yesterday from injuries sustained in a
construction accident at the new Fine
Arts Building, Murray State Universi
ty.
The first snow of winter fell on
Calloway County last night. John E.
Scott, weather observer, said it
measured "4 inch in depth.
Deaths reported include Mrs Thenie
Edwards, 85, Mrs Delcie Noles,
74,
Charles Lee Starks, 67, Mrs. Evelyn I.
Pocock,54, and W H. Ben) Fhll,60.
Mr and Mrs. James Hobart Miller of
Hazel will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Jan. 1.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Cope on Dec. 28 and
a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steele on Dec
29
Mrs. Willard Ails, Missy Burkholder,
and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts have been appointed to leadership roles in the 1971
Heart Fund Drive.

1981 Is Time
r New Beginning
ear, like a marriage,
ir a new beginning.
; been a year of ups
; for our community.
o say, the state of our
conomy has not been
eturray and Calloway

Calloway County in the months
ahead. The Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
with its new leadership and
direction, will be in the
forefront of that upward
economic push.
But the chamber cannot accomplish what needs to be done
by itself. Every local government agency, civic organization and individual in this community that desires progress in
1981 must recognize that such a
goal can only be reached
through a joint effort.
With that in mind, we're going to adopt one New Year's
resolution this year:
RESOLVED: That we will do
everything within our power to
promote and support progress
for Murray and Calloway County and the citizens with whom
we live, work and worship.
We urge our fellow citizens to
do likewise.

;ing earlier this year
pan plant, one of the
ajor employers, did
air rising unemploythe positive side, we
he beginnings of an
turnaround, both on
al front as well as at
!vel.
rates, which climbed
ords earlier this monaegun to drop. Some
forecasters are
a much brighter
mid-1981.
we can forsee great
:ies for Murray and

To The Editor
mks Expressed For Park's Christmas
e

ot the Murray-Calloway
is dr Recreation DepartId like to take this opporress our deep appreciation
made "Christmas In The
:cess this year. The civic
nity support which took
ear made for the largest
Tries and, also, the largest
ewers in the three years of

st thanks are extended to
g clubs, businesses and
s which sponsored or prolays; Art Class 143,
lectric, Fisher-Price, MurAuto, Scott Drugs, Owen's
t, Murray Lumber, Lions
aft Photography, Carter
tens Electric, Tau Phi
turray-Calloway County
rry's Custom Kitchens,
ib, Fraternal Order of
Lodge, Murray Women's
ay County Homemakers,
ta, Murray Optimist Club,
'roe School, The Johnny
I the Murray Rotary Club.
)appreciation is extended
if Murray, which made it
)0 youths to visit with Sanng the Christmas Season.
ressions are shown to the
rchants which provided
ents during Santa's visit;
Food Giant, Parker's
mons Bakery, Roses, DixDonuts, Wendy's,
Captain D's, Burger
0-Rich, and Jim Adams

To the Community Chorus and the
Rev. Jim Stubbs, which provided
Christmas carols and the invocation for
the opening of "Christmas In The
Park",our appreciation and thanks are
extended.
Again, on behalf of the Parks &
Recreation Dept. and the 38,000 citizens
who viewed "Christmas In The Park"
this year, we thank all of those which
have supported and given their time
and effort toward making this program
a part of Murray and Calloway
County's Christmas season.
Sincerely,
Gary P. Hohman
Director

Ls a foreign policy tool
Suggestions have been
e to time that the United
eat to oil-producing naie oil prices.
been denied to Cuba for
ital trade embargo.
ed States now is using
pon against the Soviet
m of a partial grain emof its incursion into
eagan said during the
ould end this embargo
it fair to American

has been director of
he state of lllinois, was
news conference about
:e to see food used in inairs, calling it the
we have over the next

r that his comments on
weapon may have been
the fact he did say it

hEARTliNE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I sent a claim in to
Medicare several months ago, my first
claim to them I might add, and was
very surprised when I received my
claim payment from them. I was under
the impression that Medicare is supposed to pay 80% of my medical and doctor
bills. What they paid me was closer to
50%. Can you explain this to me? Did
someone at Medicare make an error?
Who should I contact to get the rest of
the money that is due me? S.L.
ANSWER: You are wrong about the
amount of reimbursement you will
receive from Medicare. On medical and
doctor charges, Medicare pays 80% of
the reasonable charges. What is
"reasonable" is determined by the
Medicare carrier. For instance, if you
sent in a claim for a $25 doctor call, and

Medicare determined that the
"reasonable" charge for that doctor
call was actually $15, then they would
pay you 80% of the $15, which is $12, not
80% of the $25.
All Medicare recipients, especially
those who live on an extremely tight
budget, should be aware when filing a
claim on doctor's services, that
Medicare generally pays between 50-60
percent on such claims. You should
keep this in mind so that you will be
aware of the approximate amount
which you yourself will be responsible
for paying.
Now is the time to order your copy of
our 1981 Heartline's Guide to Medicare.
This book will answer most of the questions you will ever have about the ins
and outs of the Medicare program. To
order, send $1.75 to Heartline, Dept. M,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I understand that it is
now possible to have my Social Security
check sent directly from the payment
center to my bank, and deposited into
my account. Can you tell me if this is
true and how to get it started? J.W.
ANSWER: Yes, direct deposit of your
Social Security check would be an added convenience for most people who

regularly deposit their check into a savings or checking account. It saves you
a
trip to the bank and eliminates the
chances of a lost or stolen check. To
start the direct deposit of your check,
take your next check to your bank and
tell them you want to apply for direct
deposit. They can then get all the information that they need from the check
you have with you.
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Statisticians Remain In Capital
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Even though
Congress quit for the year, its statisticians remained in town over the
holidays and figured. And figured.
One of the things they calculated was
that in 1980, the Senate had been in session 166 days,the House only 153.
Perhaps thinking that didn't sound
impressive enough for the House of
Representatives, House record-keepers
boiled their own tally down further: 901
hours and seven minutes in session.
Put another way, that's something
like a three-day, 17-hour work week —
although congressional accountants
didn't exactly phrase it that way.

'ood Should Be Weapon

talk, because it suged States deny food to
when it is unhappy with
0ple need food and don't
called malnutrition and

20 Years Ago

Capitol Ideas

:von Today

P News Analysis
REGORY NOKES
sted Press Writer
ON (AP) — Ronald
oice for agriculture
in R. Block, says the
should consider using
pen against other coun-

10 Ye(srs Ago

Copley Nevn Serrks

MIAL

shows it could well become an issue in
the new administration.
Block wasn't asked what countries he
had in mind — U.S. enemies, neutral
countries or friends who might occasionally displease the U.S. administration.
If it's to be applied against enemies,
communist countries probably would
be denied food.
To what effect, though, is questionable.
The decade-old trade embargo
against Cuba didn't stop Fidel Castro
from sending troops to Angola and
Ethiopia.
The partial grain embargo hasn't
forced the Soviets to pull their troops
out of Afghanistan any more than extensive grain sales to Moscow in recent
years deterred the Soviets from what
Reagan calls the biggest military
buildup in history.
It's likely that grain and other food
sales to China will expand rapidly in the
next few years, although few expect
China to be transformed from a communist to a free-market state in the process.
Iran isn't getting much American
food anymore, but the American
hostages remain in Tehran.
The countries most likely to be
vulnerable to using food as a weapon
would be those who depend on US.
generosity for part of their food needs.
Those are the very poor nations, where
people already have a tough time getting enough to eat.

Some other statistical tidbits:
—Of the 1,482 bills and resolutions introduced in the Senate and 2,941 in the
House in 1980, 348 found their way into
law.
—Proceedings on the floor of both the
House and the Senate in 1980 filled
29,297 pages of the Congressional
Record.
—The Senate in 1980 confirmed a total
of 69,806 of the 69,929 nominations submitted by President Carter. All but
3,811 of those confirmed were nominations involving military promotions.
Also doing some end-of-year
tabulating was the National Republican
Congressional Committee, which took a
look at the 52 new House Republicans
elected in 1980.
The group determined the average
age of these new members is 40.35
years. Fourteen percent are under 30
and 16 percent over 50.
Of the new GOP freshmen, there are
17 businessmen, 10 attorneys, six
farmers or ranchers, six local or state
officials, four publishers, three
educators, two consultants, one
engineer, one writer, one from the
media and one listed simply as
"politics."
The writer: John LeBoutillier, 27, of
New York whose book,"Harvard Hates
America," was an attack on his alma
mater.
The media member is Claudine
Schneider, R-R.1., 33, a former producer and hostess of a public television
affairs program. And the one listing
just "politics" is Steve Gunderson, RWis., a former legislative aide to Rep.
Toby Roth, R-Wis.
Mtirrcry
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Former President Lyndon B. Johnson, architect of the
Great
Society, died Jan. 22, 1973, while aboard his private plane in
San
Antonio, Texas. He was buried in the family cemetery
on the LBJ
Ranch in Texas. Although President Johnson failed to attain
the
goals set forth in the Great Society, he did propel the Civil
Rights
program to its highest level in the nation's history. No doubt,
the
tragedy of the Vietnam War contributed to the downfall
of the
Great Society.
With shrinking air space embraced in the MSU complex, the
official board of the school authorized the purchase of the L.
A. L.
Langston property of nearly three acres at the corner of Main and
South 16th streets at a cost of $500,000 from the heirs. In addition
,
the board authorized the purchase of a similarly sized tract on North
16th Street at the new Bypass from Dr. Ray Ammons for an
undisclosed price.
Mrs. Mary Ella Garland of the northeast section of the county
died Feb. 4, 1972, at the age of 102 years. She was buried in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Early in February a manuscript written for Gingles Wallis, the
druggist, 20 years previously and submitted for a national drug
publication was found in the pigeon hole of the editor's
old roll
top desk. Its historical significance warranted its publication
in a
local newspaper, consequently it is being closely edited for appearance here. Wallis Drug store is located on the north side of
court
square at a site where drugs have been dispensed for a
longer
duration, it is claimed, than any other place in the nation135
years. The drug store opened in 1838, when Napoleon was
doing
his thing in Europe, by A. H. Wear, however business was
interrupted on one occasion: the building was desrtoyed by fire
when
Union soldiers burned down the north side of the town
square,
earlier narrated in this book. While the building was
being fired,
a slave belonging to Mr. Wear managed to push the store
safe out
the back door, plthough hampered in his efforts by holding
under
his arm an old Seth Thomas clock. Both of the items
are still in
the possession of the store in addition to another relic
of the past,
a 10 gallon demijohn containing Godwin & Rodgers
Consumption
Cure, a precious commodity acquired when Mr. Wear
traded a
20X100 foot town lot at the present side of Iludy's Restaur
ant for
the huge jug and recipe for the cure, A son of the original
owner,
H. P. Wear, succeeded his father in the business
who had rebuilt
the building after the war with the Murray Masonic
order retaining
possession of the second floor. H. P. Wear sold
the business to
Gingles Wallis who operated the place until he
sold part interest
to J. B. Wilson and Jimmy H. Ford. Subsequently,
Mr. Ford purchased the interests of hi partners, and the store's
life span has
grown to 142 years (1980). As the drug store deed
for the building
was lost in the court house fire of 1903, the Masonic
order has possession of the only other original deed.
To B. Continued
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A total of 11,719 acres of cropland in
Calloway County will remain out of production under conservation reserve
contracts in 1961, according to H. B.
Fulton of the Calloway ASC Office.
Deaths reported include Lynn
Lawson,56.
Verne Kyle, Robert Wyman, Hugh
Oakley, Robert Perry, Ronald Churchill, Joe Dick,:Homer Pogue, and Don
Tucker participated in the program at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
The Calloway County High School
Leiters beat Wingo and Fulton County
beat Mayfield in the semi-finals of the
Mayfield High School Christmas
Basketball Tournament. High scorer
for Calloway was Curd with 23 points
and Carter for Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bazzell and
son of Highland Park, Mich., are
visiting relatives here.
The special New Year's Eve late
show at the Murray Drive In Theatre is
"The Lieutenant Wore Skirts" starring
Tom Ewell and Sheree North. Free coffee will be served at midnight at the
theatre.

30 Years Ago
Murray High School has again received a top rating from the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, according to W. Z. Carter,
superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Elected as officers of Murray Camp
592 of the Woodmen of the World for
1951 were H. W. (Stub) Wilson, Otto
Swann, Galen Thurman, Jr., Aubrey •
; Red) Willoughby, W. E. Clark, Ray
Sinclair, Leon Collie, W. B. Parker, the
Rev. Loyd Wilson, and L. C. Hendon.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Boswell on Dec. 23, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Adams on Dec.
25, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Kelly Ellis on Dec. 26.
"Muke Overbey bragging on his
grandchildren. Guess all grandparents
are the same," from the column,"Seen
&Heard Arou4Murray" by James C.
Williams.
U. Corn. and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest
are visiting her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
R. M. Mason. They are moving from
Falls Church, Va., to Quantico, R. I.,
where he will be stationed at the Naval
base there.

Bible Thought
The high priest asked him,
and said unto him, Art thou the
Christ, the son of the Blessed?
Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I
am!"
they thought they had reason
to
crucify him. Who do you
say
that He is by your life
and

tions?

ac

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 31, the
366th day of the year. This is the last
day of 1980.
Today's highlight in history.
On Dec. 31,1946, the end of World War
II was officially proclaimed by President Harry Truman.
On this date :
In 1879, Thomas Edison first
demonstrated the electric incandescent
light at Menlo Park, N.J.
In 1890, Ellis Island in New York Harbor was opened as a center to receive
immigrants.
In 1976, President Gerald Ford proposed statehood for Puerto Rico.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union
commuted the death sentence of two
Jews convicted of trying to hijack an
airliner to Israel.
One year ago: Diplomats reported
that the Soviet Union had moved
another 20,000 troops across the
Afghanistan border — bringing to
100,000 the estimated number of Soviet
troops helping the Afghan government
put down Moslem rebels. ,
Today's birthdays: Fashion designer
Diane von Furstenberg is 34. Singer
John Denver is 37. Singer Donna Summer is 32.
Thought for Today: Conceit can puff
a man up, but can never prop him. English writer John Ruskin 11819-19001
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NRC To Hold Hearing

Deal Struck For Lexington Energy Center

•

thing and 1 atti
and parking, gal age, the
to
Herald said.
Wilkinson could ,not be
Kentucky' Central reportedly has approved the sale of the, reached for conuuent. His
property to Wilkinson if ('rab- secretary said Tuesday
tree can persuade three stores Wilkinson would be out of town
now leasing space in the until Jan. 12.
building
McCrory's Variety
The proposed energy center
Store, Lerner Shops and
liaker's Shoe Store to move. has been widely discussed in
local business circles since
McCrory's has announced
plans to move by Jan. 30. The last fall. Wilkinson said in Qc'"14er-,41g proigel suffergg IL
other store#30-year leases exsevere setback when CSX
pire June 30, Crabtree said.
He confirmed he was Corp , the railroad formed by
the merger of Seaboard Coast
negotiating with Baker's and
Late anti the Chessie System.
Lerner's, but said no agreedecided to locate .ms headment had been reached. Crabtree also said he had not signed an agreement with Wilkinson.
"There's nothing in the
world I can do but honor the
leases and let them the
stores stay there," he said. "I
haven't signed any agreement
NIADNiNVII.I.E, Ky.(AP)
with nobody, Wallace WilkinA six-hour workday may
son or nobody. I haven't signprove an important issue in
upcoming contract talks
between the United Mine
Workers and the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association, a
member of the UMW bargaining team says.
state workers because private
Tummy Gaston, UMW
bids for the project Were as
president for west Kentucky,
high as $5,000 and deemed too
Monday that the shorter
expensive by Brown, Ashley said
workday could be proposed by
said.
Brown's use of the the 160,000-member union as a
means of addressing the prohelicopter
to
commute
coal-mine layoffs and
between Lexington and the blem of
abbreviated work weeks
Capitol in Frankfort has been
three-year
criticized in some circles, but under the current
Brown has insisted the work contract.
Gamstiii is one of five UMW
time he gains is worth the cost
officials who will join BCOA
to the state.
The governor s mansion ad- officials at the bargaining
jacent to the Capitol was clos- table when negotiations get
ed by the state fire marshal underway in Washington,
D.C.,on Jan. 21 and 22.
for renovation, including new
Following the start of
electrical wiring.
"The governor didn't ask to discussion, the two sides will
be moved out of the mansion have a little more than two
in Frankfort," Ashley said. months to rent+ agreement in
-.Alt has been a hardsh .) on
Jim....Basically, it the
helicopter) is a transportation
facility he is using because of
the problem of having to move
out of the mansion '•

XINGTON,
(AP) --mentative deal has been
,ick for construction of a 50downtown "energy
!er.' catering primarily to
,. companies,the Lexington
1r
aid has reported.
Hie newspaper, citing Riled sources, said the proinvolves sale and demoliof the Phoenix Hotel
.1(ding and most of the sur.11(iing city block.
I he Herald said Tuesday
(! principals in the project
'lode Wallace Wilkinson, a
•ii developer; realtor R.W.
Abtree, who owns the hotel
'ding, and Kentucky Cen' I .ife Insurance Co., which
is the mortgage on the proty
Y\ ilkinson is spearheading
project, which involves the
• •k bounded by East Main,
iestone, Vine and Harrison
'its, except for the former
• wart's department store

13rown Estate By State

1(t for its cost, Ashley said
wit 'would certainly reimm se the state for any value
s personal property" upon
ing office.
le landing pad was built by
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a new contract before the current pact expires March 27.
The proposed six-hour workday, an idea brought up by the
union during the past couple of
negotiations, could assume
importance as the union tries
to deal with the problems of
layoffs and mine closings,
Gaston said.
He contended that if mines
worked six-hour shifts, instead of the traditional eighthour day, the need for layoffs
would be largely eliminated.
Currently, an estimated 3,000
west Kentucky miners are out
of work due to layoffs and
mine closings.
Gaston said that in his view,
it will be the BCOA that will
determine whether there is a
Strike or a settlement in March."The companies don't gain
by a strike; we don't gain by a
strike," he said.
But he said he disagrees
with UMW officials who say
they may seek an extension if
agreement is not reached by

Louisville To Exchange
With Montpellier, France

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

C

The energy center would be
the tallest building in central
Keuttieliy, - -The- Rear-by 22story Kincaid Tower now is
the tallest.
Crabtree bought the 319room Phoenix Hotel from the
late Garvice Kincaid in the

TVA To Begin Making
Case For Igniter System

early 1970s. Kincaid Tower is
named for Kincaid, who controlled Kentucky Central Life
Insurance Co., Central Bank
and several other businesses.
The Phoenix, once the city's
premier hotel, occupies the
oldest hotel site in the state.
The first inn, built in 1797, and
two subsequent structures
were destroyed by fire.
At the time of the purchase,
Crabtree said he intended to
restore the Phoenix to its
former glory. He was unable
to raise the necessary money,
however, and the hotel itself
now is vacant.

By JOHN NOIAN
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
(API — The Tennessee Valley
Authority should find out in
January whether federal
regulators believe TVA can
safely control hydrogen gas
buildup in a serious accident
at its Sequoyah nuclear plant.
Next week in Washington,
TVA begins making its case to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for an igniter system
that TVA says can gradually
burn off accumulating
hydrogen within Sequoyah's
reactor building during an accident.
TVA officials and NRC staff
are to meet Jan.6 and Jan. 9 in
Washington with members of
the March deadline.
the Advisory Committee on
"No, I don't favor that," Reactor Safeguards, an
adGaston said of the extension. visory panel to the NRC
com"I don't think it's too sellable missioners.
The NRC licenses
( in the coalfields), I don't see nuclear power plants and
asking the miners to go ahead regulates their operations.
and work if we don't have a
TVA has already installed
contract by that time."
the igniter system, using approximately 30 glow plugs like
those in diesel engines,around
the interior of Sequoyah's
reactor building. The federal
utility says its tests have
shown that the plugs can safeWASHINGTON (API —
ly burn off hydrogen that
President Carter is reviving
might build up within the reachis dime-a-gallon gas tax protor building and threaten its
posal that was soundly
stability during a Three Mile
defeated in Congress by inIsland-type accident.
cluding it in his new budget,
The NRC has not approved
an administration source said
the igniters' use and is still
Tuesday night.
analyzing data from tests the
The gas tax request to Con- agency commissioned.
included
in
gress will be
Two other utilities are workCarter's budget for the fiscal ing with TVA in researching
year that begins Oct. 1, 1981, the igniters. Both utilities,
said the source, who asked not American Electric Power
to be identified.
Corp. of New York and Duke
The fee is "basically the Power Co. of North Carolina,
same" as the one Congress operate or are building
overwhelmingly blocked June nuclear plants with relatively
6, the source said.
small reactor building domes
By levying the fee on im- similar to Sequoyah's.
ported petroleum and allowThe NRC fears that internal
ing the cost to be passed on to hydrogen pressures like those
consumers,the fee is designed experienced during the Three
to help cut down on American Mile Island accident could
dependence on foreign oil.
crack and break open Se-

quoyah's reactor building
"The NRC staff did not tell
dome, releasing dangerous AEP they had to put igniters
radiation levels into the en- in, but they told them they
vironment. It is about half the ought to look at it," Clark said
size of the Three Mile Island from his Atlanta office,
plant's dome — which "There's no other really shortwithstood the gas pressure term solution being pursued at
during the 1979 Pennsyleania this point. Whether it is apaccident — and the force proved,no one is willing to say
would be more concentrated at this point."
in a smaller area, the NRC
The NRC on Sept. 16
says.
licensed Sequoyah for fullNRC spokesman Ken Clark power operation, but the
said Tuesday that agency of- license requires TVA to
ficials have already told demonstrate by Jan. 31, 1981,
American Electric Power it that it has an effective interim
will need to install a hydrogen hydrogen control system and
control system at its D.C. by Jan. 31, 1982, that it has a
Cook nuclear plant near Ben- workable long-term solution.
ton Harbor, Mich. The Cook
TVA operates a power netplant has been operating since work serving Tennessee and
1975, while Sequoyah, located parts of Kentucky, Virginia,
about 15 miles north of Chat- North Carolina, Georgia,
tanooga, is being tested.
Alabama and Mississippi.

UMW To Propose Shorter
Workday To Coal Operators

Chopper Pad Built At
.XINGTON, Ky... API —
John Y. Brown's press
rtqary, Frank Ashley, has
(. wined that state workers
(i state funds were used to
! a helicopter pad at
sn's Cave Hill estate near
Ington.
The pad was built at the re,t of Brown's pilot, Don
rigston, for "safety
Ashley said.
r
pad, which cost an
ted $1,400, was "a slab
• (ncrete and some lights,"
ley said.
- (-own's estate previously
• without landing facilities
the state's $1.8 million
!rsky helicopter, Ashley

qu,ilti'i a tin taliond, Va.
Wilkinson's group reportedly hoped CSX would be an anchor company for the
building, enticing coal companies and other businesses
that rely on rail transportation
to locate there,. the Herald
said.

.5 luis
61

LOUISVILLE, K. (API
two-page agreement aimed at
Mayor William Stansbury has '-the development of stronoger
signed a mutual trade agree- economic and trade ties
ment with his counterpart in
mutually beneficial to our
Montpellier, France, under
communities."
which the two cities will exThe agreement allows the
change business data and, cities to identify potential
eventually, delegations of cormarkets, line up technical and
porate leaders.
financial aid for future trade
Stansbury spent 30 minutes from the French and U.S.
orFtfjc telephone Monday with
governments and exchange
Montpellier Mayor Georges trade missions at a later date.
Freche, and he persuaded the
The talk capped a monofficial of Louisville's sister
thslong effort by Stansbury
city to visit Kentucky when
and the Louisville Sister Cities
the U.S. Conference of Mayors
Program to use the program
meets here in June.
to stimulate foreign trade.
Despite a crackling phone
Stansbury hopes to sign trade
cable and a near total inabili- agreements with Louisville's
ty to speak French, Stansbury
four other sister cities.
spent the first few minutes of
Local businessmen hope the
his conversation exchanging
agreement will start a thrivpleasantries with Freche.
ing import-export trade
The weather in Montpellier
between the two cities.
was sunny and beautiful,
Alec Van Ryan,Stansbury'sFreche said through an interpress aide,said one French inpreter.
dustrial representative has inLouisville was overcast, quired about opening a factory
Stansbury admitted. But he
in Louisville.
added that its Kentucky
hospitality more than made up
for the lack of sun.
Freche offered to send a
representatives with several
I.EXING'I'ON, Ky. ( Al' -varieties of Montpellier wine
The Kentucky Harness Racing
to a Louisville- Jaycees wineCommission is moving.
tasting festival next March.
The Commission is moving
Reminding Freche that from its
Waller Ave. offices to
Louisville is "the world
1051 H Newtown Road. The
capital ----of bourbon," new-offices are directly
across
Stansbury said its citizens from the Quality
Court Motel
would "certainly have an ap- off New Circle
Road.
preciation for flavors of that
The commission's next
nature." meeting is scheduled for Jan.
The two mayors than read a
(1

Insurer Files Libel Suit
Over Magazine Story

Carter Reviving
Dime-A-Gallon
Taxing Proposal

LOW DISCOUNT

million or more. The Nov. 17
issue of Business Insurance
quoted Jim Dickinson, acting
chief examiner of Kentucky's
Department of Insurance, in
an arcticle about Old
Republic's ability to pay
"massive black-lung claims."
Neither Dickinson nor the
Kentucky Department of Insurance is a party to the suit.
Old Republic maintains that
the article was false and
harmed its business. The company writes $97.5 of premiums
in Kentucky each year.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API —
a Kentucky Insurance Department official's remarks about
the state's largest propertycasualty insurer have provoked a $2 billion libel suit in Illinois.
The suit was filed by Old
Republic Insurance Co.
against Crain Communications, a Chicago-based company that publishes Business
Insurance,a trade magazine.
Each of seven counts in the
suit seeks damages of $250

WATCH OUT!!
CORN-AUSTIN'S
SALE
STARTING SOON!
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Court States Statute Is Void
SY RAMSEY
sted Press Writer
CFORT, Ky. 1AP) —
tucky Court of Apid today a statute
mpowers Campbell
impose a tax to build
vate a courthouse is
:al court cannot be
7ed to create a
tax burden between
nise district and the
!! of the county," a
ge panel said.
ow such would be in
ation of the conI mandate requiring
)s 'shall be uniform
property subject to
within the territorial
the authority levying
pellate court said the
; special rather than
because only Campity meets its descrip,cision set aside a
I circuit court ruling
held the statute.
uity seat of Campbell
s Alexandria, but a
se also has been built
atained in the much
ty of Newport under
act which created a
se district.
istrict was operated
irthouse commission
;ed on a limited
dcal basis, which the
Appeals said could be
han that of Campbell
roperty in general.
ver,(the new) levy is

to imposed not under the
authority of the courthouse
commission but rather by the
fiscal court itself," the judges
noted.
"The fiscal court does not
have the entitlement of the
commission to create a
disparate tax burden between
the district and the remainder
of the county."
The panel said that to view
the statute as an effort to
replace the old taxing district
would violate the ban on
special legislative authorization of tax levies.
"Likewise, to consider it as
a
permitted
general
statute...would be a sham as
only Campbell County meets
that description," the court
said.
In another case, the Court of
Appeals affirmed the state
Personnel Board's dismissal
of Lurline S. Brawner as a
Department of Human
Resources employee.
The judges said she was
fired Nov. 16, 1977, because
she slapped a mental patient
at Western State Hospital the
previous month.
At the time, Brawner was
head ward nurse. She denied
slapping the patient and insisted she actually struck the
back of the patient's chair to
make her spit out food she was
choking on.
No one can seriously maintain that slapping a patient's
face is an acceptable method
to alleviate choking," the appellate panel said in affirming
Franklin Circuit Court.

KING'S DEN
JANUARY
EARANCE SALE
All Dress Suits
All Dress Shirts

/
1 2 or below
1/2 price

All Sweaters

50% on

All Velour Shirts

/
1 2 Price

25% off

Jeans

Corduroy Jeans

/
12

40% off

All Shoes
Ml Gloves

/
11 2 price

Western Hats

Coats

price

/
1 2 price

40% TO 50% off

Last Day Of Year Set
To Be Sunny And Mild

Mere Money Key To Being
Part Of Reagan Inauguration

Stock Market

4952.81

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

(II
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3F gl
irlarirlill

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

T-Mart

Livestock Market

ut
GREEN B
t EANS

Many More Sale Items

Sale Starts Jan. 2

en
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Government, Ford Agree On
Compromise For Auto Problems

The judges said the person- the case.
nel board made a finding on
The substitution did not
the basis of opposing versions change the basic
decision
of the same incident.
which said Kentucky Power
They said two witnesses had been charging
its
clearly testified that Brawner customers about
$4 million
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
mew contends.
struck the patient.
a vehicle isn't going ll) asaure
more annually than was apwill send owner:, ul all the afAssociated Press Writer
Despite the compromise, a that you aren't going to have
The Court of Appeals denied proved by the old
fected cars a warning letter
Public Serspokesma
fur
n
the
National
a rehearing petition by Ken- vice Commissi
WASHING
problems
TON
in
AP)
the
— The
future," said
and a label to place on the
on.
Highway Traffic Safety Ad- Russell Shew of the
tucky Power Company in a
That decision sent the issue government and the Ford
vehicle's dashboard. Under
ministrati
on
said
"we
cast from last October, but back to
have
Motor
Co. today announced
Washington-based organiza- the words "Importa
a state regulatory
nt safety
not
agreed
there
is
not
a
issued an modified opinion on commission.
agreement on a compromise
tion. "For the consumer it's a
precaution" the label advise*
defect"
in
the
transmiss
ions pretty raw deal."
dealing with problems with
motorists to make certain
on the affected vehicles, which
automatic transmissions and
The federal aKency last their gear shift
lever is in
were
sold
between 1970 and June concluded there was a
avoiding a record recall of 22.9
park, the emergency brakes
1979.
million Ford cars and light
safety problem with the Ford are in place and the
ignition is
A Ford executive insisted transmissions after it receivtrucks.
shut off.
Under the agreement, that there is no defect.
ed complaints by some owners
"Unexpected and sudden
By The Associated Press
And a consumer group, the of the cars that while idling,
Wasatch Front to a standstill. owners of the vehicles will
vehicle movement may occur
The last day of 1980 was ex- A woman was killed when
Center
for
Auto
Safety,
quicksoon
receive
the
vehicles
letters
slipped into if these precautions are not
she
and
pected to be sunny and mild was struck by a ear in
ly criticized the agreement, reverse when the motorists
heavy dashboard stickers warning
taken," the label adds.
for most of the nation, with fog early Tuesday,
saying
the
governme
nt
did
not
that
the transmissions could
thought they were in the park
and a
The warning already is
more unusually warm seven-car wreck in the
go
far
enough
should
and
have
slip
into reverse.
position.
Magna
spelled out in the owner's
temperatures in Colorado and area also was blamed on
required
Ford
to
repair
the
Such slips have caused
Government and Ford manual for Ford vehicles.
the
Arizona.
fog.
almost 100 deaths, the govern- transmissions.
lawyers have been negotiating
After a three-year investigaSnow was predicted for the
"Merely putting a sticker on for months in an effort to
tion, the safety administraGreat Lakes and Ohio Valley.
resolve the problem short of a tion, an agency of
the Departspreading across the midrecall of the vehicles. Such a ment of
Transportation, said
Atlantic Coast. Southern parts
recall, which would have been in June
that slipping
of the Ohio Valley were exthe largest in history, would transmissions
had caused
pected to get rain.
have cost Ford more than $100 6,000 accidents
resulting in
Light snow fell early today
million, company spokesman 1,710 injuries
and 98 deaths.
over the Great Lakes, with
Jerry Sloan said in Detroit.
Ford officials have claimed
freezing drizzle from southern
The agreement covers the that the problems
By HARRY F.ROSEN/121A L
nullion of the tab while another swearing-in at the
are not with
Wisconsin to northeastern
Capitol, but Ford FMX C-3, C-4 and C-6
the design of the transmission
million or so conies from private the sidewalks are
Associated Press Writer
Minnesota. Some light snow
free for the and JATCO automatic
but with motorists failing to
WASHINGTON (AP) — donations.
mile-long ride to and from the transmiss
and freezing drizzle also fell
ion.
put the vehicles into park proThose not blessed with friends in
But Reagan's own people have
White House.
over West Virgikia.
Under
settlemen
the
t,
Ford
perly.
Light rain w'.A.• scattered high places or funds unlimited to pay for the inauguration, an
along the Washington coast, will find plenty of opportunity in estimated $8 million or more, so
while rain and snowshowers Washington to help celebrate they are selling anything that
and commemorate Ronald can be sold. Five dollars buys an
Prices of stock of seal Internet at
dotted the northern Rockies.
noon. EDT, today, fumusbed to t''re
Chinook winds along Col- Reagan's inauguration. Things inaugural medal in copper; $15 Ledger
lb Times by First of tiltri,san,
of
buys
culture,
high
cuff
popular,
and
links
are
with the in- Corp , oiMurnry,areas
orado's Front Range have
follows
augural seal; $25 a red white and
pushed temperatures to busting out all over and for free.
Industrial
As
erage
• 171
blue
For
mere
money it will be
inaugural license plate good
record levels in Pueblo,
Denver, Colorado Springs and easy to be in the same cavernous for 90 days; $55 a set of coaster, Air Products
hall with Reagan or his wife. A tray and ice bucket with the seal. Arnerica,n Motors
unc
Fort Collins.
Ashland
4034
The freebies for the public American Telephone .
Record highs set Tuesday hundred dollars and white tie
48'.
sler
4',
'4
included readings' of 79 and tails let you gawk at them at begin at Washington's three air- Chri
FOrd Motor
19's
ports and at Union Station, 0 A I'
degrees in Pueblo, 71 degrees one of nine inaugural balls.
123.
42
Spending $50 — or $200 if you where there will be music and General Dynamic
in Denver and Colorado SprGeneral Motors
453,
ings and 68 degrees in Fort want to be known as a major dance from morning to night. General Tire
18.4 unc
24's -Oa
donor — has you at a concert Most of the Smithsonian In- Goodrich
Collins.
(;oodyear
16 -'s
stitution's
where
Yellow Chevette
major
their
buildings
appearance is prowill Gulf Oil
In
4354
Arizona,
warm
Hardees
' 27 unc
temperatures have prompted mised. Being a Republican have no-cost entertainment: Heublien
2
Door
Hatchback Coupe
211“
the chief of the state Highway wheel at home or the niece or barbershop quartets at the IBM
Jerico
22.1,13=..s.A
Patrol to order officers back nephew of a Reagan state cam- Musewn of American History, a K-mart
A's
No Trade
into their short-sleeved sum- paign chairman can get you chamber ensemble at the Ren- Kuhn..Bai K
l'enwalt
2734
close enough to be jostled by the wick Gallery, Japanese music at
mer uniforms.
Quaker Oats
31 unc
the Hirshhorn, Cajun and Ap- Texaco
48's
Monday's high of 85 degrees Secret Service.
U.S Tobacco
39 unc
The
palachian
less
music
and
fortunate
dance
Keep That Great GM Feeling
need
at
only
in the Phoenix area set a
Wendy's
14.413 14'2A
record and was 20 degrees be willing to expend a little time, the National Air and Space
Museum, a gospel choir and
above normal for the date. some shoe leather and — given
753-2617
Leftover maraschino cherry
Mexican music at the Museum
641 Smith
Similar records in the high 70s Washington's weather —
111173
juice can be used as a ham
of Natural History.
were set at other Arizona loca- perhaps some comfort.
glaze.
In
It
the
takes
three
ticket
a
days
to see the
before his intions last week.
A third straight day of auguration on Jan. 20, a Tuesheavy fog kept Salt Lake day, Reagan will be all over
City's airport closed much of town, often with only a wooden
Tuesday, and forecasters ex- sawhorse separating him from
pected foggy weather to con- his people. A reception here, a
tinue through New Year's church service there. A gala
featuring some of his Hollywood
Day.
The fog nearly brought pals. George and Barbara Bush,
freeway traffic along the the other celebrity couple, will
be along.
For four days, the city on the
Potomac will be awash in
dignitaries who don't know the
Cash it Food Stamps
difference between a germane
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API — USDA
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Accepted -Sorry No Checks
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
rider and a Teutonic horseman.
200; compared to Tuesday's chose.
Frank Sinatra, Bob Hope,
represented slaughter cows and bulls
steady; other cattle classes untested.
Tony Bennett, Wayne Newton.
Slaughter cows a few commercial
Sweet
Cream Style &
the Osmond Family, Tanya
40.(0-44.00. utility 43.00-48.50; cutter
Tucker, Jimmy Stewart, Dean
39.00-43.00; canner and cutter under 800
Whole Kernel
lb 35.00-40 00; slaughter bulls yield grade
Martin, Ethel Merman, Ben
1 1670-1730 lb 63.00-64.00; yield grade 1-2
Vereen and the Joffrey Ballet
1000-1655 lb 56.00-61.50;
Hogs 600; this includes 400 feeder pigs;
will be in town. So will Johnny
compared to Tuesday's close limited
Carson, Mikhail Baryshnikov,
barrows and gilts fully steady; 1-2 210Natalia Makarova and Marilyn
230 lb 41.60-41.90; a few 180-198 lb discounted 38.00-39.00; No 2 200-240 lb 40.50Horne.
41.25 ; sows steady however the weights
The costs of the transition
over 450 lb untested; 1-2 300-350 lb 35.0015 am.
36.00; 350-400 lb 36.00-37.00; 400-450 lb from Jimmy Carter's ad$6 00 Case
$6.00 Case
37 00-39.00; utility 300-375 lb 32.00-33.75;
WOO Case
1505.
ministration to Ronald Reagan's
boars over 300 lb 3300: under 300 lb
are mostly borne by the tax31.00-31.50
Sheep 25, untested
payer: Uncle Sam picks up $2
Black Pepper
Mixed Vegetables
is..
Apple Butter

The Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center

DISCOUNT
FOODS

PEAS

25' 25

25'

65'

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY/SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA
SATURDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
MURRAY'S GRAND GIVEAWAY PROMOTION NIGHT
$1,000 IN GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL BE PRESENTED AT
GAME TO 40 SPECTATORS

Butter Beans

isw.31 c

550
sw. 69'

Cinnamon

w.

Sage
Mustard Greens

Apple Juice

31'
756

RaisMs

$1 21

Mustard Squeeze
Grape Jelly

Beans

Pork &

27'
28'
is.. 59'

is..

Blackeyed Peas

Hominy White

CORN

Fruit Cocktail

Dry yeast

Corn Starch
Pineapple

79'
.035'
79'
,H 45'
.49'
55'

Iodized & Plain

SALT

:tote
00
4 oU Is
oswetv

19'

26 oz

Coffee Creamer

Buttermilk
Raviol

s

Field Bologna

cites $4 and $3

Call 762-6184 for Information

MURRAY MERCHANTS PARTICIPATING IN $1,000 GIVEAWAY

settee Printers
le %once,.
A North
inmens Battery
Getti's
...thy Theatres
sten Tee Party
roset Boole yard
clonsher. Ray LTD
ichford Nouse Geier,

The Beenny Co.
Granny's Porch
University Store
College (lowers
Chock'. Music Ceeter
lee s freely lestogrent
The Bamboo Garden
Byron's Deco., Plremeary
Storey's Food Giern
Ms John Soper Stores

Scott Drug
Dennis. I. N.t
People's Bank
Deis Stubblefield Dreg
Natio,* Stores
Twin Lairs Office Products
Poppy MloPPe
Sol he Deter Store
Par I Imports
The Green Door

The lemon TIP!
Pro Am Ports Stop
Littleton s
Murray Apphenc•
DAM Avto Pert,
Corn Austin
Shoe Bill
Shoe Bo( Jr
DeVenti s
firenit• s flowers

Vienna Sausage

Salad Dressing

99'
$1"
596
s $ 39

43'
11., 874

Prairie Farm

WHOLE MILK
1 gal

$219

1 lb.

Chili W Beans
Potted Moat
Luncheon Moat
Sahara's
Applesauce

Margarine

59'
274
sus
69'
2/69`
,. 49'

Pyrex Dot,
Bath Tissue
Napkins
Diapers
Paper Towels
Corn Flakes

Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR
5 1.h.

794

CORN'aciAKES

83'

rytra.1

'
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

Storey's
Prices Good
Wed. Dec. 31
Thru
Tues. Jan. 6

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

FOOD
GIANT
Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated

PARKAY

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

MARGARINE

EGGS

SUPER.
BUYS

DoG FoOD
DOG

PARKAY

99
DOZ.
LIMIT ONE
I
PER FAMILY

1 LB.
QTRS.

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL
ORDER EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DAIRY

DELTA

NABISCO

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

PAPER TOWELS

RITZ CRACKER

99

12 OZ.

25 LB.
BAG

JUMBO ROLL

MILK
$229

594

GAL.

TOTINO'S FROZEN

PIZZA'S

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

ORANGE

09

BREAD

29
64 OZ.
JAR

HUNTS

BUSH'S

GODCHAUX POWDERED

TOMATO SAUCE

KIDNEY BEANS

BUSH'S GREAT

SUGAR

NORTHERN BEANS

15 01

2/89'

1 LB. BOX

BROWN OR WHITE

15 OZ

3/$1

PRINGLES

TEXSUN PINK

SCOT LAD

CHILI HOT BEANS

POTATO CHIPS
$1 19
TWIN PACK

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

CORN

3/$1

NO COUPON REQUIRED
Borden
Eagle Brand

Milk

20, 99'
NO COUPON REQUIRED
Carnation

Kraft
Catalina

Salad Dressing
16 oz

16 oz

No Limit

69'

1

Kleenex

Facial
Tissue
100 Ct.

3/$1

303 SIZE

FINAL NET

3I1°

CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL

CLAIROL
$136
401.

L'OREAL HAIR COLOR

PREFERENCE

No Limit

NO COUPON REQUIRED

$1 29
No Limit

Instant
Potatoes

89'

Health & Beauty
Aids Specials

Big Tate

$1 19

Hot Cocoa
Mix

12 Servings

4601.

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO COUPON REQUIRED

No Limit

*

784

3/$1

BUSH'S

15 OZ

12 or

16 OZ.
LOAF

279

Happy
New
Year!!

ALL SHADES $

DRY IDEA

NO COUPON REQUIRED

ROLL ON

Bugles
Corn Snacks

2 5 OZ. $289

GILLETTE SELF-HEATING

SHAVE CREAM

794

$1 71
61
/
4 oz.

PET

7 oz

I.D., TAG

No Limit

66'

VEGETABLE

No Limit
•

STEAMER

4 OT.

We Will
Be Open
From 8 a.m. to
11 p.m. New Year's
Eve & New Year's Day

$679
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ditnT IIIERT SAUIIIGS
GROUFlNDBE
1K EF

PORK

4 "1
CHOPS

"
1
LB

FRESH PORK

cunificiAK
219

SPARE RIBS
f19

FAMILY PACK
LB.

CHICKASAW

BACON
LB.
PORK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE RIBEYE

STEAK

JUMBO PACK LB. $399

CUTLETS

$149
LB
GROGAN PORK

LINK

CENTER-CUT
$179

PORK CHOPS

LB.

SAUSAGE

SAUSAGE

to. $1 79

END ROAST

LB.

$1 29
I

Braunschwieger

HAM SLICES
BACON

PORK RIBS

LB.$1 29

LETTUCE

GMT PRODUCEsacs
Pr

APPLES
BAG 894

9
TURNIPS
ONIONS
ORANGES TRAY(6)

FAMILY PACK LB. $1 29

3 LI. SAG

LB.39"
3LB. BAG 99'
69"

20000

Last Week's Name
Mike Garland
Murray
Card Not Punched

'44c.*.31c3Ic

BOLOGNA

LB 89"

WIENERS

LB.$159

TOMATOES

1 LB. RADISHES
1 LB. CARROT
GREEN ONIONS
FRESH GLAZED

4
.

This Week
Win

79'

RED, GOLD,
JONATHAN

DELI SAVING
Cash Pot

LB

RIVERSIDE

LB $ 1 79

SLICED SLAB
COUNTRY STYLE

$1 59

METZGER

CENTER-CUT

PORK LOIN

LB

SNACK BOX
HAM SALAD

BAKERY SAVINGS

DONUTS

$125

3/99"
3/99'
4/99"

Doi. $1 59

IN STORE BAKED
Le $109

WHITE BREAD

STORE MADE

LOAF

69'

CHERRY & APPLE

COLE SLAW.

LB. 89'

*******************************A

I TURNOVERS

45'

,C**********************30;411C.
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Two Groups Of Interested Onlookers Await Outcome

Georgia Can Claim Its First NCAA Championship
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Georgia can claim its first
national collegiate football
championship on New Year's
Day in the Sugar Bowl, but
there will be two groups of
interested
especially
onlookers when the Bulldogs
take the field against Notre
Dame in New Orleans.
The Bulldogs carry an 11-0
record and the No.1 national

Tallithim into their 2 p.m. EST
ABC ) meeting with the
Fighting Irish in the Louisiana
Superdome. If they win, it's
tough luck until next year for
No.2 Florida State and No.3
Pittsburgh.
If Georgia loses, well ... it's
up to the pollsters.
"There's no question this is
the biggest game I've been involved in," says Vince Dooley,

Georgia football coatdi ihr
years.
Pittsburgh, 11-1, already
has made a successful
postseason appearance, clobbering 12thranked South
Carolina 37-9 Monday in the
Gator Bowl. Florida State puts
its 10-1 record on the line at 8
p.m. New Year's Night(NBC)
against fourth-ranked
Oklahoma, 9-2, in the Orange
Bowl at Miami.

Pittsburgh's chances hinge
on losses by both Georgia and
Florida State, since the Panthers lost a 36-22 decision to
Florida State during the
regular season.
The Rose Bowl, the grandaddy of all bowls, will have
no influence on the national
championship. It pits Big Ten
champion Michigan, ranked
No.5 with a 9-2 record, against

16thranked Washington, 9-2,
the Pacific 10 Conference
champion. Kickoff is 5 p.m.
(NBC).
The fourth New Year's Day
bowl sends No.9 Alabama,9-2,
against sixth-ranked Baylor,
10-1, in the Cotton Bowl at
Dallas for a 2:10 p.m. kickoff
(CBS).
At 8 p.m. tonight (MizIou),
it's 13th-ranked North
Carolina, 10-1, against unranked Texas, 7-4, in the Bluebonnet Bowl at Houston.
"Any team that wins a national championship needs
help," said Oklahoma Coach
Barry Switzer, not that he intends to give any to Florida
State. "You have to be lucky
and you have to be good.
The Georgia offense is run
by quarterback Buck Belue,
but freshman tailback
Herschel Walker is responsible for the lion's share of the
yardage it gains. Walker rushed for 1,616 yards this year,
and Notre Dame is fully aware
of the importance of stopping
hint

Schembechler said. "Mentally, we'll be ready, and we're
not believing that 'favorite'
stuff."
Michigan's forte is defense,
and Washington Coach Don
James knows the Huskies will
have to strike hard and quickly to win.
"No one could imagine a
better defense that Michigan
showed in their last 18
quarters," said James, who
Florida State's only loss of will try to counter with the
the -season came against arm of quarterback Tom
Miami, Fla., in the Orange Flick.
Alabama is rated a 3/
1
2-point
Bowl, 10-9, but the Seminoles
over Baylor in the
boast victories this season favorite
Pittsburgh and Cotton Bowl, which pits the
over
Crimson Tide's defense
Nebraska.
against the high-powered ofMichigan is a one- fense of Baylor. Baylor runntouchdown favorite to break a ing back Walter Abercrombie
long Rose Bowl jinx. Coach Bo led the Southwest Conference
Schembechler has lost all five in rushing with 107.9 yards a
of his trips to Pasadena, in- game.
cluding a 27-20 upset by
offensive
All-American
Washington in 1978, the only
guard Frank Ditta of Baylor
time the two teams have met
said the key to the game would
in the Rose Bowl.
be whether the Bears could
"I'm looking forward to our run outside on Alabama.
first win in the Rose Bowl,"
"Both defensive ends are

Notre Dame is a one-point
favorite.
Florida State Coach Bobby
Bowden says even if a possible
No.1 ranking isn't enough to
inspire the Seminoles, there is
the revenge factor against
Oklahoma.
"We got licked pretty good
by Oklahoma last year ( in the
Orange Bowl, 24-7(," Bowden
said. "I don't have to remind
them."

very fast, and both their
linebackers are real good,"
Ditta said. "They're physical,
but their main asset is getting
to the ball real well. They
don't make mistakes."
The Bluebonnet Bowl is Texas' last chance this year to
salvage some respect. The
Longhorns started off 5-0 this
season and were ranked No.2
before losing four of their last
six games.
Atlantic Coast Conference
champion North Carolina is a
slight favorite, primarily
because of the Tar Heels' two
1,000-yard gainers — Amos
Lawrence and Kelvin Bryant.
Injuries and mistakes hurt
Texas in the latter part of the
season, but All-American
defensive taclae Kenneth
Sims says, "We've got one
more chance to prove that we
are real Texas Longhorns,and
I hope we can do it. Our season
was not what we wanted it to
be, but we've got a chance to
save some of it if we can beat a
fine 10-1 team like North
Carolina."

Verderber Undergoes Emergency Appendectomy
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky forward Chuck
Verderber underwent surgery
Tuesday afternoon for apparent appendicitis, according to a news release from
the University of Kentucky's
athletic department.

LOOKING FOR A BETTER WAY — MSG's Lamont Sleets
(10) and Tony Slaughter (30) will play a major role in
deciding the Racers' fate for the 1980-81 season after a
bleak 3-4 start. Sleets is the team's leading scorer with a
15.6 point averge while Slaughter has been moved to forward to take more advantage of his quickness on offense.

Walker Not Thinking About Wait
NEW ORLEANS AP) — If
events follow their natural
course, three years and a few
months hence, a big, strapping kid out of Wrightsville,
Ga., is assured of striking the
mother lode in pro football's
golden vein of fame and fortune.
It portends to be a long,
frustrating wait but not to
Herschel
Walker, the
freshman ball-carrying
phenom of the Georgia
Bulldogs.
don't think about it," says
the 6-foot.1, 218-pound
AllAmerican speedster who _
rushed for 1,616 yards, most
ever for a first year man, and
helped propel unbeaten
Georgia into the•Sugar Bowl

Thursday against Notre
Dame.
"I'm just going ahead, do
what I have-to do and wait for
whatever happens. In fact,
I'm not going to be in any rush
to sign a pro contract. I want
to run in the 1984 Olympics
first."
Someone suggested that
Walker might be taking a big
chance in not quickly grabbing the multimillion dollar
contract that seems certain to
be offered by some National
Football League club when he
is eligible in 1984.
"I don't fret much over
money," he said. "Money
keeps you happy a little while.
Friends keep you happy a long
time."
It is Walker's 9.2 speed
woven into the fabric of a raw

body power that has some
critics, including Notre
Dame's Coach Dan Devine,
putting him on a tier above
Houston's Earl Campbell, top
running back ,.in the NFL;
Dallas' Tony Dorsett,
Chicago's Charlie Payton and
Detroit's sensational rookie
Billy Sims,cream of the pros.
The 19-year-old sensation
not only made All-America his
first year but finished third
behind South Carolina's
George Rogers and Pittsburgh's Hugh Green in voting
for the prestigious Heisman
Trophy.
Track is his first love he
acknowledged at an informal
new conference Tuesday.
Walker has been clocked in
9.2 for the 100 and has run the
220 in 20.9, phenomenal speed

for a man of his size. He has
been given permission to compete in track in the spring.
Walker was asked if he
wished that the NFL, which
has a rule against signing a
college player until his class
has graduated, had a "hardship case" loophole.
"No," Walker answered
evenly. "I want to finish college. I want to compete in the
Olympics. And I'm not a hardship case."
He was one of the country's
most widely recruited
athletes, having rushed for
6,137 yards and 86 touchdowns
at Johnson County High. This
time last year he was a guest
of Southern California and
UCLA at the Rose Bowl. He
also was courted by Alabama
and Notre Dame but chose to
stay closer to home.

Louisville Blows Out USC, 79-50
LOS ANGELES AP) —
Forward Derek Smith
pumped in 28 points Tuesday
night as Louisville broke open
a close game in the second
half en route to a 79-50 college
basketball victory over host
Southern Cal in the consolation game of the Trojans' Holiday Tournament.
In the championship game,

sixth-ranked North Carolina
faced Minnesota.
The consolation game was
close until Louisville sprinted
away from a three-point lead
at 43-40 with 12:24 remaining.
ThE cardinals outscored the
cold-shooting Trojans 36-10 the
rest of the way.
Guard Jerry Eaves added 14
points for Louisville and

averaging 6.7 points and 4.3
rebounds per game.
The release said it was not
known how long Verderber
would be out of the lineup.
Verderber was expected to be
replaced by senior Fred
Cowan, returning to the star-

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
sour newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their hill
You see'. these earners are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from as at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don t pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So Paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you ,tvoul
bother of monthly collections

..the

Murray Ledger & Times

Sophomore Charles Hurt,
who had replaced Cowan in
the linety, was expected to be
the other forward.

center Rodney McCray had 13 tempts to Louisville's 61 perpoints and also pulled down 13 cent. Southern Cal hit 35 perrebounds.
cent from the floor for the
Southern Cal was led by for- game and the Cardinals 110
ward Barry Brooks with 11 percent.
points.
Louisville also held a 50-25
The Trojans were extremely edge in rebounds.
cold from the floor in the seThe victory gives the Carcond half, hitting just 27 per- dinals a 2-6 record, while
cent of their field goal at- Southern Cal is 5-4.

25%0FF

WIDE
STORE
(Excluding Sale Items)
2 Days Only!
Friday & Saturday, Jan. 2nd & 3rd
This is only a partial list of items included in our sale
sr
I,
v v
V

v Nike, Pony, Adidas, Shoes
v Adidias Warmups
v Tiger or Laker School Jackets
v Tennis Outfits
v Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
v Hooded Sweat Tops & Pants
v Exercise Bikes - 3 Styles
v Tennis and Racquetball Rackets
(Head, Wilson, Dunlop, Prince)

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

ting lineup after three games
on the bench with a sprained
ankle.

After Christmas Sale

Mother Lode Certain To Be Struck

By WILL,GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

Verderber, a 6-foot-6 junior
from Lincoln, 111., became ill
late Monday, and was adrhitted to Good Samaritan
Hospital early Tuesday, the
release said.
Verderber had started all
seven games for the Wildcats,

WKU Loses Title
To Connecticut
HARTFORD, Conn. ( AP) —
Corny Thompson grabbed a
career-high 20 rebounds and
scored 17 points to lead the
University of Connecticut to
an 84-58 victory over Western
Kentucky in the Connecticut
Mutual Classic championship
game Tuesday night.
The 6-foot-8 junior forward,
who was named the tournament's most valuable player,
dominated the boards
throughout the contest and did
not allow Western Kentucky
the luxury of many second
shots.
In the consolation game
played earlier in the night, St.
Louis defeated Army, 61-54.
And officials at the Hartford
Civic Center Coliseum; where
the games were played, said
14,587 fans attended, setting a
new attendance record for
New England college basketball.

Thompson's teammate, 6foot-11 junior Chuck Alelisinas
scored 18 of his game-high 24
points in the second half to
allow the Huskies to coast to
the easy victory.
Connecticut took a 12-point
lead with 8:48 left in the first
half, only to see Western Kenturcky's Percey White score 7
of his 12 points to bring the
Hilltoppers to within two with
1:11 left in ths
.
401,,half.
Connecticut,
however,
managed to take a 37-32
halftime lead. And the
Huskies, led by Aleksinas'
second-half shooting never
trailed in the rest of the game.
The Hilltoppers were led by
White's 12 points and Tony
Wilson's 9. Verne Giscombe
added 12 for the Huskies.
Thompson, Alcksinas,
Wilson, David Burns of St.
Louis and Marty Coyne trEArmy were named to the AllTournament Team.

v Jerseys, T-Shirts, Nylon & Satin
Jackets
Sizes—Youth 6-18, Adult XS thru XL
Select from tise largest inventory of athletic shoes
I. this araa...Mik•, Puna, C
so, AdIdlas, ProMIAs, Tretern, Head, Anse's, S
y, Tiger, Pony,
Spalding.
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MSU Notches 6th, Most Important Recruit

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores

Indings
woe IM15.

B) the Associated Press
FAST
Hutstra 62, St Francis, NY 52
Iona 89, fla Southern 68
Pittsburgh 71, Hobert Morris 63
Seton Hall 40, St Miter's 31

IdeIVOIC
tiVISIOD

I.
Pit
7
itn
8
.114
13
tell
12
421
.1110
11
ivatio
11
718
111
5111
Al
487
21
402
2.•
.31
250
dertece
Mondani
14
650
421
t!
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415
.11
410
31
7151
1:3?
Marin
aio
I,
kg
,Ii18
11
MO
21
462
21
447
flames
96

GB
2',
7
16
31

SOUTH
Florida 72, E Tenn St 54
G.Washington 80. Geo Mason 69
Georgia 65,Georgia Tech 51
G rambling 89. BethuN,Coolunn 72
Kentucky 100, MainA4
luinsiana St 91, St Francis. Pa 65
Memphis St 69, Mississippi 61
Middle Tenn 69, Tennessee St 59
Virginia 53, James Madison 52
Wake Forest 83, Davidson 70
MIDWFST
Ashland 103, Assiunption 102, OT
'incinnati 80. Dayton 77
Iowa 8ii, N Iowa 52
hinsas 102, Rollins 47
lug.85. I harm(68
(ils., Si 70. W Virginia 67. OT
S lII,sois 60. Valpanso 59
Southern Methodist 67, Cornell 42
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 64, Nebraska 52
FAR WEST
Are°.74, Grand Canyon 60
Coh.r,;(1.)86, Chapman 68
Idaho St 74, Utah St. 69
Stanford 77. Wise -Superior 69
US International 51. lung Beach St
49
TOURNAMENTS
All-College Tourney
Championship
Oklahoma St 94. Idaho 83
Third Place
Alisirti St. 87, lung Island NI
Fifth Place
N.Texas St. 89. &'aileron I
Seventh Place
Oklahoma City 101. Kent Si 89
Birmingham Classic
Championship
Ala -Birmingham 60.S Mississippi 55
Consolation
Rice 63. Wagner 44
Blade-Glass City Classic
Championship
Toledo 70, Air Farce 55
Consolation
Auburn 63,Colwilto a 55
Cabrillo Classic
Championship
DePaul 85,San Diego St. 69

s
10
15',
18

II

9',
9',
111,
21',

10
11'
13
13',

Won 94
lie 100
nsa.s Oh 104
awy 110
8' 48
s1181
10
hem 11111
's :antes
an is

Mines

Mem

67

Consolation
Championship

loot Poll

Teno...Chattanooga 60, Mercer 58,01

consolation
SE lannsiana 87.1:a Southern 72
Color Country Tourney
Championship
Southern Utah 70, Cal PolyS1.0 69
Consolation
Cal-Lutheran 93, San Diego 69
Connecticut Mutual Classic

d' - ilcre are the
Kentucky leo,: high
fird-nIssw vote; iii
,11111 total {sons.
6.0 147
1101 141
7-1 139
III

Championship

Prep Scores
By The Associated Press
Tuesday's Games
Boys
Pulaski Co. bivit. Tourney
First Round
laurel Co. 77, Case), to 55
Pulaski Co.88. Monticello GO
Ashland Inv Toy
Consolation
Boyd Co 68, Virge 64
Championship
Lou Central 85, Ashland 65
Todd Co. Xmas Tourney
Consolation
Trigg Co. 77, Warren Central 58
Championship
Todd Co. 50, Russellville 40
Regular Season
Bell pi65. Pineville 60 ot
Metcalf Co.68, Tompkinsville 67 201
Lou. Bishop David 77 Flagler Fla 69
Pendleton Co. 71, Bath Co. 43
Girls
Bell Co 60, Pineville 31
Angela Menci 44, Presentation 28
Metcalfe Co.69, Tompkinsville 49

MO 55
I01 53
741 40
39
9-0 :10
3-2 20
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Championship
Iowa St 47, Fiurheld 46
Camilatim
Brown 69, E Carolina 59
Granite City Classic
Seinifisols
Su. Mime.99, St, Thomas 79
Holiday Classic
Championship
Central Washington 72. Puget Sound w.
emaciation
Cent. Missouri St. 73,Seattle 72
KOA Classic
Champimehip
Cal-Irvine 65. Montana 63,OT
Consolation
E.Montana 39, Texas A&M 38, OT
Las Vegas Tourney
Championship
Nevada-las Vegas 75, Mississippi St.

Consolation
Portland 73, Holy Cross 70
Lobo Invitational
Championship
New Mexico 107, Boston Unit' 87
Consolation
Texas Chnstian 57, Xavier,Ohio 47
Maryland Invitational
Championship
Maryland 74,St Joseph's 57
Consolation - - - ---Marshall 87, Bowling Green 85
Music City Tourney
Championship
Boston Coll. 87, Vanderbilt 72
Consolation
Penn St.69, Tennessee Tech 47
Pacemaker Classic
Championship
NE Louismna 72, Houston Baptist 51
Consolation
Austin Pray 80, NicolLs St. 67
Purple Aces Tourney
Championship
Evansville 86, Pepperdine 77
Consolation
Akron 86, Northwestern St. 70
Rainbow Classic
Third Place
Pan American 66,Indiana 60
Fifth Place
00,ktitiette 80, Louisiana Tech 66
Seventh Place
Rutgers 91. I eyola-Marymount 54
Rochester Classic
Championship
SIBonaventure 70, Canisius 63
Consolation
Siena 80, Niagara 68
Senior Bowl
Championship
S.Alabania 79, Fordham 61
Consolation
E.Kentucky 79, Navy 76.01
Times Dispatch Invitational

Georgetown 79. LaSalle 63
Choo Ch.Classic

NIS
ustralia i AP I
McNamara upset
6-2, 6-4; while Pete,
DuPre 4-6, 7-6, 7.,

!pit, twil ii
sixth and most significant
football recruit as it signed
Scott Wilson, a 6-3, 225 pound
defensive end from Shelby
County .

44

Va.Commonwealth 61, Old Dominion

Consolation
Virginia Tech 83, Richmond 79
Trojans Holiday Classic
Championship
Minnesota 76, North Carolina 60
Consolation
laiwsville 79,Southern Cal 50

Transactions
By The Associated Prim
BASICKTBALL
National Basketball Association
DENVER Nuc.crrs
Sop. Ken
Higgs. guard,thrmah the 19110431 season.

SOD114

Major Indoor Sower Lte,gue
BUFFAID STALLIONS
Announced
the resignation of Sal Doitica, lead ccech.
allILE
DePAUL - Named Vincent Battaglia

ting athletic director.
IAFAYETTE - Named Bill BM% head

football snucK.

NORTHEASTERN - Named Paul
Pawlak head football math.

55 ilson, a till rc y cal starter
at Shelby County, had 78
tackles and 61 assists and was
a consensus first team allstate selection last year.
-Scull is (1efinitely one of

make it.'

NOTICE

1g Monday, January 1981 our
sales will be held on Mondays
p.m. We will be buying hogs on
s and Saturday mornings as

lank you fo your business!

HAPPY NEW YEAR

ris Livestock
Co., Inc.
Fairgrounds Rd.
901-642-1533
Park, TN

V

J.C
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V.

outstanding players in the

state

of

coach

Frank Beamer said.

Kentucky,"

'singus
"He is going to be a great
player in our defense and will
enable us to keep playing good
defense at Murray State."
•'Scott is a very hard-nosed
ti

MSU

lie

had chances to go to
Louisville, Marshall/end
Eastern

Kentucky

before

performer.

Wilson

to:.

school coach Tom Bea.
said.
"I sincerely believe he wie
one

of the best defensiv.
players in the state this Neal

UK Blisters Bears With 59.4 Percentage

Maine Coach Should Have Ditched Report
By CHARLES WOLFE
whelming height advantage,
Associated Press Writer
but most of the scoring came
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - on bombs-away jumpers, parMaine Coach Skip Chappelle ticularly from guards Derrick
said he should have ditched Hord, Jim Master and Dirk
the scouting report beforiphis Minniefield.
Black Bears took the floor
Chappelle could be excused,
against fifth-ranked Ken- however, for opening the
tucky.
game in a zone defense that
"Someone said their outside sought to force the outside
shooting was suspect," Chap- shot. Kentucky had hit just
pelle said Tuesday night, "but 44.!1 percent from the field in
they came from every which seven previous games and
way."
Poor shooting by its guards
The Wildcats, in fact, used had been a major factor.
Maine for target practice,
But the guards got well
btistering the Bears with 59.4 against Maine.
percent field goal shooting.
Hord led all scorers with 24
Kentucky had an over- points on 10-for-16 shooting.

Master was 6-for-8 for 15 off their inside," Chappelle
points and Minniefield got 10 said. -I don't know if we did
points on a 5-for-9 night. that. They didn't need their inSenior forward Fred Cowan side."
returned to the lineup after
Bowie made his presence
missing three starts with an felt, however, with 14 reankle sprain and finished with bounds - just five shy of
12 points. Freshmen Bret Maine's team total. With no
Bearup, who was 5-for-10, and starter taller than 6-6, the
Melvin Turpin, who didn't Bears were manhandled on
miss a shot, added 10 apiece.
the boards to the tune of 46-19.
Sam Bowie, Kentucky's 7"In three years, we have
foot-1 sophomore center, was never been so intimidated inconspicuously absent from the side," Chappelle said. "The
leading-scorers list. Averag- mere name of Sam Bowie
ing 18.6 points before the must have intimidated us."
game, Bowie scored just
-Sam sacrificed himself
seven IRA took only four shots. tonight," said Kentucky
"Our game plan was to shut Coach Joe Hall. "We were

able to get the outside Sill
from Derrick Hurd and Jill.
Master. We're hitting ecI
from the outside...
-We can hit," Hall said I:
just shows that ec've not
relaxing against the go.] ..
clubs. We've been shuotii,..
under pressure and tonight RI'
loosened up and shot the ball
real well. That's going to be
importantto us."
It was Kentucky's firsr :
game since a 674i1 loss SALK.'
day night to Notre Dame.
:
-What Coach Hall did SOWS.
the Notre Dante game to relax'
his players is remarkable,Chappelle Said

Third-Ranked Virginia Escapes By One Point, 53-52

James Madison Can Recall One That Got Away
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Sometimes college basketball coaches, like fishermen,
tend to talk more: about the
ones that got away. Take the
other night, for example,
when Lou Campanelli's Dukes
of James Madison almost
landed Virginia.
"I think this game has got to
put us on the map in regards to
gaining some respect," he
said."We played perhaps the
best center in the land, and we
took the things he does well
away from them."
Rhetoric notwithstanding,
James Madison fell one point
shy of beating the thirdranked Cavaliers Tuesday
night, even though the Dukes
held 7-foot-2 Virginia center
Ralph Sampson toll points.
Lee RakendaVed Virginia's
perfect record by hitting a
jump shot with. 1:06 to go. lifting the Cavaliers to a 53-52
victory and giving Sampson a
happy homecoming.
It was the first time Sampson had played basketball in
Harrisonburg, Va., since he
led Harrisonburg High School
to state titles in 1978 and 1979.
"It was special," Sampson
said, "but I wish I'd played a
better game."

Top-ranked DePaul also
saw action Tuesday night, and
the Blue Demons ran their
winning streak to 11 games by
defeating San Diego State 8569 in the title game of the
Cabrillo Classic at San Diego.
Sixth-ranked North Carolina,
meanwhile, lost its second
game of the season, bowing 7660 to Minnesota in the title
game of the Trojan Classic at
Los Angeles, and ilth-ranked
Texas AIM and No. 15 Indiana each were defeated for
the second night--in a row.
Texas A&M lost 39-38 in
overtime to Eastern Montana
in the consolation round of the
KOA tournament at Billings,
Mont., and Fan American
downed Indiana 66-60 in the
third-place game of the Rainbow Classic at Honolulu.
In other games involving
ranked teams, fifth-ranked
Kentucky clobbered Maine
100-54; No. 8 Wake Forest
downed Davidson 83-70; No. 9
Maryland won the Maryland
Invitational by beating St.
Joseph's, Pa., 74-57; 10thranked Louisiana State whipped St. Francis, Pa., 91-65;
No. 12 Michigan defeated
Detroit 85-68; No. 14 Iowa
drubbed Northern Iowa 86-52,
and 17thranked South

Portland Uses Three P's To Beat Sixers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Portland used planning, patience and a pep talk -as well
as the strong throwing arm of
Kermit Washington and the
uncanny jumping ability of
Billy Ray Bates-to hand the
Philadelphia 76ers their third
consecutive loss 109-108 Tuesday night.
The Trail Blazers had gone
ahead 107-106 on Mychal
Thompson's spinning layup
with six seconds to play, but
Julius Erving drove to the
basket, was fouled by Thompson and sank two free throws
with one second left to put the
76ers back on top by one.
Portland called a timeout to
do some planning, and what
Coach Jack Ramsay came up
with was a lob pass to Bates
heading for the hoop.
"That's the only thing we
could do to win the game,"
said Ramsay, who originally
intended to have Thompson
made the pass. "But in the
huddle, Kermit said to me,
'Let me make the pass, I can

the

"But of course there was no points and Robert Parish 10 in
question who the receiver was the third period to help Boston
going to be -Billy Ray."
take a five-point lead, and the
Bates had been on the bench Celtics sealed the victory by
but was inserted into the limiting the Suns to 15 points
lineup for the final play - in the fourth quarter.
after getting a pep talk from
Knicks 100, Mavericks 98
Washington.
Dallas fought back from a
"I said, 'Billy, just be pa- 13-point halftime deficit only
tient. Good things come to he to lose on two free throws
by
who waits," said Washington. Bill Cartwright with 35
"He waited and got in the seconds left. Cartwright led
game with one second and the Knicks with 21 points,
became the star."
seven of them in the final five
Taking the ball at midcourt minutes. Jim Spanarkel had
following the timeout, 26 points and Tom LaGard923
Washington lobbed it to Bates for Dallas, and LaGarde grabas the flashy backcourtman bed a club-record 17 rebounds.
broke for the basket. Bates
Spurs 102, Souks 100
grabbed it and laid it in over
Forward Mark Olberding's
Erving and Darryl Dawkins at eight-foot jumper with one sethe buzzer to give Portland its cond left gave San Antonio the
13th victory in the last 14 Na- victory over Seattle, which
tional Basketball Association had led by 11 points in the
games.
third quarter. The Spurs'
Philadelphia is now 1-3 on its George Gervin led all scorers
West Coast road swing, but with 28 points and also made
still has the league's best two key steals in the closing
record at 33-7.
minutes.
In other NBA games, the
Warriors 106, Kings 104
Boston Celtics beat the
Reserve forward Purvis
Phoenix Suns 116-97, the New Short's 22-foot jumper with
York Knicics edged the Dallas three seconds left gave Golden
Mavericks 100-98, the San An- State the victory after Kansas
tonio Spurs trimmed the Seat- City rookie Hawkeye -Whitney
tle SuperSonics 102-100, the had tied the game with a
Golden State Warriors nipped basket four seconds earlier.
the Kansas City Kings 106-104, Bernard King led the Warriars
the Utah Jazz defeated the Los with 32 points while Reggie
Angeles Lakers 110-100, the King topped Kansas City with
Atlanta Hawks downed the
Detroit Pistons 96-89, the
Jazz 110, Lakers 100
Milwaukee Bucks beat the
Adrian Dantley scored 34
Washington Bullets 115-94, the points and rookie Darrell GritChicago Bulls topped the Nee
Jersey Nets 121-110, the
Denver Nuggets outscored the
Indiana Pacers 127-110 and the
Houston Rockets defeated the
MOBILE.Ala. ( API
San Diego Clippers 104-98,
Dwayne Smith scored IS
Celtics 116,Suns 97
points and grabbed 12 reBoston won its 11th in a row bounds to lead Eastern Kenand pulled within 2'2 games of tucky to a 79-76 basketball victhe 76ers by rallying from a 13- tory over Navy in the second
point halftime deficit and round consolation game of the
beating Phoenix, which had 12th annual Senior Bowl Tourbeen riding a seven-game win- nament.
ning streak.
The game, marked by 25
The Celtics outscored the turnovers, was nip and tuck in
Suns 67-35 in the second half. the second half, as the lead
Nate Archibald scored 12 changed back and forth. E.

n.

fith added 25 as the Jazz
knocked off the defending
champion Lakers, going in
front late in the third quarter
and then pulling away.
Hawks 96,Pistons 89
John Drew scored 10 of his
18 points in the third quarter
as Atlanta opened a 19-point
lead and coasted to the finish
against Detroit, which lost its
fifth in a row despite 29 points
by Phil Hubbard.
Bucks 115, Bullets 94
Maiques Johnson scored 14
of his game-high 32 points in
the first quarter to give the
Bucks a lead they never relinquished. He made 15 of 22 field
goal attempts and also led all
rebounders with 12.
Bulls 121, Nets 110
Reggie Theus scored 20
points as Chicago won its sixth
in a row by outscoring New
Jersey 30-20 in the final
period. The Bulls' reserves
combined for 57 points to hand
the Nets their sixth straight
loss.
Nuggets 127, Pacers 110
Denver, getting 23 points
each from Dan Issel and Alex
English, built a 30-point lead
in the third quarter and breezed past Indiana.
Rockets 104, Clippers 98
Houston outscored San
Diego 10-2 in the final three
minutes to end the Clippers'
six-game winning streak.
Moses Malone led the Rockets
with 30 points, including five
in the closing burst.

EKU Gets By Navy

•

Kentucky gave up the ball 12
times,and Navy lost it 13.
The teams missed 58 field
goal attempts between them.
The game at the Mobile
Municipal Auditorium was
delayed for 30 minutes when
the backboard . was smashed
by a player.
For Navy,Chuck Greene led
with 14 points end four rebounds. Gary Price garnered
13 points and 12 rebounds.

Alabama downed Fordhain 79- Louisville finally got back on
61 in the title game of the the winning track in the conSenior Bowl.
solation game of the Trojan
Defending NCAA champion tournament, beating Southern

Cal 79-50 with 28 points from;
Derek Smith. Louisville has
won just twice in seven:
outings.

Moore, Bryan Station Hold Top Spots
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API - debuting in the top 15 were
Louisville Moore and Lex- Pulaski County and Marshall
ington Bryan Station con- County, both undefeated..
tinued to hold the top spots in
Balloting was conducted by
this week's Associated Press sportswriters and broadboys high school basketball casters around the state
poll, but the fall-out from holi- before Tuesday's games.
day tournament upsets jugglNot every loss by a ranked
ed every other rating.
team was an upset. In five
Shelby County was the chief games, both teams were rankupsetter, downing both Lex- ed either this week or last.
ington Henry Clay and LexMoore, 6-0, received seven
ington Tates Creek in the of 10 first-place votes and reFayette County Invitational mained top-ranked. Bryan
Tournament, and broke into Station received two votes and
the rankings at No. 11. Also remained second at 10-1.
•
•
.•
•

• ••••

•
.
••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breathitt County, 10-0, landed
the remaining vote and leaped
from 14th to 10th.
Shelby County, 9-3, stormed
through the first two rounds of
the FCIT in Lexington. The
Rockets first eliminated Tates
Creek 68-52, then thiimpeci
Henry Clay 64-55. The latter
victory avenged an 89-33
humiliation suffered at Henry
Clay's hands a month ago.
Henry Clay, which routed
Frankfort 74-43 in an earlier
FCIT game, fell from fifth t., ,
sixth at 6-3.
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Talk Is Described As Outrageous

Administration Informally Blessed
Justice Defines Judicial Ethics
Reagan Dununciations Of Iran
P--

By MARKS.SMITH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
AP) Ronald Reagan had the informal blessings of the Carter administration in his denunciations of Iran for refusing to
American
release the
hostages, an aide to the
presbdent-elect says.
The aide, who insisted on
anonymity, said Reagan's advisers understood from their
briefings with administration
hard-line
that
officials
statements by the presidentelect nught be useful in breaking the stalemate in negotiations with Iran. The idea was
to persuade Iranian leaders
that a settlement with the current administration is their
best option, the aide said.
The day before Christmas,
Reagan labeled the Iranian
captors "kidnappers and
criminals." Four days later,
asked about Iran's demands
for financial guarantees as a
condition of the hostages'
freedom, he replied, "I don't
think you pay ransom for people that have been kidnapped
by barbarians."
The Reagan aide said the
president-elect's statements
were not prompted by any formal agreement between the
incoming and outgoing administrations. "If we were to
agree to any action, we would
become parties to the negotiations. and we do not in the

slightest want to undercut the
position of the president," he
said.
But he added, "There are
certain things that are
understood
among
gentlemen."
Asked about the Reagan
camp's understanding, a
Carter administration official
privy to the negotiations said.
"1 think it has been useful
for them to say what they have
been saying about Iran not
holding out for a better deal
from Reagan."
But "there has been no
signal from us" that Reagan
should take a hard line, said
the official, who spoke on condition his name not be disclosed.
Reagan transition officials,
including Secretary of Statedesignate Alexander M. Haig
Jr., have been receiving daily
briefings from the Carter administration on the complex

and indirect negotiations for
release of the 52 captives, in
their 424th day of captivity.
Those talks have stalled over
an Iranian demand that the
United States provide billions
of dollars in financial
guarantees before the cap-

X-Rated Gingerbread
Men, Women Are Not
Illegal But'Disgusting'
By DAVID GOELLER
Associated Press Writer
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)
The X-rated gingerbread men
and women sold at a shop here
may be "disgusting" but
they're not illegal, according
to prosecutors who refused to
pursue a Moral Majority complaint about the cookies.
The gingerbread people sold

Ashland Commissioners
To Draw Up Ordinance

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — weeks on drafting its proposal,
Ashland city commissioners which legal counsel Sonny
and a citizens committee ap- Martin said has not been
pointed to draw ups liquor or- finalized.
dinance have met for the first
City Manager Bill Faught, a
time to discuss the commis- member of the committee,
sioners' recommendations for told the commissioners Tuesthe law.
day that allowing liquor sales
The committee has been could mean increased retail
working for the past several sales of more than $20 million
annually. And he said he expects much of that will come
from Ohio and West Virginia
because of lower liquor prices
in Kentucky.
The liquor-sale regulations
approved by the committee
as a home for the elderly, was thus far are generally tougher
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
A 25-year-old Frankfort man damaged by a fire on than state liquor laws.
has pleaded innocent to arson Christmas Day. Since then, its
Mayor Jack Thompson said
and murder charges stemm- displaced residents have been city officials still hope to get a
ing from a fire which killed an staying in Frankfort motels or rough draft of the law to
with friends and relatives.
elderly woman at the Southern
Frankfort by Friday to be cerMichael Fields, director of tain there are no problems
Hotel last week.
Larry Scott Johnson entered the housing authority, said with the wording. The comhis plea Tuesday before Monday that the authority will missioners then would enact
Franklin District Judge Roger pay for the residents' motel the ordinance into law.
Liquor sales are scheduled
Crittenden, who denied a mo- rooms through Dec. 31.
After that, those forced out to begin in downtown Ashland
tion to set bond.
by the fire must find a new on Jan. 12. The sales were apCrittenden also ordered
place to stay or pay for the proved by voters in an October
Johnson transferred from the rooms themselves, he said.
referendum.
Fayette County Detention
Fields said the housing
Center to the Franklin County authority will help relocate
Jail and scheduled a the four elderly men and
preliminary hearing for Jan. women remaining in
8.
Frankfort motels. The other 25
The hotel, operated by the residents have been taken in
Frankfort Housing Authority by relatives and friends.
NEW YORK (API — Eric
Sevareid, the longtime CBS
commentator, will emerge
from retirement next month to
narrate a three-hour special
and Chip 'n' Dale. The show on the late Winston Churchill.
BURBANK, Calif. I AP) During Churchill's heyday,
The longest-running prime- was valuable both to the ailing
time series, in the history of network and to the promoters Sevareid, along with the late
television
— "Disney's of Disneyland amusement Edward R. Murrow, was in
London reporting on World
Wonderful World" — goes off park in southern California.
Rechristened "Walt Disney War II. He also participated in
the air on NBC next fall after
presenting cartoons and fami- Presents" four years later, Churchill's funeral.
The program, "Churchill
ly entertainment for more the show moved to NBC as
"Walt Disney's Wonderful and the Generals," will
than a quarter of a century.
Another Disney television World of Color" in September feature Timothy West as the
show may be in the works, 1961 and was later retitled prime minister.
however, said officials at Walt "The Wonderful World of
Disney" before becoming
Disney Productions. And
Disney has the right to sell the "Disney's Wonderful World.''
show elsewhere.
The network on Monday
said the series would be
canceled when the 52-week
contract with Disney ends in
late September 1981. NBC
gave no reason for its deciFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
sion.
The Sunday night fixture The division of research in the
ran into trouble when CBS state Department of
scheduled its highly rated ''60 Transportation has been
Minutes" news program at the transferred officially to the
time.
same
Studio University of Kentucky, effecstockholders were warned in tive Thursday.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
February that the series
recently signed an executive
might be dropped.
The show premiered as order abolishing the division
-Disneyland" tin ABC on Oct. and the office of assistant
27, 1954, featuring adventure state highway engineer for
stories, nature tales and such research.
Transportation Secretary
animated characters as
msEMIU
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck Frank Metts said the move is
being made to save money.
A
1
..".
Metts estimates the change
-,-A
could save between $700,000

Man Pleads Innocent To
Arson, Murder Charges

Eric Sevareid Will
Narrate Special On
Winston Churchill

'Wonderful World'Of
Disney To Go Off Air

Division Of Research
In Department Is
Transferred To UK

Bob Hope Joins
Entertainers For
Inaugural Gala

HOLLYWOOD ( AP — Bob
Hope has joined the list of
entertainers for the Jan. 19 inaugural extravaganza for
President-elect
Ronald
Reagan.
Frank Sinatra, producerdirector of the gala, announced Monday that Hope would
join Debby Boone, Charlton
Heston, Ben Vereen, Dean
Martin, Ethel Merrnap, Mel
Tiflis and Charlie Pride.
Johnny Carson will emcee
the event at the Capital Centre
in Landoveri Md., the night
before Reagin is inaugurated.

and $800,000 annually.
Brown said the function of
the division of research could
be better fulfilled if intergrated as a part of the
ongoing research activities at
UK.
The university has agreed to
rehire the 41 employees affected by the change at their
former positions.
The skid resistance-ride
quality testing lunctions, the
sign and paint evaluation
function and the photo lab will
be reassigned within the
department.
Future planning needs by
the department will be handled t.igh contracts with UK
or oth contractors.

prostitution.''
By WAYNE M. DAVIS
and minor cases. Dougherty said. "And that means using
Neely's comments were and others object to his recent
Associated Press Writer
examples that make people sit
lives are be freed.
CHARLESTON, W.Va. made during a training ses- order that they have listed
up and listen."
Reagan's conunents were (AP) — West Virginia Chief sion that was videotaped last home telephone numbers to
Neely said he has never askimmediately condemned by Justice Richard Neely said month by the Supreme Court. ensure speedy handling of ed magistrates
to do anything
Iranian leaders, but the Tuesday that he meant to Their recent publication pro- cases that develop outside nor- "that
I don't do myself," and
presidentelect said he didn't describe judicial ethics "in no mpted several magistrates mal business hours.
cited the telephone order as an
Monday to call his language
believe it hindered any uncertain terms" during a
Reached Tuesday while example.
negotiations for release of the talk described as outrageous •'shocking" and -appalling."
vgationing in Florida, Neely
"I have a listed telephone
Peter Dougherty, president said he had been unaware of
by some of his listeners.
hostages.
number. You can even reach
"I basically said judicial of the state magistrates' the flap over his ethics talk, me on vacation,
wherever I
ethics boils down to not lying, association, called the chief but said he doubted "that might be.
You didn't have any
justice's
cheating or stealing — so let's
advice anybody heard anything they trouble
talking to me here in
go through sonic of the ways "unbelievable." He said his haven't heard before."
Florida, let alone when I'm in
you can lie, cheat or steal," group had asked the Supreme
He said there are many good West Virginia."
Court to offer a "nuts and magistrates, but that his atNeely said.
Neely said that during his
At one point during the talk, bolts" course on judicial tempts to reform the system
talk, he was trying to warn
Neely offered this admonition ethics, but didn't expect what have angered an entrenched new magistrates
that they
to the state's magistrates: it received.
minority.
might be sought out by people
Dougherty added that the
at the Gingerbread Man "Don't go out and screw 13"The reference to a 13-year- "who are on the frontiers of
talk was objectionable to old girl was admittedly exagfeature prominent sex organs year-old girls."
the law."
and big smiles.
He also said they should many "good Christian peo- gerated," he said. "But the
"They hope to gain respec"These are obscene cookies, stay out of the "whorehouse ple."
danger of running around with tability by being seen with
and there's no way you can get business" and avoid bars that
Neely has tangled before younger women is definitely
people who are in positions of
around that," said James are "glorified dens for the sale with the magistrates, who are not exaggerated."
respectability," he said. "I
Wright, executive director of of drugs, the drinking of moon- elected locally and handle arNeely said he believes some was saying that members of
the Maryland Moral Majority. shine and the generation of raignments, bond hearings magistrates are seizing upon
the judiciary should not put
Wright sent two youngsters
the talk because they are themselves in that kind of a
into the shop to make a cookie
upset about his orders that position."
purchase. He then tried unsucthey have listed numbers,
The chief justice said he
cessfully Tuesday to convince
"that they give up outside would expect some people to
Annapolis police and the Anne
jobs, and my request that they be surprised by his choice of
Arundel County state's atreport any cases they haven't examples.
torney's office that the store
resolved in 60 days."
"But one of the problems
had illegally sold obscene
Neely said he developed a with the people who run
Morgan
represents
the
material to minors. •
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
free-wheeling teaching style America is that they frequentGov. John Y. Brown Jr. has technical and engineering at universities in Connecticut,
It is a misdemeanor to sell
ly are out of touch with what
aspects
of
educational
televior display to people under 18 named Allie Morgan of
Georgia and West Virginia.
really goes on," he said. "You
pictures, statues or other
Paducah to the Kentucky sion and television facilities.
"I sometimes use the same can't operate as if you're livMorgan's term will expire in type of language that I use
representations of humans
Authority for Educational
in ing in some kind of Ivor)
July, 1984.
with obviously stimulated sex
Television.
front of college students," he tower."
organs.
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Gov. Brown Names
Paducah's Allie Morgan
To Television Authority

Wright said he was told by
Paone that the Moral Majority
could try to obtain a warrant
on its own, then bring its
cookies and witnesses to court
and prosecute the case itself.
Wright said he would ask his
board of directors to decide
the next move.
Kathe Halter, who runs the
bakery, said the X-rated
cookies, which sell for $1.50
apiece, are very popular.
Originally made for private
parties, they became over-thecounter items after a
customer saw a sheet of them
cooling in the shop,she said.
"There was a demand," she
said. "People buy them like
crazy. They're fun. And they
(the cookies) all have big
smiles because they're proud
of their natural endowments."
Ms. Halter said the cookies
on display are kept covered
and are not sold to customers
who are obviously under age.
"If somebody comes in
who's 17',2 years old, they
don't ask if they're 18," she
said."I don't think they card a
person to sell a cookie."
She termed Wright's use of
underage
purchasers
"outrageous" but added, "we
expect to triple our sales after
this free publicity."
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Shell Fire & Ice Super 10W-50. Shell's hest
heavy-duty, high-detergent "SE" quality motor oil,
with the widest multigrade range you can buy. It
meets or exceeds manufacturers' warranty require
ments for automotive gasoline engines in all types
iif service,

0

Uncle Jeff's
Goods
...L.,

Shell X-100" is a high-detergent "SE- quality oil
that meets manufacturer's' warranty requirements
for automotive gasoline engines in all types of service. It provides excellent engine cleanliness and
good protection wherever conditions call for a single
grade oil.

For quick add weather starts plus hot engine protection use Shell Fire & Ice" all-season motor oil,
Ileavy-duty, high-detergent -SE" quality, 10W-40
viscosity grade oil meets manufacturers warranty
requirements for automotive gasoline engines in all
Ivpcs (,f ScrVICt•.

Kentucky •Lake Oil Co.
South 4th Street Murray, Ky. 753-1323
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New Lysol Scent ll
Disinfectant Spray
Eliminates Odors, Kills Household Germs
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Kentucky Farmers Plant
Record Fall Wheat Crop
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -- )Lehr 22.4 milltun bushels.
Farm officials believe the
The largest wheat acreage in
61 years,some 700,000 acres of increase may be attributed to
fall wheat, has been planted good weather and higher conby Kentucky farmers for the tract prices for wheat and soybeans. In the middle of the fall
1981 crop.
The state Department of planting season, wheat was
Agriculture says the wheat selling at inure than $5 per
crop represents an increase of bushel. Soybeans sold for
about 56 percent over the 1980 more than $9 a bushel.
The high price for both
planting, which yielded 13.8
crops made the prospect of
million bushels of wheat.
doublecropping wheat and
The 1981 crop ((( expected ti
soybeans iii 1981 more
lucrative for farmers.
Nationally, farmers seeded
83.9 million acres of wheat for
the- 1981 crop. an 11 percent inOWE\
crease over last year's 57.4
The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Pork Producers million acres.
The yield, based on the conAssociation. Inc. next month
dition of the crop at the first
in Owensboro is expected to
part of December, is forecast
attract more than 300 parat 1.98 billion bushels — 5 perticipants.
cent more than was produced
Wayne McAtee,president of
it) 1980.
the group, said the meeting
The largest amount of wheat
will stress pork production
ever planted in Kentucky was
and health limners.
848.000 acres, which were
"We're focusing our attenseeded in 1919.
tion at the January meeting to
The state Agriculture
gearing up for more and betDepartment also has released
ter production in 1981, both
reports on three other small
from a numbers standpoint
grains produced in Kentucky
and healthmamtenance proin 1980.
grams," McAtee said.
Oats production was at an
The meeting is scheduled
all-time low, both in producJan. 23-24 at the Executive
tion and acreage planted. ProInn

300 Expected At
Pork Convention

WATCH OUT!!
CORN-AUSTIN'S
SALE
STARTING SOON!

Synfuel Backers Want Guarantee Hike

240,000
totaled
duct ion
bushels, 27 percent below a
year ago. Some 6,000 acres
were harvested, 25 percent
below 1979.
Rye production also was
down — by 25 percent from
1979's yield of 96,000 bushels.
Farmers harvested 72,000
bushels in 1980 while planted
acreage was down by 1,000
acres.
An increase was recorded in
barley production, however.
More than 1.5 million bushels
were produced in 1980 at an
average yield of 55 bushels per
acre. The average yield increased five bushels per acre
from 1979 and is the secondhighest yield on record.

By MARTIN CRUTS1NGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API —
Backers of what would be this
country's first corrunercial
synthetic fuels plant asked the
government Tuesday to boost
its loan guarantee to $1.8
billion as sponsors scrambled
to find ways to save the project.
The group of five pipeline
companies seeking to build the
coal gasification plant in
Beulah, N.D., also met with
opponents of the pipeline to explain the latest financing proposal in hopes of gaining their
support.
The new plan would ask the
Energy Department to boost
its loan guarantee from $1.5
billion to $1.8 billion. The
North Dakota plant was the

first to qualify for a part of the
$20 billion Congress has appropriated to spur development of synthetic fuels.
But the plant's future was
put in jeopardy earlier this
month when the U.S. Court of
Appeals overruled a sur(harge approved by the
ederal Energy Regulatory
=.1ommission.
The surcharge had been
challenged by Genyral Motors
Corp. and state officials in
Ohio, Michigan and New

York. They successfully
argued that FERC had no
right to impose the $300
million surcharge to help pay
for the plant and make gas
consumers liable if the plant
failed.
Officials of GM, Michigan
and New York met with plant
sponsors for four hours Tuesday but reserved judgment on
the latest plan. Ohio was
unable to send anyone to the
meeting.
"We made it clear that the

fate of this project is hanging
in the balance," said Jerry
Kabel, a vice president for
American Natural Resources
Co., the prime sponsor. "If the
problems are not resolved in
the next few weeks, the project will have to be shelved."
Kabel said sponsors were
"disappointed that the conference did not make more
progress" but all sides agreed
to meet again as soon as
representatives from Ohio
could be present.

Kabel said the consortium is
incurring costs of more than
$8 million monthly and would
decide probably in the next
two weeks on whether to abandon the plant, which has been
on the drawing boards for
eight years.
Construction began on the
plant last summer. It was
scheduled to begin operating
in 1984, converting coal into
1.25 million cubic feet of gas
daily, the equivalent of 20,000
barrels of oil.
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Bentley Under Watch

SUPER MARKET

Guard Sleeping Nights
With Len non's Old Car

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Gold Medal

LOS ANGELES AP — A their fees from the sale of the
guard is sleeping every night car to the Spirit Foundation,
with the only surviving which Lennon set up in New
psychedelic Bentley owned by York City to finance various
the Beatles — the one that was charities.
driven by the late John Len"I don't want to be accused
non and that is being auction- of exploiting the tragedy,"
ed next month.
Cole said, referring to LenWe already had some kids non's slaying on Dec. 8. "I'm
out here this morning looking 26, and I grew up with the
as if they were about to pry off Beatles. I don't want to make
the hub caps" of the 1956 money on this."
Bentley S-1, auction
Cole said the car had been
spokesman Joe Molina said
put on consignment for sale a
Tuesday.
The Bentley will be the first month before the slaying.
Beatle car ever to be auctionThe car is expected to sell
ed, auctioneer Rick Cole said for $50,000 to $100,000, Molina
conference.
at a news
said. The auctioneer would
Molina said Cole and the normally get 2.5 percent of
company, Tom that and the auction company
auction
Barrett-Jackson, were giving 10 percent.

Flour

9

MEDAL
SELF -RISING
strectatT,xe

5 Lb. Bag
Save 70'

WITH $10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS OR
DRINKS ON SPECIAL

Lucks Gr,
or Pinto

Bea

To Get The Most For Your Money
Check With HOME FEDERAL NOW ,

Varallo's

Pizza

Rel. Size

99c

II oz.

49c

20 ex. bag

79c

Chil

Frosty Acres Broccoli

Radishes

6 ex. bag

511 Spears
Acres Stew
29c Frosty
Vegetables ....
99c Frosty Seas

lb.

Fish Sticks

3 lb bag

69c

15.5 ox. ..

Southern

iGre
tea

Lean & Meaty Boston Butt

MOST INTEREST
HOME FEDERAL'S MAXIMUM INTEREST CERTIFICATES:

12.000/0
13661
. 00,r:itsCiin

Pork
Roast

(

19
Lb.

A nCnom
nar:
oysi iddendfDoily
i 74:%
For

Rate Effective thru January 7th

$500 Minimum

Federal Regulation Requires A Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawals From Certificate Accounts.

182
Money Market
Certificate

Ruby Red

Apples

i MAKES FREE CHECKS AVAILABLE TO SENIOR CITIZENS OVER 65

_

49c

hood

Wash. Golden Delicious

vr EARNS MAXIMUM 5.25% INTEREST COMPOUNDED DAILY
v' REQUIRES NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE OR MINIMUM BALANCE

29 oz..

Toth's', Asstd. Flavors

Lettuce

Bananas

HOME FEDERAt'S N.O.W. ACCOUNT IS A
HARDWORKING CHECKING ACCOUNT WHICH:

FROZEN FOODS

Fresh Iceburg

Yellow Ripe

MOST SERVICE

30 Month
Variable Ceiling
Certificate

FRESH PRODUCE

g,

Federal Regulation

Rate Effective Thru January 7th

%

$10,000

Minimum

Fresh

Lean & Tender

Chicken
Livers

Pork
Steak

c
99

929

IT ALL TOGETHE
R!

lb.

Field's Pre Lawyer

Wieners

09
12... pkg.

lb

Bugles

Odom's Tenn. Pride

Sausage

"AT HOM
Where Rainbows Begin

49

Sna
7 es. Save 6'

Lb.

HOME FEDERAL
a
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

:4I
A ,,'`
L

Fat HOUSING

LENDER

1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

ivii.........i....—vvvr,..

..................,......

\

Sliced Slab

Bacon

909
Lb.

\

Riverside or Chestnut
Sliced

Bologna

Starkist I

Tun
6' 2oz..

-Nato§ii
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BEST COPY AVAILAE
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'iciaries Named But Bulk To Go Into Trust

Sanders' Estate Totals Less Than $1.5 Million
he will of
founder
Chicken
; to chariestate of

ite will go
Citizens
list Co. as
fe, accorents filed
r County
of the
ed in the

papers filed, said John Cox, a
Kentucky Fried Chicken
spokesman.

Sanders, who died Dec. 16 at
the age of 90, made four individual bequests in addition
to the money put in trust, Cox
said.
He left a watch to one grandson and a Masonic ring to
another grandson.
He left $2,000 to Louis
Broadus of Richmond, Ky., a
Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise holder and longtime

431)-kiaZi;14031 04-3;41103
Gladly
ood Stamps

friend, Cox said.
And he left $5,000 to Harland
Williams of Nashville, Tenn.,
who was the son of a longtime
friend and who was named
after Sanders, Cox said.
Cox said the estate could actually be far less than $1.5
million, because $1,187,557 of
the amount is the estimated
value of "personal property of
unknown value" such as notes
and accounts receivable listed
with "value undetermined."
Sanders also left his home
and 31-acre farm in Shelby

County, valued at $159,800; a sold the business fur $2niliion
$100,000 certificate of deposit; m 1964 to John Y. Brown
Jr.,
a 1974 Cadillac valued at now the governor of Kentucky,
$3,500; 38 shares of Heublein and Jack Massey.
stuck with a market value of
Brown bolstered the fran$985; a $5,000 note from chising program begun
by
Shirley Begley, a Richmond Sanders, and published
acattorney and friend of counts said he and more
than
Sanders', and other personal 30 other lAmisvillians
became
property valued at $1,357.
millionaires through their
Total personal and real pro- KFC investments.
perty of known value was
Brown sold KFC in 1971 to
listed as $270,642.71.
Heublein Inc. for $250 million
Sanders, who did not begin in stock.
franchising his recipe for
Sanders, while not active in
chicken until he was 66, had day-to-day management
after

.3
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Tamales
Lynn Grove
Grade "A"

13 oz.
Save 10'

;osedale Yellow Cling

Auto

OLD

Battery To Fail!
Free Battery Check
Free Installation

79c 1(

machos

stock valued Si some $20
million, to a charitable foundation

WE
AT
HE
R
Can Cause A Weak

Prices Good Dec. 31, 1980
Through Jan. 6, 1981

Derby Beef

In 1965 fir. !lanai.
el his
entire holdings in all the Canachan fried chicken franchises,

WINTER

New Store
Hours
p.m.

DAYFOOD SPECIALS

ye The Right
Quantities

Jelling the company, still did
!orrunercials for KFC, was involved with the training school
for KFC employees in
Louisville, and made promotional tours for the company.
He received about $200,000 a
year for advertising and promotional considerations, plus
residuals from commercials.
He gave millions to
charitable causes. Among his
favorites were scouting
organizations, the Salvation
Army,the City of Hope, Junior
Achievement and orpfums.

•BATTERT WARRANTY
If battery should fail during the
warranty period the replacement will be based on the length
of ownership Charging only
Or the months used

29 oz.
Nabisco Ritz

Crackers
80
C
12 oz

M

Dozen
Save 14'

Save 20

Save 14'
Libby's Cut

All Dishwashing

Beets

them
Country Style
Foods

6

16 oz.

3

Cons

Savo 17'

S

i

Detergent $21

Reg. Outright Price

65 oz Savo 39

Kraft Cheese

Singles

36-Month Warranty Strong Box.
5 different types and sizes to
fit most cars with economy size
engines.

$159

65c

Save $10.00

41.95
EXCH.

1 2 oz. Soya 30'

r
b ans

51.95

280 to 300 Cold Cranking Amps.

BETTER

We Will
Sauce 4
Be Closed
$1
New Year's Day
Detergent 149
Hunts Tomato

Savo 16'

8 oz

cons

Wisk Laundry

. . 28 oz

47c

32 or Sor• 30

Friskies Buffet

Cat Food

Big Tate Mashed

'otatoes

Reg. Outright Price

Rosedale Early June

Sav• 28'
6' 2 oz. can

3189c

62.95

Sweet Peas

315 to 480 Cold Cranking Amps.

Save $12.00

48-Month Warranty Volt Vault.
7 different types and sizes to
fit most cars. Maintenance free.
never needs water under normal driving conditions.

Hyde Park Unsweetened

Grapefruit
Juice

1601.
Save 36'
4601

1119

50.95
EXCH.

17 oz.
Save 17'

Soso 13

"
- Mar

Sealtest

Cottage
Shave
Cheese
9
:
:::E
cH....-

c
79

Itrielor or ktrothol
Cog. 1.56
Savo 72'

unk

Oil

99c

4o)
§.iab;;a410-1;ft4•*o)NivilNkoiNist,

...-••••••-•••

.•

Colgate Instant

•

Reg. Outright Price
350 to 500 Cold

60-Month Warranty Eliminator.
7 different sizes and types to fit
most cars with any size engine.
Never needs water. You can't
buy a better battery.

Anacin
$189

Save 36

;i0.1h4s

$NatkiNtONIoi

Cranking Amps.

74.95
Save $1 4.00

0.95
EXCH.

Sale Prices Good Through Saturday at All
OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS

au

OTASall

Bel Air Shopping Center
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Thompson

Guy S. Wilson Dies
Today At His Home
At New Concord

1 he t uneral tur
Hu:,
Thompson of Murray Route 8
is being held today at 2 p.m. at
Guy S. Wilson of New Conthe chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with cord died today at 8:50 a.in. at
John Dale officiating and his home. He was 67 years of
Jerry Bolls directing the age.
The deceased retired in 1974
singers from the Seventh and
as manager of the Calloway
Poplar Church of Christ.
Pallbearers, are 'David County Soil Improvement
Thompson, charlie Wade Association. He was a
Huey, Joe Pat Coleman. Mac member of the Good Shepherd
Coleman, Loyd Thompson, United Methodist Church.
and Otiste Thompson. Burial Born June 14, 1913, in
will follow in the Murray City Calloway County, he was the
Cemetery with Masonic rites son of the late Q. D. Wilson
to be 4.c:inducted at the and May Winchester Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is survived by
graveside by Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted his wife, Mrs. Mildred Patterson Wilson, to whom he was
Masons.
The family requests that ex- married on Jan. 31, 1936; two
pressions of sympathy take sons, Guy Stanley Wilson, Jr.,
the form of contributions to and wife, Loretta, and James
the American Cancer Society Q. Wilson and wife, Mary Ann,
or the Calloway County and two grandchildren.
Michael
Cancer Society , Linda Hunt, Stephanie and
Wilson, all of Murray Route 5.
treasurer.
Also surviving are five
Mr. Thompson, 77, died
Monday at 6:45 p.m. at the brothers — James G. Wilson,
New Concord, William C.
Murray-Calloway
County
Wilson, Foster, John P.
Hospital.
He is survived by three Wilson, Union City, Tenn.,
daughters — Mrs. James A. Albert L. t Took Wilson, MurFielder. Mrs. Paul Brandon, ray Route 3, and Lowell Edwin
and Mrs. Mike Lyons; one son. Wilson, Auburn, Ala.
Arrangements are inGerald Thompson: two
complete, but friends may call
sisters, Mrs. Opal Moody an(
Mrs. Minnie 'Pittman; at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after 10 a.m.
brother, Wade Thompson:
Thursday.
seven grandchildren.

Heck's Inc. Ranked
As Third Best Chain
CHARLESTON, W.Va. 1AP
— Heck's Inc., a Charlestonbased discount department
store chain, has been ranked
by Forbes magazine as the nation's third best chain in terms
of profitability and growth.
(Heck's is currently
negotiating with the city of
Murray in an effort to lease a
city-owned site on U.S. 641
North, ithe old- sanitation.
department headquarters ).
According to city officials,
Heck's spokesmen have indicated they plan to build a
50,000 square foot store if a
satisfactory lease can be
arranged. I
In its Jan. 5 edition, Forbes
says Heck's has averaged
more than 22 percent sales
growth in each of the last five

years. The niagazine says
Heck's earnings increased an
average of almost 19 percent
in each of those years.
Forbes says Heck's net profit margin of 3.8 percent during the five-year term was the
highest of any national discount or variety chain.
Fred Haddad, Heck's
founder and board chairman,
says the chain will show sales
of $430 million 1980, up from
$390 million in 1979.
Haddad says Heck's plans to
open 15 new stores during
1981, boosting to 100 the
number of outlets' in eight
states. Heck's has stores in
West Virginia, Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia and North
Carolina.

Pleti 1111110MS
Clearance
25-50% crgefg.

Thru Wednesday,January 7th

The big day is over. A new
season for value, begins. Pier I
offers a great selection of gifts
and accents that just missed
Santa's bag. Now find them at
big savings.
Choose a treat from selected
item
Rattan Et Wicker - Vases Baskets - Oriental Chests Glassware - Plates - Floor
Screens - Ginger Jars - Chairs Pillows - Mugs Natural Floor
Coverings Decorative
Tins - Taper
Candles(25) 1111110111i
and more.

10111

Bel At, Shop Cr,

Store selection and quantities vary due to
the nature of clearance activities. Shop early
for best choices.

Coen Turner Dies
At Home; Funeral
Being Held Today
Coen Turner died Monday
afternoon at his home on Benton Route 7. He was 67 years of
age.
Mr. Turner was retired
from the B. F. Goodrich Company and was a member of the
Briensburg Baptist Church.
Born June 4, 1913, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Breford Turner and Katie
Snider Turner.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Novilee Colson Turner;
one daughter, Mrs. Debbie
Styers, Benton Route 7; two
grandchildren, Tammy
Turner and Craig Earl
Turner, Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Owen Downs, Almo, and
Mrs. Ella Mae Cross, Knoxville, Tenn.; three brothers —
Hezzie M. Turner, Almo, Jack
Turner, Hardin,and Raymond
I.. Turner, Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
'One son, Wallace Turner,
died in 1970.
The funeral is being held today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. C. C. Brasher of
ficiating.
Pallbearers are Bob Turner,
Eddie Turner, Danny Moore,
Ricky Moore, Billy Driskill,
and Edmon Jones. Burial will
follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.

Billy Wayne Starks
Dies At Age Of 33;
Funeral Thursday
Billy Wayne Starks of Hardin Route 1 died Tuesday at
9:10 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 33 years of
age and his death followed an
extended illness.
Mr.Starks was a member of
the Union Hill Church of
Christ. Born Jan. 6, 1947, he
was the son of Hoy Starks and
Nova Etheridge Starks.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Linda Puckett Starks,
one daughter, Miss Lone
Starks, one son, Billy Starks,
Jr., his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hoy Starks, and one sister,
Mrs. Judith Slaughter, all of
Hardin Route 1.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with 0. D.
McKendree officiating. Burial
will follow in the Union Hill
Cemetery.'
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Commission Probes Building Contracts
BOSTON
(AP)
-Massachusetts government
has been so riddled with corruption that "among those
who had money and the influence to strike the bargain,
the state was for sale," according to the report of a special
commission investigating
building contracts.
Today's Boston Herald
American quoted the 30-page
introduction to the state com-

Florida State To
Present Degree
To Burt Reynolds
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. ( AP)
— Actor Burt Reynolds, who
earlier this year gave $600,000
to Florida State University to
endow a theater arts professorship, will receive an
honorary degree from his
alma mater next month.
University officials said
Monday that FSU President
Bernard Sliger will present
the degree Jan. 14.
ReynoldS' two-year FSU
career was spent as a
halfback on the 1953-54
Seminole football team, not on
the school stage. He entered
acting after a knee injury cut
short his football career.

nussion's final report as saying, "For a decade at least,
across
Republican
and
Democratic administrations
alike, the way to get (state
building) contracts was to buy
them."
And the result has been a 72
percent failure rate among
major construction projects in
the past 10 years, the commission found.
The newspaper obtained an
advance copy of the introduction to the 2,500-page report,
which was being released today.
After a 21
-v-year investigation, the special Commission
on State and County Buildings
found: "It was not a matter of
a few crooks, some bad apples
which spoiled the lot. The pattern is too broad and pervasive for that easy excuse,"
the newspaper reported.
The report said the criterion
for getting a state building
contract was "whether one
pays, not whether one can do
the best job."
The Herald quoted the
report as saying: "Since 1968
over a billion dollars has been
wasted because of unnecessary delays in design
and construction, and $50
million has been spent on

Murray High Hi-Y
To Have Christmas
Tree Pickup
The Murray High School HiClub will pick up Christmas
trees between 8 and 11 a.m.
Saturday, Jan. 3, according to
Charles Beaman, president of
the organization.
A contribution of at least 50
cents to the club is requested
for the service. Those wishing
to have trees picked up may
call 753-7548 or 753-5804 on Friday afternoon.
The Hi-Y Club is a Christian
service club of high school
boys and is affiliated with the
State Y.M.C.A. of Kentucky.

A commission source said
Tuesday that names of more
than 100 people have been
referred to Atte and federal
law enforcement agencies.f2r
possible prosecution. Those
names will not be disclosed.

Coffee Roasters
Announce Prices
Are Going Down
By The Associated Press
The nation's largest coffee
roasters say their prices are
going down.
Hills Brothers Inc., the nation's third-largest roaster,
said Tuesday it is lowering the
wholesale price of coffee by 18
cents a pound to $2.55.
It also cut the price of "High
Yield" coffee by 15 cents per
13-ounce jar and reduced the
price of instant coffee by a
penny an ounce.
Reidy, a
Rosalind
spokeswoman for the San
Francisco-based company,
said the reductions matched
cuts by General Foods Corp.
and Procter & Gamble Co.,the

industry leaders.
She said the cut resulted
from continued reductions in
the price of green coffee. In
commodities market trading,
the price of such coffee has
fallen to $1.27 a pound.
The reduction is the first
since late October and continues a trend of declines that
began in July after coffee
climbed to $3.23 a pound.
It usually takes about a
month for changes in the
wholesale price of coffee to be
reflected at the retail level.
But retailers often sell coffee
for less than its wholesale
price to attract shoppers or
because of promotions offered
by roasters.

Your Hopkinsville Federal
NOW ACCOUNT
is FREE with only a
minimum balance
of $500.00
Here's How your Hopkinsville Federal NOW ACCOUNT works
Account Balance

Charges

$500.00 or more

FREE

Below $500.00

156 per check

Below $250.00
Below $100.00

158 per check
plus $1.00 per month
156 per check
plus $2.00 per month

1
4 interest on your
Earn 5/
NOW ACCOUNT balance

Compounded
Daily

NAAAAAAAIMANYVVVY

Senior citizen accounts are
FREE
Open your NOW ACCOUNT
with any amount
Now Accounts available January 2, 1981
Now you can earn interest on your checking account
at Hopkinsville Federal where you can also have
your Savings account and home loan

Hog Market
ederal-State Market News Service
I krember 31. 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 460 Est. 300 Barrows dr
dlts 50 lower Sows steady to II 50 lower
I 1-2 210-240166.
141.00-41.50
$40.75-41 00
IS 2 210-250 Ihs....
IS 2-3 240-250 lbs. .
$40 50-40 71.
919 50-40 50
11S 2-4 250-270 lbs. ...
'sows
1.1S 1-2 170-350113s.
132 00-34 Oil
IIS 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$33 00-35 50
US 1.3 450-500 lbs.
135 50-39 00
IIS 1-3 500-65011w
139 00-40 00
rS 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$32 00-33 00
Boars 29-50-31.00

Among those figuring in the
report were the administrations of former governors
John A. Volpe and Endicott
Peabody in the 1960s and
Francis W.Sargent in the early '70s.

You Don't Need a high minimum balance
to qualify for free checking

Almo Woman
Given Citation
For Trespassing
Noreen Overeem, North
Almo and formerly of California, received a citation for
third-degree criminal
trespassing, a misdemeanor,
at an unoccupied Backusburg
residence, according to a
Calloway County Sheriff's Office spokesman.
The spokesman said the
owner of the house drove up
with Overeem and her two
children on the property. The
three were not seen in the
house, the spokesman added.

plans and designs on buildings
which were never built. The
estimated cost to the commonwealth to repair present
defects in all public buildings
is more than $2 billion."
Headed by former Amherst
College President John
William Ward, the commission traced bribery and
kickbacks in public construction projects by investigating thousands of contracts dating back to the early
1960s.
The panel was created in
1978 by then-Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis and a bloc of
reformers in the Legislature
after a scandal involving construction on the University of
Massachusetts' Boston campusTwo state senators, including the majority leader,
were convicted of extorting
money from the management
construction company that
ran the project. They spent
nearly a year in jail.
Public hearings this year
disclosed the link between
"political contributions" and
contract awards.
Witnesses at those hearings
also linked the award of contracts with pressure from
gubernatorial fund-raisers.

Murray South
Branch
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Et Loan Assn.
rifstic“

RUM mon
LENDER

Murray Downtown
Branch
7th Et Main
753-7921
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Security Federal Is N.O.W. Bustin'Through
With New Earning Power For You!

FIVE

That's right, N.O:W. Accounts are now available at
Security Federal with the maximum interest yield of 51/4%.
Security Federal's N.O.W. Accounts offer you 200 Free
Personalized Checks and free service with a $500.00
axier/age balance or $2,500.00 in passbook accounts or C.D.

Security Federal
....now •• 840 0001

Savings And Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd

759-1234

LENDER

•
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Handicapped Controls
Are Now On State Car
FRANKFORT, . API
The state Department of
Transportation has installed
one of its cars with controls for
use by handicapped state
employees,
Tommy Bledsoe, the department's handicapped program
coordinator, said the vehicle
has controls that can be used
by 75 percent of all handicapped drivers.
The car will be issued from
the central motor pool in

peatz_)
L

Good Wed. Thru Sun.

Store Hours:

No Rainchecks

-9 M-S
1-6 Sun.

Frankfurt and will be reser,
.handicapped
for
ed
employees, even though
ph)swan) possible for 11111I handicapped employees to
drive it
The 1980 Ford 1:I1) was purchased for 81,5410 and used in
the motor pool, for one year
before the controls were added. The controls cost $650 and
were installed by Opportuint%
Workshop of Lexington.

-
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By Abigail Van Buren

Resolve to Take It
One Day at a Time
DEAR ABBY: Last New Year's Eve you published some
New Year's resolutions. I cut that column out and taped it on
my bathroom mirror where I could read it every doming. I
want you to know that it has helped me to become a better
person. I am not saying that I kept every one of those
resolutions every day, but I kept most of them, and they
have now become habits that have made a remarkable
improvemi41t.in my personality and character.
I hope Vott will repeat that column every New Year's Eve.
I'm sure it will benefit many others as it has me.
NEVER TOO OLD
DEAR NEVER: By popular demand. my "resolutions" column has become an annual tradition, and
here it is:
DEAR READER:These New Year's resolutions are
based on the original credo of Alcoholics Anonymous. I have taken the liberty of using that theme
with some variations of my own:
Just for today I will try to live through this day
only, and not set far-reaching goals to try to overcome all my problems at once. I know I can do
something for 12 hours that would appall me if I felt
that I had to keep it up for a lifetime.
Just for today I will try to be happy. Abraham
Lincoln said,"Most folks are about as happy as they
make up their minds to be." He was right. I will not
dwell on thoughts that depress me. I will chase them
out of my mind and replace them with happy
thoughts.
Just for today I will adjust myself to what is. I will
face reality. I will try to change those things that I
can change and accept those things I cannot change.
Just for today I will try to improve my mind. I will
not be a mental loafer. I will force myself to read
something that requires effort, thought and concentration.
Just for today I will do a good deed for somebody —
without letting him know it. (If he or she finds out I
did it, it won't count.)
Just for today I will do something positive to
improve my health. If I'm a smoker, I'll make an
honest effort to cut down. If I'm overweight, I'll eat
nothing! know is fattening. And! will force myself to
exercise — even if it's only walking around the block,
or using the stairs instead of the elevator.
Just for today I will be totally honest. If someone
asks me something I don't know, I will not try to
bluff; I'll simply say, "I don't know."
Just for today I'll do something I've been putting
off for a long time. I'll finally write that letter, make
that phone call, clean that closet, or straighten out
those dresser drawers.
Just for today, before I speak I will ask myself,"Is
it true?" "Is it kind?" And if the answer to either of
those questions is negative, I won't say it.
Just for today I will make a conscious effort to be
agreeable. I will look as well as I can, dress becomingly, talk softly, act courteously and not interrupt when someone else is talking. Just for today I'll
not try to improve anybody except myself.
Just for today I will have a program. I may not
follow it exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving
myself from two pests: hurry and indecision.
Just for today I will have a quiet half-hour to relax
alone. During this time I will reflect on my behavior
and will try to get a better perspective on my life.
Just for today I will be unafraid. I will gather the
courage to do what is right and take the responsibility for my own actions. I will expect nothing from
the world, but I will realize that as I give to the world,
the world will give to me.
P.S. Have a happy, healthy New Year. And pray for
peace!
LOVE, ABBY

,
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5.99

EACH

Our Entire Stock of 7.98 & 8.98 Albums, 8-Tracks
or Cassettes. Latest Hits, Original Artists.

Full-size-Warmcrest • Electric Blanket by Northern•. Made of 800/a Polyester
and 20% Acrylic with 1000,o Nyl
Binding. Has attractive automatic single
control with night light. Choose B e. Gold or Champagne colors

Homelite VI
Super 2

Chain
Saw
Reg. 1.48

Reg. 179.88
Sall

59.88

Reg. 1.19

Washclothes

Sylvania Soft White Bulbs
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'qt.?
*. •

Reg. 2.27

18x26"

Bed
Pillows

,
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With Printed Covers

BUY
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GOLD ...
DIAMONDS . •

The Honest Way!
ANY GOLD STAMPED
I01.141- IU-221
MACRFR CHAIM MIMIC.
005046 010501 GPO

We'll
Pay You

Match King
Disposable

DIAMONDS

ro•',eye, SS 00 S70
o.ow.Oft• 5 to corr
awards
0500
can,

OPEN DAILY 1000 a.m. to 8:00 p.m..

r c)Is
25 square ft'

Reg. Si

MultiColored
Throw
Rug

Butane
Lighters
P,

We ere not "Fly Ely Nighters" only in
town overnight to tots your money
Wis:se been trusted in Federal' for 69

WANTED
CASH
NOW! \

For

Roses BrantAluminum Foil
in

WE
BUY

49 Ounce (net wt.) Fab Laundry Detergent or
Gallon Sze Clorox Bleach.

Reversible

Agree

1.79
Maalox
Plus
in 12 fl. oz.
Reg. 2.27

Agtee

In Reg. or
Oily - 8 fl. oz.
Reg. 1.63
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Cut out that coffee
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

AR DR LAMB
1 like generated by the brain
the electrical field throughout
e My day begins and
Your heart does the same your body and you measure
with a cup of coffee
thing Each time before it those changes with electrodes
my doctor tells me that 1 contracts it causes changes in attached
to the body
to stop completely and
have tea or colas either.
an examination because
Nuent burning in the pit
r stomach, just below the
G CORN, JR
RAG
tbone. It feels like I have
burning in that area. My
r had X-rays taken and
was nothing there. My
By IRA G. CORN JR.
ladder was OK, too. I
NORTH
12-3I-A
lave some problems with UNITED Feature Syndicate
itable colon.
•A i06
"Frugality is founded on
•108 32
doctor said that the first
•7 5 4 2
I should do is to have an the principle that all riches
•
K6
lion to separate me have limits." -- Edmund
my coffee cup. I know Burke.
WEST
EAST
•8 7 3 2
right but I really need a
•J 9 5 4
V--4 coffee to start the day
V K 765
•8 3
•9 6
Could I drink decal"Mr. Parsimonious" was
4
(4.1
9
8
5
3
•
2
A 10 4
led coffee instead? I at the controls in the play of
do without regular cof- today's stingy slam. He
SOUTH
saw
I could have a hot cup of no reason
•
K
Q
to waste a high
feinated coffee.
ITAQJ94
lAR READER — You'll trump and, for the lack of a
•AKQJ 10
47
t it. Decaffeinated coffee spot, the slam was lost.
The defense led two
letter than regular
Vulnerable East-West
ine-containing coffee in rounds of clubs and declarer
Dealer: South. The bidding:
s of being nervous. ruffed with his trump four.
me is a nervous system The spade queen was overSouth
West
North East
dant and that is why you taken in dummy and the 10
2•
Pass
3 11
Pass
it. People can become of trumps was led for a win4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
lologically and physio- ning finesse.
6,
Pass
Pass
Pass
ally dependent upon
However, this small vicme and when they stop
Opening lead Club queen
abit they may have head- tory had a short life span
(that can be relieved by after West discarded.
trump lead from dummy is
; of coffee) and be excep- Declarer could repeat the
the heart 10. If declarer
finesse only once more and
Ily sleepy.
unblocks by throwing his
far as digestive corn- that was not enough to pick
nine. East can cover
Is are concerned, coffee up East's trumps. One down.
dummy's trump eight to
e an important factor. In
A more farsighted declardevelop a trump winner.
als, large doses of er would land his slam
by
me even cause ulcers. ruffing
Rid with Corn
the second club with
roe] can't solve the probby simply switching to his jack of trumps.
South
holds
12-31-B
Dummy's
spade ace pro;feinated brands. In some
decaffeinated coffee vides the entry and the
40.1 9 5 4
'a used more acid secre- trump eight is led, declarer
K 76 5
•9 6
dropping the four under it.
than caffeine alone.
4A 104
fee can also be a factor
The finesse wins and next
eping the blood pressure comes dummy's trump 10.
North South
people with high blood Under this goes declarer's
2 NT
^
ure and a factor in cans- trump nine and the finesse
irregular heart beats. wins again, this
ANSWER:
Three clubs. Use
time with
! and other problems
the Stayman convention to
the lead still in dummy.
iated with coffee are disinvestigate the possibilities of
A final finesse is now posd in The Health Letter
a major suit game
ler 14-4, Controversial sible and East's trumps are
--rages: Coffee, Tea, Colas picked up with ease -- makSend bridge questions to The Aces
Chocolate, which I am ing six hearts.
'I) Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
ng you. Others who want
Note that the slam fails if,
for reply
issue can send 75 cents after ruffing correctly with
a long, stamped, self- the heart jack, the first
!ssed envelope for it to
n care of this newspaper,
Box 1551, Radio City
an, New York, NY 10019.
caffeinated coffee may
be hard on a sensitive
, probably because of
r oils and other ingredWALNUT CREEK, Calif.
"It was addressed three
that are also irritating to.
I AP) — "May I have your ways — either Gov. Ronald
digestive system. How
name?"asks the man taking a Reagan, the Honorable
.a nice up of hot water to
the day off, at least until
pizza order.
Ronald Reagan or Ronald
problem is controlled?
"Ronald Reagan," comes Reagan. If it came to me the
you might enjoy a cup of
the reply.
last two ways, I opened it," he
monade.
"Oh, yeah? I'm Jack Ben- said.
lAR DR. LAMB — When
ny."
Once, very early in the mor5 10 years old I had an
But it really was Ronald ning, he got a long-distance
-oencephalogram. I am
Reagan, though not the telephone call from Sweden
4 to convince my mom
presidentelect, ordering pizza asking where campaign con:barges of electricity go
in Walnut Creek.
gh your head when you
tributions could be sent.
this brain test. She won't
This Reagan is a 40-year-old
COLLEGE
STATION,
/e me. Now my brother inventor and
accountant for Texas
0 have one. She reads
(AP) — Joggers should
the
Central
Contra Costa learn to walk
column. Maybe she
before they run,
County Sanitary District.
believe you.
says Dr. Elvin Smith, a carHaving the same name as
AR READER — Will
diovascular researcher and
elieve me? Your mom is the GOP politician has produc- jogging enthusiast.
The activity of the brain ed some "comical" situations,
"You should be able to
ip electrical fields over he says.
briskly walk for two hours
scalp. These are very
In the late 1960s, Reagan liv(about6 to 8 miles) before you
voltages. When you con- ed in Sacramento
when the
begin jogging," advises
two electrodes to the
governor
was
a
man
named
the machine measures
Smith, associate dean of
Reagan.
And
Reagan,
CPA,
ifference in the voltages
medicine at Texas A&M
!en the two electrodes. kept getting the governor's
University. "Running is really
le electricity is really mail.
a progression of walking."

THE ACES

Highly Infectious Disease In Hogs

Swine Producers May Face TGE Outbreak
Swine producers could be
facing another outbreak of
transmissible gastroenteritis
TGE;, a highly infectious
disease in hogs, according to
Dr. Wade 1.. Kadel, director of
the Murray State University
Veterinary Diagnostic and
Center
Research
at
Hopkinsville.
The disease has been found
'in recent weeks. in Trigg,
Christian and Simpson counties in Kentucky by diagnosticians from the research
center. Kadel said the instances of TGE could be "indicators of a widespread occurrence during January and
February."
TGE causes serious
economic losses to swine prodIkers each winter. Although
instances of the disease are
documented each year, TGE
is more severe and
widespread during certain

winter seasons, Kadel said.
"Swine production units
which have not experienced
TGE problems for the past
several years should 'expect
costly losses of animals if the
virus is introduced into the
herd," Kadel said.
Infected herds tend to WO
an immunity to the disease,
and farms on which TGE occurred during the winter of
1980 should only experience
mild death losses if an outbreak develops this year.
Kadel said recovered sows
maintain a "state of immunity
and confer this immunity to
nursing pigs..."
Fortunately for farmers,
immune sows also will pass on
resistance to TGE to nursing
pigs, helping to keep the
disease under control.
Kadel said TGE is spread
primarily by blackbirds, a
perennial problem in the Mur-

Kadel urged farmers to
ray State region. Several days
of cold weather, especially watch for signs of TGE. The
with snow covering fields primary symptoms are
where the birds normally vomiting and diarrnea in sows
feed, makes feed stations at and pigs. Kadel said the morswine productions units ir- tality rate is low in hogs and
"very high" in pigs.
resistible to blackbirds.
Since the severity of the
Kadel said the birds, which
congregate in huge flocks dur- disease is age related, Kadel
ing the winter season, carry said symptoms in an infected
TGE "from farm to farm. herd will range from "a mild
They are the most frequent form of the disease in aged
means of transporting the sows to devastating effects in
very young pigs."
disease."

•••••••
Need Cash For Christmas Bills?
We pay cash for:

WHITE OR
YELLOW

Gold

10K1•14KT 18KT or 22KT
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS, PINS
WRIST WATCHES,
WEDDING BANDS,
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

Utility Regulation Group
Sets January Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) —
The state Utility Regulatory
Commission has scheduled a
public hearing Jan. 22 on
General Telephone Co.'s request for a $23.4 million rate
increase.
The hearing will be held at
the University of Kentucky
College of Lavv Building in

SKItie producers should cot;

sider a TGE vaccine to reducr
losses. The use of the vaccine
"will create ;tate of immunity in the sow
d greatly;
reduce baby pig losse
Kadel said veterinarian
the region may offer swine
producers additional information on the advantages of TGE
itrimunization. Meanwhile,
Kadel said testing
,
f
the
disease will continue oni the
Murray State diagnostic' and
research center.

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET PRICE

Lexington.
The hearing was requested
by the UK Student Association, although it is open to all
customers of the company. All
persons testifying will be subject to cross examination by
the company and the intervenors

U.S. SILVER COINS•
THRU
1964

Silver

OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING",925 or 999
WE ALSO BUY MOST
BUYING
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
(GOOD
Er OVER
CONDITION)
HALVES 65 THRU 69
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS igic,
Et HALVES
THRU 1966

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 9-5 Daily
Except Sundays.
Room 10

Hwy.641
753-2682

Having President's Name
Creates Some Comedy

ON NEW1981 FORD GRANADAS,
THUNDERBIRDS AND MUSTANGS.

NEW YEARS EVE
"DISCO" DANCE

1981 FORD MUSTANG.
Americas most popular sports car Sleek
Surefooteo Aerodynamic. Capture thespint
in either the 2-door or the 3-door model

EXAMPLES:

FORD
THUNDERBIRD.
1981

SPONSOR: Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
MUSIC BY: Super Disco Sounds, Benton, Ky.
DATE: December 31, 1980
TIME: 8:00 p.m. till?
PLACE: Jaycee Building Hwy. 121 North Murray

dults 18 years and over only.
$10.00 per person admission
A Buffet Breakfast at Denean's in Murray,
plus munchy's, set ups, ice, party favors, will be furnished.
You can bring your own

TICKET OUTLETS
SUNSET BOULEVARD, DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY
CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER — 1411 MAIN ST. — MURRAY
MUSIC ONE STOP — 320 MAIN ST — BENTON

11111
-.„.„,.,.

In a world of ordinary
cars the thunders
still there The 1981
Thunderbird lives up
toils reputation Try it
and you II see

1981 FORD GRANADA:
its a new Granada from the
ground up The smallest Granada
ever yet the too,,,est And its built
with Fords
'
to detail

Buy one of these 1981 Fords between
December 5,1980, and February 7,1981,
and you could save hundreds of dollars.

This new 12°. Annual Percentage Rate financing program can make buying a new
car easier. Just see your Ford Dealer and buy any eligible new 1981 Ford Granada.
Mustang or Thunderbird and take delivery by February 7. 1981 Participating Ford
Dealers and financial institutions can arrange an affordable 12°0 Annual Percentage
Rate for qualified buyers. It could save you hundreds of dollars. so don't miss this
great opportunity You can enjoy a new Ford Granada. Mustang or Thunderbird of
your choice now instead of waiting. Ask your Ford Dealer for complete details

Where the
Prevailing Annual
Finance Pate Is

14%
16%
18%

Total
Consumer
Savings

$309.60
$625.92
$948.96

Example of transacton not necessarily to,.
Particular vehicle Casn Pince $7200 Total Down
Payment $700 Amount Financed $6500
.61 12% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE 91115 68, Deterred Payment Price
$6915 66 Payment Schedule 48 monthly payments
or 5171 15
61 14% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE $2025 28. Deferred Payment Pnce
$9225 28 Payment Schedule 48 monthly payments
of $17761
•A118% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE' FiNAN
CHARGE $2341 60. Deterred Payment Price
$9541 60 Payment Schedule 48 monthly payee—,
019194 20
•At 18% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE 52664 64, Deferred Payment Pnce
99664 64 Payment Schedule 08 monthly payments
of $190 93

AT YOUR FARTICIPAT1NG FORD DEALER

Parker Ford,Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Dress Cede will be dress denim.& sop.

• 48-Month Contract —
Amount Financed, S6500

FORD

,
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Road Funds Not Diverted Into Non-Road Uses
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
ISANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Road Fund money is not being
diverted to non-highway uses
despite a contention to the contrary, the Kentucky Department of Transportation says,

Transportation Secretary
Frank Melts said he ordered
the matter researched after
Year Mann, executive director of.the Kentucky Better
Roads Council, made the
assertion a month ago.
\limn said that advocates of
Hum \
roads have been

Rumors Cause Town's
Only Doctor To Leave

•

concerned for years by a
diversion of funds.
lie commented after Lk
roads council directors passed
a resolution cag,ing on Gov.
John- Y. Browa4r. to see that
all non-road facilities are
financed by money in the
General Fund instead of the
Road Fund.
. Melts said he told Everett
Brown, his budget director, to
review the matter.
The only grain of truth to
the whole situation is that we
do not stop to prorate the
secretary of transportation's

S.D. I Al',
the ,ttrug Litat kind ot Bung ult.
900 residents of this prairie Todzo I can't, and I question
town, without a doctor for 12 Isiw !luny people could.''
years, raised $18,000 to put
Jerry Turgeon through
medical school. Now Murdo's
without a doctor again --••
Turgeon left When rumors that
This Ad Good Dec 30 Thru Jan 6
he was homosexual cut deep
into his practice.
The 29-year-old d ctor, who
denies the rumors, avs: "It's
kind of depress'
when
something like that iappeus.
When you should b9 thinking
about medicine aiØ patients,
you're wondering vhy it's going on and how yoI are going
to end it."
Turgeon, a Sio
Falls
native, set up practice here in
August and soon was treating
30 patients a day from Murdo
and surrounding communities.
The town,60 nsiles from the
nearest hospital, had paid his
medical school expenses and
agreed to erase the debt if he
practiced here for at least five
Coheirs!(with coupon)
Years.
Enthusiatic about the community and his work. Turgeon
was talking of attracting other
doctors and expanding his
clinic when the practice dropped off abruptly.
.
By October, he was seeing
only an average of four patients.a day.
"We couldn't figure out
what had happened," said his
nurse practitioner, Marilyn
Seymour, who also lost her job
in the controversy when the
patient load dropped and

salary and the salaries for a
couple of other administrative
people in the department,"
Melts said in a letter to Mann,
who was out of town and not
available for a response.
Brown reported to Melts in a
memorandum that the diversion contention "has created
questions in not only the
general public's mind, but
also in the minds of members
of the General Assembly and
others who have an interest in
this matter."
Brown
said
the
transportation agency "is in a

very difficult period because
of the shortfall in Road Fund
receipts and these kinds of
public statements could
jeopardize the ability of the
department in obtaining
future funding for the highway
program."
While expressing appreciation for the road council's interest and help over the years,
Brown Said "it just isn't true
that the department is diverting Road Fund dollars to
finance facilities other than
highways and related activities."

Officials Plan
To Reopen
Southern Hotel
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
City officials plan to reopen
the Southern Hotel, site of a
fatal Christmas Day fire, by
mid-February.
Frankfort Mayor John
Sower said Monday all firesafety requirements will be
met before people are allowed
to live in the hotel again.
Elizabeth Brewer, 85, died
of smoke inhalation when a
fire damaged the three-story
hotel last week. Lee Thurman,
another resident, was listed in
serious condition Monday at
King's Daughters Memorial
Hospital, where he was being
treated for burns and smoke
inhalation.
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$109
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SHORTENING
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Banquet

42 Os.
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pie

TOMATO
$OUP

Chilli Man

TAMALES

1

Groom Savings—

CHECIOUT

When Turgeon was evictedl
from hit rented house, he
learned • there were rumors
that he was homosexual.
Apparently behind the
rumors was the fact that the
doctor shared his house with
another unmarried man who
was attending nursing school
in Pierre.
•'Needless to say, he was
very shattered," Mrs.
Seymour said. "That was his
dream, getting set up in Murdo."
The Rev. Ted Gall wrote to
the local paper in Turgeon's
defense. "We don't know exactly where the rumor came
from," he said."The sad thing
is we weren't able to squelch
it. The majority of people really wanted a doctor."
Unable to stop the rumors,
Turgeon left in November.
Asked if he were homosexual, Turgeon, spending the
holidays with his parents in
Sioux Falls, joked, "Not the
last time I checked."
Community leaders have
.said little_ about the episode,
and the chairman of the local
board that recruited Turgeon
has discouraged publicity for
fear it would damage the
town's efforts to recruit
another doctor.
Turgeon, who now owes the
town $18,000, said the "majority of people there were fantastic. They gave me a lot of
support.
But the fact is; the rumors
got more widespread than
Murdo and when you're practicing in a community that
size, you need the draw of
communities in the area," he
said.
"Maybe later ill reach a
point of maturity where I can

By JAN AYI
The Eva
Courier and Pre
EVANSV111.1
ZZZzzzzzzzz. F,
ting a good nigl
quite as easy as
or falling off the.
And there am
have the oppo
They're always
fall asleep an
place.
Although tho
are extreme,
symptoms of sl
that affect the c

ro

Ii

Open 24
Hours-A-Day

SUGAR
199

Brown said in the memoran- fiscal year, the net cost to the administration and support,
dum:
Road Fund is estimated ,to be 2.77 percent also was allocated
— The General Assembly $42,155,000 after taking into to other modes.
He said the direct General
appropriated
adequate consideration interest earnGeneral Fund dollars to cover ings and other adjustments Fund appropriation for adany cost related to other and the difference in cost of ministration and regulatory'
modes of transportation.
operation and estimated toll - activities was $359,500 for air
transportation, $1,132,200 for
— Mann was mistaken receipts," Brown said.
water transportation and
when he said the department
Figures he supplied show
was spending $54 million a that of an original annual $60,500 for rail transportation.
Brown also noted that the
year to make up the difference transportation budget of
between toll road collections $785,722,000, a total of Bureau of Vehicle Regulations
and what it really costs to $21,771,000 or 2.77 percent wae
5
7
:
• eceived a General Fund appropriation of $5,639,800 "to
operate the toll system and allotted for transportatio
cover a part of its activities
debt service for lease rental modes other than highways.
payments.
Brown said that of $24.5 that could be legally charged
"In reality for the current million budgeted for general to the Road Fund."
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Good Night's Sleep Not As Easy As It Seems

• 'ing hours, according to a sleep
researcher who spoke at St.
Mary's Medical Center last
week.
And the problem is riot an
getisn't uncommon one.
According to Dr. Paul
gs —
Hauri, professor of psychiatry.
who at the Hanover, N.H., Dartlem. mouth Medical School and
can director of the Dartmouthany Hitchcock Sleep Clinic,
between 12.and 15 percent of
Lions all people living in inbe dustrialized countries have
.ders serious sleep problems.
"Sleep is not something you
wak-

May

can force with willpower,' he
said. Medication is one alternative, he added, but success
with drugs usually is shortlived because the sleeping problem will return.
"If you get those sleeping
pills now, you've got to Make
plans about when you can
withdraw," Hauri said. Some
people find they can take themn
once or twice a week when getting a good night's sleep is
particularly important, he added.
Research has shown there
are other methods that can

help the sleepless sleeper get
some rest.
This isn't grandma's list of
what-4e do when you can't
sleep," Hauri told the audience. He emphasized that
the five suggestions should be
done consistently and in conjunction with one another.
—Sleep only until you're
refreshed.
—Establish a regular time
to wake up.
— Maintain steady, daily exercise.
—Para light bedtime snack
such as milk, cheese and

1Fresh M ats

crackers.
—Read in bed instead of
brooding.
Hauri, who acknowledged
he sometimes has trouble
sleeping, said the cause of insomnia is rarely organic. Most
of the time it's related to anxiety and irritation or
demands, he said.
In direct contrast to those
who can't sleep, are people
who are always tired and can
fall asleep upon command.
Some even have a disorder
called narcolepsy, which
means they have brief attacks

There s Always Lots Of

of sleep during wnat would be
considered normal. waking
hours.
And sonic have a type of
sleep apnea which means that
when they go to sleep their
breathing periodically stops
for a few. minutes throughout
the night.
Some frequently awaken to
find themselves sitting on the
edge of the bed. Heavy snoring, obesity and signs of congestive heart failure can be
symptoms of a sleep apnea.
Although the bulk of Hauri's
work is concentrated on

relieving and studying insomnia, he's also knowledgeable
about dreams, their pertoses
and how they affect our waking lives.
"General evidence suggests
our dreams are unfinished
business," he said. "That wifinished business is what is
settled in our dreams, and
recurring dreams are usually
a sign of stuff that isn't
psychologically digested."
Hauri cited the case of a 17year-old girl who repeatedly
dreamed that she was being
attacked by a group of men.
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'RUIT
56 She

:

California
NAVEL
ORANGES
Ems To hal
113 Sizo
10 he 99'

00

Teddy's Son
Charged With
Possession
BRIDGETON, N.J. (AP) Edward M. Kennedy Jr.. son of
U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass., has received a summons
charging hipi with ninseciun of
a small amount of marijuana,
police say.
Kennedy. 19, and Steven J.
Okun, 20, son of a former chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, were stopped Dec. 18
by a state trooper for allegedly
speeding in Kennedy's Jeep in
Upper Pittsgrove Toionship, according to police.
The trooper became
suspicious when he saw a small,
partially opened wooden box
containing a substance that later
was confirmed to be marijuana,
police said.
The young mm were escorted
to the state police barracks here.
where they received summonses
for possession of less than 25
grams of marijuana, a violation
considered by law to be less
serious than a misdemeanor.
Police Sgt. Thomas Gallager
said Monday that a press release
had been prepared on the day of
the arrests but that no news
organizations had contacted him
about the incident.
Okun is a son of the late Arthur M. Okun, a Washington
economist who was chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers under President Lyndon
B. Johnson and was a senior
fellow at the Brookings Institute
in Washington until his death in
March.
Kennedy and Okun are
students at Wesleyan University
in Middletown. Conn. Kennedy
was driving home to McLean.
Va., for Christmas vacatioi.
when stopped, police said.

Mickey Mouse
Wanted By
Uncle Sam
ANAHELM. Calif. 1AP , —
Uncle Sam wants you, Mickey
Mouse.
But why the Selective Service System is interested in a
52-year-old cartoon character
is a mystery.
Disneyland officials here
got this letter addressed to
Mickey M. Mouse, Anaheim:
"Our records indicated you
have not responded to our initial request for necessary
date of birth information. ...
We are again asking your
cooperation in providing us
with correct information
whether your birthdate is in
1960, 1961 or any other year."
Disneyland spokesman Bob
Roth planned to answer the
letter on behalf of Mickey.
created by the late Walt
Disney on Nov. 18, 1928.
it may be that somebody is
pulling our leg, but it was
released on official stationery," he said. "Apparently.. Mickey Mouse is in trouble
With the Selective Service.
"We'll inform them of the
(late ( of Mickey's birth( and
the fact that they're dealing
with a fictional character and
see what they're going to do.''

Custody Ruling
Designed To Deter
Kidnapping

}a

Michigan U.S. Fancy Ora&
JONATHAN
APPLES
5 Bog $129

After talking with the girl,
he discovered that she didn't
know what she would do if she
found herself in that kind of
situation. They rehearsed a
defense against the attackers
together.
Gradually, the dream began
to end with the girl successfully warding off her attackers.
And finally, Hauri said, the
dream n disappeared.

California Fresh
BROCCOU
Rich In Vitamias

SHINGTON t API — A
WA.
new law requiring all state
courts to abide by. child
custody decrees issued by
other states is designed to
deter parents from broken
homes from kidnapping their
children to thwart custody
orders.
The measure, signed by
President Carter on Monday,
was prompted by the
estimated 25,000 to 100,000
child snatchings in the United
States each year.
Sen. Malcolm Wallop, RWyo., a principal sponsor of
the measure, has said the law
will remove the incentive
parents may have for kidnapping their children and moving them to another state in an
effort to have custody decrees
'hanged.

.
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Group support for diet
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

p- -

DEAR DR LAMB -- As
soon as the holidays are over I
want to go on a diet and lose
the extra pounds I have accumulated an the past year That
is going to be my New Year's
resolution A number of my
friends plan to go on a diet at
the same time We are planning our own little group session to get together once a
week and report on how we
are doing and any new ideas
'we have gotten on how to lose
weight safely
We think you can help We
all read your column and
want your advice about a sensible diet program In return
we will send you a report regularly on how we are doing
Maybe you will want to report
our results 162er in your
column - if we are successful and don't break our resolution.
DEAR READER - I like
your idea. When a group
shares a problem and works
on it together it helps to reinforce each other and as a good
motivational factor When a
person tries to lose weight
alone he or she often has to
struggle against social forces
designed to keep one from losing weight. Often even your
friends or family members
tell you that you don't need to

lose and really are uninterested in seeing you change So a
group created for support
should be a winner
It is important that you not
begin your program as a
crash project Be honest with
yourself and think about how
long it took you to gain those
unwanted pounds. None of you
probably need to lose more
than a pound of real fat a
week Even if it is just a half
pound but steady that will be
26 pounds by the time the end
of the year rolls around.
I'm sending you a copy of
The Health Letter number 47. Weight Losing Diet, for you
and your group to use. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to ter, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019
Don't forget to read the section that tells you that
exercise will help If your
weight is stable now and you
eliminate 350 calories a day
from your diet and increase
your exercise to use 150 calories more a .lay, you will lose
3500 calories a week, the
number of calories in one
pound of body fat. Good luck
DEAR DR. LAMB - In a
recent column about a woman

(
Dewy

Icy
By Abigail Van Buren

No Route to Top
With 'Bottoms Up'
DEAR ABBY. My husband is the head of a large
corporation. He does not drink hard liquor, but very few
people know this because at parties he takes one drink and
pretends to sip it all evening.
He watches his junior executives' drinking habits very
carefully, and they are promoted accordingly. Anyone who
takes more than two drinks is passed over for promotion no matter how good a job he does.
I feel that my husband should have a talk with the man
and give him a chance to cut down. He says, "No, once a
drunk, always a drunk." He says it takes guts not to drink in
today's society, and he needs men with guts to run the
business right. What is your opinion?
SCARSDALE
DEAR SCARSDALE: If everyone who takes more
than two drinks is (as your husband states) a
"drunk," there are a lot of "drunks" effectively
running a lot of businesses.
I agree, it takes guts not to drink in today's society,
but one who takes a drink publicly and "pretends" to
drink it so no one will know he's a non-drinker is
lacking guts himself. If guts is the issue, the person
who says,"No thanks, I'm an alcoholic" has far more
guts than your holier-than-thou abstainer.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't believe that letter signed ARKIE.
He said a dental supply salesman told him that the big-city
morticians made a fortune removing dental gold from the
mouths of human remains while preparing them for burial.
What a crock!'
As a licensed mortician in Arkansas, I can assure you
that such low-down practices are not tolerated in this or any
other state. If ARKIE (or anyone else) has proof of such
unethical conduct, he need only to report it to the state board
of embalming.
That dental supply salesman must be laughing out loud
knowing his ridiculous story fooled both ARKIE and Abby.
This is not a dig from a mortician, just the facts.
DliFFIE. JONESBORO, ARK.
DEAR DUFFIE: Yup. I bought ARKIE's story.
Shame on me. And now morticians all over the
country have come to bury Abby - not to praise her.
•••
DEAR ABBY: The letter from BEEN THERE AND
BACK,the woman who spent the last two years in a mental
institution, interested me because I have also been there and
back.
When people ask you where you've been, telling them is
tough enough. But there is something worse - those tacky
enough to ask, "Why were you in there?"
I finally thought up a very simple answer: "Because I'm
crazy."
I've gotten some strange looks, a few laughs and a couple
of walkaway's. But never has anyone come up with a
response!
BEEN THERE TOO
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

_

****
Harlem.) Globetrotter/
,p•
\

having cervical cancer. I note
you failed to inform her of the
following 1
Women who
began having sexual relations
at a very early age with
numerous partners have a
higher risk of developing cervical cancer, 2 Jewish women
have the lowest incidence of
cervical cancer, which is
attributed to the male being
circumcised, 3. Nuns or yin,
gins do not develop cervical'
cancer The greatest contributing factor to cervical cancer is the penis. and I'm wondering why this failed to
merit your attention.

cancer But cervical cancer
does occur frequently an women with different histories and
i'ven in nuns or virgins,
although this is certainly
much more rare.

You are out of date with
your information about cancer in Jewish women Subsequent studies showed that the
low rate of cancer in some
Jewish women was related to
your first statement - the
Jewish girls in the original
groups studied were raised
with stricter morals and did
not have sex at an early age
with multiple partners CirDEAR READER - Some cumcision was not the main
studies have shown that wom- factor. Studies of different
en who have had multiple sex- Jewish groups with different
ual partners early in life have moral standards established
a higher risk of cervical that point

Your Individual
Horoscope

Service Center Hours
Sun. 124
Mon., Tues., Sat. 9-6
Wed , Thurs., Fri. 9-9
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The Saving Place',..

ssmed

AUTO CENTER
1
Front-end
Thru Jan, 3
Alignment
Sale Price ....

7.88

ii

Our Reg 44 88 - F165 80R13

36.88

Plus F.E.T.1.83 Ea.
SIZES

RIG.

P185/75114 49.88

_. Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 1.1981
you happily occupied. DetailWhat kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the ed work and creative projects
favored.
stars say, read the forecast
LIBRA
given for your birth Sign.
(Sept. 2'3 to Oct. 22 I -1
1--n
ARIES
Shopping trips are rewarMar. 21 to Apr. 191
ding. Take advantage of nearConsult with advisers and by sales. Don't get depressed
partners on investment mat- late in the day.
ters. Make the most of small SCORPIO
beginnings. Encourage others ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 I MeV
to be positive.
Buy yourself something
TAURUS
nice. Pay attention to personal
Apr. 20 to May 20 I
appearance. In the evening,
A good day to mend fences you may wish time for
and to be friends with others. yourself.
New Year merriment should SAGITTARIUS
be shared with a loved one.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Enjoy togetherness.
A friend may lay some
GEMINI
troubles on your shoulders.
( May 21 to June 20)
Overall, the accent is on selfYou'll enjoy being of analysis and personal proassistance to loved ones. jects.
Those around you should be CAPRICORN
the happy recipients of your ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1
4
affection.
A social get-together could
CANCER
lead to a romantic encounter.
(June 21 to July 22) 642) In the p.m., know when to stop
Home entertainments and when it comes to talks about
creative work projects are career matters.
sources of happiness. You'll AQUARRJS
enjoy getting ready for com- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 1
pany.
Community involvement
LEO
finds you in a helping mood. A
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
sense of compassion marks
Home should be the center your mood. Someone gives
of activity now. Keep in touch unwelcome advice later.
with distant relatives via let- PISCES
ter or phone. Enjoy family (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
outings.
Travel has business overVIRGO
tones. Higher-ups are kindly
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
disposed to you now. You may
You'll enjoy visiting others. receive a compliment. Enjoy
Gadding about should keep being yourself.

PM/751113 47.88
P195/75814 54.88
P205/75RI4 57.88

Steel-belted
Radial
Whitewalls

FIT.

46.88
48.88

2.33
2.50

•Five-rib Tread
•Radial Tire Trocticn
•Radial Tire Mileage
•Popular P-metric Sizes
70 series read is Cement

P205/75815 scat 48.88 2.52
P215/751114 6/.88
P21 5/751215 62.88
P225/75R14 6c6.88
P225/751115

7.88

P235/75815

69.118

P225/70R15M 71.811

51.88
61.88
95.99
99.99

2.65
2.70
2.86

58.88

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. 011 change (choice
of 5 qts. any weight
K mart" oil)
2. Install 1 K mart* oil
fitter
3. Chassis Ilbrication
(fittings extra)
Additional Parrs or Services Extra
On Sale Thru Jan 6

6.96

2.90

Included
No=
inCle- n Required
All Tires Plus FIT Each

158.88 3.24
2.90 ,

Limited (Ownership Duration) Warranty. Worronteed
as long as you own your car
Details in store

)errtiN

(121RQ

SALE

39.99 2.17
41.88 1.96

aA-COMPLETE EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AVAILASLI

With single-stage filters for many cars
and light trucks.
•
On Sale Thru Sat
Installed
1:177

s
Installed
e'N

Installed
On Sale Thru Jan 3

3 Month Fred;
.•1,62e•rnent,
ark - 41st, Month

LImIt•d lOwnorshlp Duro.
tioni Warranty. Worranteed
os long os you own your car
Detoils in store

*di...a...
ranty

On Sale Thru Sat

6.96

Our 56.88 - With Exchange

16.88

Ea
H.D. Shocks Installed
All-weather fluid. Sizes for
many U.S. cars, light
trucks.

Muffler Installed
Sizes for many U.S. cars
and light trucks. Save.
Aactirionai ports, services edro
Singh* unit (.9100d) SWOTS •xclucIetti

39.88
48-month Auto Battery
Maintenance -free. For
many U.S. cars and light
trucks.

4c=sior.-t- 700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

THE SAVING PLACE

ATTENTION 4"I'lOPEN #
:
4
7
3 BIG DAYS
ALL DAY
All Football'v. JAN. 1st Widows
4aigztt
Don't Miss Our
Big New Year's Fabric Sale!
You'll LoveOur Game
Kickoff: 9:30 A.M.Jan. 1st
Bring Your Friends-The Biggest Fabric
Sale Of The Year! Hurry For Best Selections

frir
TUESDAY!
7:30 PM
RACER ARENA
admission: SA.SCI, $5.50
$2.00 discount II & under
on sale. Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank
Dennison Hunt Sporting
Goods

wa

Hrs. 9:30-8:30 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.

HANCOCK
FABRICS

Cardinal Point
Shopping Center
Paducah, Ky.

VISA'
,.coatraso

BEST COPY AVAIL AI
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The Saving Place

ount on BIG SAVINGS in
Friday And Saturday Sale
MACDONAI

"DI

rout,'010 11111• 0•101

klkodelin's
PLAID

6
M270-A

CASIO.
887

96

Save $8

Our Reg
9.97

Our Reg.47.97

39.97

Aemory Calculator
with automatic memory
lulation, LCD display.

Hand Printing Calculator
10-digit/memory, handheld unit with LCD readout.

Save $10
Our Reg. $99.97
Take-with Price

89.97

Modular Stereo System
AM/FM stereo radio 8-track
stereo player, record changer.

Stretch
Briefs
One Size
Fits 4-7
Or 8-10

L imit 2

Limit 2

While
uantities Last
Our Reg 2 67
Non-Dairy Coffee Creamer Swiss Miss' Hot Cocoa MI
Powdered creamer contains
23 oz canister cocoa mix
no milk or milk fat. 35.3-oz •
'Net wt

1.97

Our Reg.
2.96
Pint Size Vacuum Bottle
Screw-on cup top Keeps
beverages hot or cold.

ANTI-ALL

Pant, arklittorihow• 4/, .1

•

•

In Misses'
Sizes M-XL

Our Reg.
IN 2.96-3.22
rus-maker Girdles
ody-shapers in range
vies, fabrics, colors.

Bra Sizes
32A-38C
"
4 38C-44D
Our 1 28 1 68 Briefs. Our 2 22 Bar,

$1.1•.44
Stretch Briefs And Bras
Favorite styles in sizes for
misses, fuller figures.

lir

1.‘r SIZED
MOD

2

• Net wl

-

II

Our Reg.
1.17
Panti-All' Panty Hose
Smooth looking panty and hose
all in one Nylon, cotton panel.

DEVELOP and PRINT

CELL

Kodacolor II & Focal

dada

1.66
upZYP.
to
20 Exp.2.66
up to
24 Exp 3.18
up to 4.18

While
Quantities
Last
Limit 2

1•Our

3 Lb. Crisco
All vegetable shortening.

Save $10

42.97
44.11T Ultra 80 Telephone"
Compact Design. -Extra long
14 foot cord. Ringer shut off
switch. One year limited
warranty.

RIGHT
GUARD
ANTI-PERSPiRANT

Color Print Film
up to

TERMS

Pkgs.
Reg.56C
ck 'C'Or'D' Batteries
-use 1.5-V 'C' or 'D' power
Potteries. Made in USA.

1.97600

Limit
1 While
Last

Film
Develo_ping
SPECIAL

POWER

POMO
CELL

3

Our P,
Pkgs. 177° E
6-pak Vinyl Wire Hangers
Multi-purpose vinyl-coated
wire non.,spag finish.

DT

12-oz.' to 14-oz.' 111
depending on pigment

BATTERIES

SIZE C

Sizes S/M, MT/T
Color Choice

68

36 Exp.

Sale
Price
Can Spray Paint
Gloss or flat spray paint for
interior/exterior use. Colors

'C 4/ Process Films On/,
C 22 and ASP 400 siigntiv more

Right Guard' Deodorant
Crest' 7-oz.• Toothpaste
Fluoride toothpaste in reg- 10-oz.' Bronze spray deodor
ular or mint formulas Save! ant in Environmental formula
•Net of

'Net of

1.88
January Dinner Specials
'All You Can Eat" Spaghetti
Dinner on Wednesday or
Fish Dinner on Friday.

Sold In Auto
Dept.

11.1111UNCONINTIONAL
Di.111/400011WA.ttttt
1,1.0,•• r0•01,0,, 01,0.00 pr
10,
0 Ow* r•turn es elle
'S.'
Imo pert o• any n0r,
vev.es, porformenf• .1
0, 3100*
0, me,
110.1 lre MI M..
Gos

Limit2Tubes Limit
al& 1 While
.
97
I
600 While
Quantities Last

s\

EIMER'S
G1UE-Alt
DIMS MAIN • FAST •St110,
16
,•,/
o,

Our Reg. 16.88

6.97

clal Fireplace Log
burns approximately 3
in lovely, colorful flames.

21-pc. Socket Set
1 4" and 3/8" drive
/
socket wrench set in
handy metal case.

2/88°

Gas-line Anti-freeze
With plastic spout Prevents clogging 12 fl.oz.

We Honor

KA

Open Daly 9-9
Sundays 12-8

master
charge
,
......
s

4,01160rui
_

THE SAVING PLACE

Limit 2 Boxes
Sale
Sale
Price
Price
Brillo' Scouring Soap Pad
4-0z.* Elmer's' White Blue
or porous materials. Dries clear,Box of 18 steel wool soa
ast. with no harmful fumes.pads for tough scouring jobs

K marr MERCHANDISE POLICY
advertised item is

Our firm intention Is to have every advertised dem in Vock on our shelves it an
not available for
Purchase Cue to any unforeseen r censors K rnart will issue a Rain Check on request tor the merchandise(one Mom
or reasonabie tartAry quantity) to be purchased at the sole price whenever available or will sell you a consporopie
quality Item at o comparable reduction ri prICe Our policy is to give our customers sotistochon plways

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

2 Liter Pepsi
Enioy the plastic 2-liter Pepsi. Save Now.

L.L1.11111111111.1
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PEANurs

IF YOU WANT SOMETHING.
DONE RIGHT YOU SHOULD
DO IT YOUR5ELF!
-ve3

•

I'VE BEEN LOOKING
FOKWARD IC) GOING
OUT TONIGHT.

BUT I NEVER 514OULD
HAVE LET 1$.100D5TOCK
ORDER THE 1405!

I MADE THE DINNER
RESERVATIONS MYSELF
AND I EVEN BOUGHT e
A NEW BOW TIE_ !

Your Individual
Horoscope

THE ACES®

2. Notlo

Frances Dra ke

By IRA G. CORN JR.
tTNITED Feature Syndicate
NORTH

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 2, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

FIRST YOU COUNT NE
RISING OF THE MOONS

ADD THE FALLING OF
THE TIDE5 AND THE
SHOOTING OF THE STARS

DIVIDE THAT BY THE
COST OF LIVINO, AND
WHAT DO YOU GET?
Ass.

NANCY
MY MOM SAYS
LATELY I TALK
A LOT
\./
IN MY
SLEEP

LOOK AT
NANCY OVER
THERE ---

nap"

SHE

TALKS A LOT
WHEN SHE'S

AWAKE

OSCAN

BECAUSE WE FORGOT
WHAT WE WERE
ARGUING ABOUT

WHY DO
YOU
KEEP
SAYING
THE
SAME
THINGS?

BEETLE BAILEY
910 THE
1 CAPTAIN
I WANT "?

HE SAYS NIE
CAN'T KEEP
TRACK OF THE
PEOPLE IN HIS
OFFICE

ARIES
1
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er44
There could be petty
disagreements over a
business or financial matter.
Soft-pedal differences. The
p.m.finds you socially active.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20 I
Close allies could be erratic
in thinking. Evening is the
best time for doing things
together. Initiative will bring
career results.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Some difficulty in concentrating at work. Watch nervous energy. Partners are enthusiastic. Follow their
stimulating lead.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22) 0
Young people are hard to
count on now. Dating plans
may be changed. The p.m.
favors extra work effort.
Strive for accomplishment.
LEO
July 23to Aug.22)
Routine chores may seem
irksome. Day favors athletics
and going out for good times.
Romance and partnership
matters thrive.
VIRGO
4
I Aug.23to Sept.22) • V
Don't let little things get to
you. Rise above petty details.
See things in perspective.
Work progresses smoothly.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
Household appliances may

ifttg

break down. Make necessary
You'll enjoy
repairs.
stimulating conversations
with others now. Romance is
likely.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Watch sharp retorts.
Refrain from being sarcastic.
Shopping expeditions are
Favored. Buy something
special for your home.
SAGITrARRJS
( Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Letting small resentments
build up creates unnecessary
pressure. Evening is perfect
for clearing the air.
CAPRICORN
Dec.22to Jan.19)V
A friend's behavior upsets
you.
Watch
small
disagreements. By yourself
you'll accomplish more. Seek
necessary privacy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
Be discreet about a career
confidence. Plan a social gettogether. Community projects
and group activities prove
satisfying.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 toiMar. 20)
A friend's inconsistencies
may disturb you. A career
move behind-the-scenes proves beneficial. Accomplishment is made in private.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more sensitive than the
typical member of your sign.
That sensitivity applied to
creative work can make you a
writer of fiction or poetry, but
at times you're easily
discouraged. For your best
success, always stress the
cheerful approach.

XQ'

1. le_giiNifice

I SUGGESTED HE
BORE A HOLE IN THE
WALL SO HE COULD
WATCH THEM

CITY ORDINANCE
Murray City Ordinance No.723
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING, REGULATING AND
CONTROLLING THE PRIVATE BURGLAR AND FIRE
ALARM SYSTEM INSTALLED AND OPERATED AS A
CONVENIENCE TO SUBSCRIBERS WITHIN THE POLICE
DEPARTMENT.

It

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY:

! GOOFiNG OFF
AGAIN,
BEETLE?!

AW HAVE A
HEART, SARGE

I JUST SAT
DOWN FOR
• A SECOND

6

C

er

itax

cukae

BLOND1E
HOW ABOUT A BUNCH OF

GRAPES,A BUCKET, AND
YOUR BARE
FEET-A

YOU SURE KEEP A LOT OF

STUFF ON YOUR
sAAKE-4.iP TABLE
-

r

•

ear&
ay.
c.,

CREAMS,EYE SHADOWS,
LIPSTICKS,POWOERS,
ROUGES,
MAKEUP
BASE
•

WE14...PORAWOMAN,HER
MAKEUP TABLE IS
LIKE A GARAGE

IT'S WHERE SHE PARKS HER
FACE AT NIGHT
= eq->-•

,
,gre.y

ofio"
74(

PHANTOM
LOOKING FOR A )0uNG
LLON60 MAN NAMED

f
'
IM

MISTER.,
YOU'RE
TERRIFIC 1

,. HEARD
OF HIM

LLONI. ANY OF YOU
HEARD OF HIM

a

NO,THAN K5. I'LL
STICK TO MILK.,
BUT MAYBE YOu
CAN HELP ME„,

l'ALK
latr
.
e.pci
1/51

MORE MILK
SIR,.?
NO, NEVER
HEARD OF
HIM

ANY OF YOU KNOW
A YOUNG4 ..e
*N00

MAN NA
LLONI
4

NOPE . NO..

MISTER,
101.1 PACK

A REAL
PUNCH.

HAVE A
DRINK.
MM.

I THINK
.I HEARD
OF THAT ONE.TELL
GOOROO SOMEONE
HERE„ ASKING
QUESTIONS.

CORN, JR.

IRA G

SECTION 1. The Police Department is herby authorized to
install, operate, and maintain a burglar and fire alarm
monitoring system for convenience only of private
subscribers and users of said system in the manner set forth
herein.
SECTION 2. In order to control uniformity of installation
and avoid undue traffic within the controlled areas of the
Police Department, the Police Chief shall call for bids on a
biennial basis from Alarm Companies that are qualified to do
the work, for the purpose of performing such work as is
necessary in hooking 'up private alarm systems from the
point in which said alarm outlet enters the Police area to its
termination point in the alarm box or terminal, and maintaining said alarm box or terminal in a functional state. "
The Police Chief may consider all pertinent factors
relating to the qualifications of bidders as well as the bid
price.
No other alarm companies shall be permitted to engage in
hooking up to the system within the Police Department except for the successful bidder, although subscribers may use
whateveralarm company they desire for any other work outside the Police Department.
SECTION 3. No burglar or fire alarms shall be allowed to
use the Police telephone line for monitoring purposes.
SECTION 4. It shall be the responsiblity of the private
subscriber to the alarm system to maintain their own equipment and system on their own premises and up to the point
when such system enters onto the Police Department
Premises.
SECTIONS. In the event a subscriber has 3 false alarms in
one calendar year, the.Police Chief, in his discretion, may
refuse to continue the alarm service for such subscriber. If
the Police Chief, after investigation, determines that there
exists certain deficiencies in the alarm equipment or the
maintenance thereof by the subscriber, the Cheif may require such deficiencies be corrected before the alarm service
shall again belurnished to such subscriber.
SECTION 6. All burglar and fire alarm terminals, equipment, and hook-ups presently existing in the Police Department for private subscriber service shall be removed and all
new installations and service shall conform to this ordinance
SECTION 7. There is hereby established a subscriber's annual alarm service fee of $120 per year for subscribers whose
premises are within the City, which is to be payable to the
Police Department in advance and shall not be refill],1,,
for early termination for any reason. For subscriber's $$
premises for which the alarm is intended as protection is outside of the city limits, the annual alarm service fee shall he
$290 per year payable in advance and not refundable.
SECTION 8. All subscribers who desire to have their alarm
system connected .to the Police Department for nionitilting
shall pay a hook-up charge of $50 for defraying the expense of
such installation. Reconnection charges shall also be in the
amount of $50.
•
SECTION 9. Each subscriber, prior to installation. shall
agree in writing that neither the City nor any officers, agents.
or employees of City . shall lye liable for any loss or damagt•
which may be sustained by subscriber due to any inalfunt
lion of the alarm system. failure to adequately nian the
alarm monitoring system, judgment decisions of officers oi
dispatchers. or from whatever source such loss or damag,
should occur relating in any way to the alarm system, il
maintenance, installation and operation, it being express'
understood that this is merely an added convenience beini•
offered to subscribers at modest rates to assist in crime coil
trol. and that there have been no representations or warranties by.anyune -connected with the City to the subscribe;
relating to the effectiveness or value of the alarm service.
SECTION 10. Nothing in this Ordinance shall in any way affect the right of any person to monitor his tivin alarm system
and to report such activities to the Police Department nor
shall any charge be made for such reports.
SECTION 11. In the event any part I pr portion of this oi
dinance shall be deemed invalid, then the remaining portions
shall remain in full force and effect.
effective te,
sEcrnaN 12. This Ordinance shall be
- January 1.1981.
Adopted on the second reading 18
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"A man may be so much
of everything that he is
nothing of anything.- -Samuel Johnson.
In today's lofty game.
declarer missed his chance
to play in no trump. Instead
he reached a minor suit
game that failed. Missing
his best game was one thing:
throwing away the game he
hid was quite another.
Declarer won the spade
lead with his king and drew
trumps, ending in dummy.
Next he *anted to sneak a
low heart to his nine to
force West to win, but
East's heart 10 foiled that
plan and declarer took his
ace.
The king and another
heart were played with
weak hopes, and East was
on play. The marked club
shift through declarer's king
gave the defense two tricks
and the game was one down.
"I was afraid to bid no
trump because of the chances for slam." alibied South.
"I can understand that,"
replied North. "But what I
can't understand is why you
didn't try to make five
diamonds."
To succeed, declarer
ducks the first spade and
wins the continuation.
Trumps are drawn, ending
in dummy. and the spade
ace is used to discard a
heart.
Three rounds of hearts
come next and declarer's
ruff makes dummy's fourth
heart a winner. A trump
lead to dummy provides the
enety and one of declarer's
71iihs'goes on the long heart.

,
nerdy 75',

I-1-A

•A 9 4
•K fi 5 2
• 4 7086

Will
clecinim
0 1 93.
Brenda

+72
WEST
•QJIO
•8 7 3
•3
4,4 Q 10964

EAST
•8 7 5 3 2
•QJ10
•5 2
4J 83

SOUTH
•K 6
A 94
•KQJF74
•K 5

Happy Bi
Burkeeni
December 2

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South

West
24
Pass
Pass

i•
3V
5•

North
3•
34
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Spade queen
There is no law that
requires declarer to win the
first spade lead (or the
second, in today's case). The
primary objective should be
to keep a dangerous oppo.
nent from winning the lead.
Rid with Corn

South holds

1-1-B

•A 9 4
•K 6 5 2
•A 1086
472
North
1•

Tiny Tot ha
children 1 y
old Call trot
PM 753-19

r-4-BIB

S -The 11#
sibilities
759-4444.
ple Go"•

%NW

South

ANSWER: Two diamonds.
A temporizing bid. Later support spades to show two over
one strength, plus spade
support.
--Srnd bridge questions to The Ace,

Hope
Feelin
Ede.
10%1AiN

What we c
NeetlIptie 75

NUM

R11

P
Ron 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225
with self.addressed. stamped envelop.
for reply

CO

Has
homes
Student
I me!
rates!!
have
deals fl
ters! (
with
3280.
i

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Number
6 Flaming
11 Salty
12 Procession
14 Tessera
15 Avoid
17 Preposition
18 State: Abbr.
19 AromEis
20 As written:
Mus.
21 Preposition
22 Banana —
23 Marksman
24 Built
26 English coonty
27 Sorrows
28 Scorch
29 Mix
31 Lease
34 Unusual
35 Subject
36 Negative
37 Possessive
pronoun
38 Buckets
39 Indonesian
40 Down: Prefix
41 Enamel
42 Dry
43 Involve
45 Goes in
47 Cares for
48 Pee Wee or
Della

6 Separate
7 Novelties
8 Anger
9 Sun god
10 Redactor
11 Declare
13 Growing out
of
16 Vacuum
19 Chose
20 Blouse
22 Scottish cake
23 Portion
25 Pitchers
26 Junctures
28 Protection
29 — and
groom
30 Dormant
31 Face part
32 All
33 Hpghways
1

2

3

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
I L

ATONE

a

A

5. Lost an
YE

A

35 Scuts
42 Devoured
38 Remunerated 44 Tellurium
39 War god
symbol
41 Peter —
46 Compass pt.
4

5

Il 7

11

12

14
1111

Bill

la

21

II

9 111

UURU
tr

22

24

SHE

WRU

23

25

26

U
27

29

31

hi

32 13

30UUU
34

DOWN
1 Seaman

UU•311

38

as•UUU
11111

2 Girl's name
3 Contend
4 Printer's
measure
5 Sewing
implements

41•
45

"
43 UU•
U
47

1. Legal-Notice

42

ki
hi

Lost on 280
Road, a Hawl
around the n(
bands around
or found call
Last, straye
December 27
male, Shetla
(Sheltie, M
white, rust, am
collar with ol
dress and ph
name Tramp. I
led t any time.
Lost Black Bi
in neighborhoi
and Knight F
6123.

6. Help W
Job wanted
Call 759-I25

UUU

1. tegafflotice

Feb

V4

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray-Calloway County Parks Board ore
requesting Bids for a 1981 Model Pick-up. Sealed bids
must be submitted to the Parks Department Office, P.
0. Box 224, 10th 8, Payne Sts., Murray, KY 4.2071
prior to 4 p.m. January 12, 1981. Specifications may
be obtained at the Parks office between the hours of 8
o m. to 4 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks Board reserves
.he right to accept or reject any or all bids.

PROPOSED USE
HEARING NOTICE
ON JANUARY 12, 1981, 5:00 p.m. AT
CITY HALL BUILDING, SOUTH 5th &
POPLAR STREETS THE MAYOR OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL HOLD A
REVENUE SHARING PROPOSED USE
HEARING. ALL CITIZENS (ESPECIALLY
SENIOR CITIZENS) ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AND PROVIDE THE MAYOR WITH
WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMENTS ON
POSSIBLE USES FOR $95,000 IN THE
CITY'S REVENUE SHARING TRUST FUND
AND $316,836.00 OF REVENUE
SHARING FUNDS EXPECTED BY THE CITY
DURING ITS 1981 CALENDAR YEAR.
MELVIN B. HENLEY, MAYOR

THE PI
LISTING
PERSON
TENDINI
THE BO
HOMES1
BECOMI

4

Elv•

t—BEST COPY AVAILAI

tAV,Ky.,LEDGER &TIMES, Wednesday, December 31, 1980

TILE WANT ADM BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6.Well Wanted-

20. Sports Equipment

43. Real Estate

Of the Babysitter for 3 month infant, I ut sale Floating duck Ohmic
prefer in babies home beginn- steel construction. 2 room
ing January 5th Hours 8 AM to 1406 feet, 1 year old 7535281 or 753-3436
5 PM Call 753 0078
Ruger Security six 6- bl. .357
HELP WANTED
magnum with 1.3x Bushnell
3
Wanted 50 people in
scope. Mint condition ExOr
cellent hunting pistol. $270.
this area to do sewing
753-8121 after 5 pm.
in their home. Good Income. All ages acThe -Pistol PeoAle Invest in a
cepted. Send $2.00
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
refundable for pattern
registration or red tape in Kenand instruction. Corbin
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9
Sewing Center Arts and
miles west of Hoplonsville 'uncCraft Dept. 200 N.
Main St., Corbin, Ky. tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.
40701.
Its 124

4

care
MINK

3 Bedroom home on
lkz acres w/central
heat and air located
NW of Murray: Also
included is a 2 car shop
wired for compressor.
Insulated to T.V.A.
standards. Priced to
sell at $25,500.
Real nice 3 bedroom
home, 2 baths, w/w
carpet, real nice den
with fireplace, modern
kitchen, 1 car garage.
Priced in the $50's.

22. Musical

Experienced cook. Apply in person only, no phone calls. Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium
View Drive.
ig for General news reporter for
weekly newspaper, must have
years
background in journalism. 35
D 515
mm camera and knowledge of
. photography. Call 527-3162.
MINNENS BEL-AIR. Immediate
openings on permanent
viiischedule for experienced
fashion sales person. Call 4438543 for information. An equal
opportunity employer.
Responsible couple wanted to
manage 4 umt apartment
Reduced rent. 921 N 16th.
're 753-9714.
engine mechanic, exter Small
perience necessary. Apply in
person. Murray Home and Auto

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53.

30.

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano.
Spruce sound board, excellent
condition. $1100 Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers.
$500 Call 753-5889.
Responsible party to take up
monthly payment on Spinet
piano, less than a year old.
Clayton's, 753-7575.

Business Rental

34. Houses-For ifeid

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
7534758

For rent Unfurnished house
with basement. stove and
refrigerator furnished. $175
per month. 753-2967.

Mats {toe. •54143.
Prea•A• RA.. /53-5155
loehA Nelms
83-11••
Sikfloy W11/8,4 713414
Fieemsb•.
Isi.112,
toy A eeeee

in

In. BOYD-MA1 AS
1 REAL ESTATE
I
753-8080
oPt.E
ry'fhLt.'E
r7
oloiz
r;
NT
L
I
e.tVALUE
1803 Westwood Reduced for a quick
sale,
owner
transferred out or
state, this 3 BR., Ps
bath, B.V. with central
electric heat and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
kitchen-family room
comb, dishwasher,
range, exhaust fan, in
county but has city
sewerage and water.
Outside storage room,
carport paved drive,
chain -link fenced
backyard. ONI.Y
43,500.00.

For rent New house approx
imately 2 miles south of Mur
Murray-Calloway
ray. 3 bedrooms.
County Realty
baths
heat pump. Phone 753-7133
(502)753-8146
32. Apts. For Rent
304N 12,55,
New 2 bedroom duplex. large Partially furnished -2 bedroom
23. Exterminating
M
Ky 42071
closets, outside storage. Lease house. North -6th. No pets.
,---......
,. ._......_-...._,.•/
. -______,..
••••••••
•
Deposit
and
lease
required
and deposit. No pets 753/ ALL BUGS CALL
DESIGNED FOR
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm
0814.
THE 80'S
Purdem & Thurman
,...mile.,
One bedroom furnished apart- Two bedroom house.
Gatesboro - Almost
sssssnce &
OLT:IP 1/
?
ment. large nice rooms, close on 641 South. $175. deposit
new Spanish-Style 3
Real Estate
753-4699.
to campus Call 753-7276.
BR., 2 bath. B.V.
SouthsIde
Court
Sq.
Three bedroom carpet. central
elley
'
s Termite i
spacious great room,
Rustic 2 bedroom duplex with gas heat. air-conditioned,
Murray, K ntocky 8
cozy fireplace, beam•\
8, Pest Control II carport and city conveniences dishwasher,
753-4451
washer and dryer
ed ceiling. Formal dinPhone 753-3914 ,
with country privacy Kirkwood hookup. garage and full walking room. Luxurious
Court. Call 753-3343
.....0040rne/11111
\
out basement fenced yard LOW
cost home loan money
carpeting. Custom
$275
per month. References won't last long.
Two bedroom apartment.
24. Miscellaneous
cabinets, island . kitFor applicaredecorated, adults, no pets. and deposit required. 898- tions. incomes can vary
7. Storage Bldgs.
chen. Economical heat
up to
Firewood. 18-24- seasoned.
6687.
Lease and deposit. Call 753522.500
for
a five member
pump. 2-Car garage,
Custom
Built
portable mixed hardwoods, $25 per 9208 after 4 pm. •
Very nice 2 bedroom house. family. Give us a call now at
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
buildings. Call 753-0984.
courtyard entrance.
completely furnished. 2 miles 753-1492 for information on
First time offered at a
10. Bus. Opportunity Firewood, seasoned oak and Two bedroom Townhouse apart- east. private. No pets. $200 per this 10 7/8% interest. Yes, you low,
low 63,900.00.
ments all carpet. range.
Former Diamond Direct hickory, 18", 24". Chainsaws 'mefrigerator.dishwer. month plus deposit. 753-4110. read right- under 11°. on a 25
repaired, sharpened. Tree
'ear
term
Dial
Distributor starting a more
753-1492 Well
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853. disposal, washer-dryer hookup. 37. Livestock-Supplies help you.
Century 21 Loretta
realistic and profitable
central heat and air. 753-7559
lobs. Realtors
business. Phone 502-965-2896 Firewood. cut any length, most- days or 753-7550 nights.
REE MAR ARABIANS Bo
or write D & S Associates. Rt. ly oak and hickory. $22 50
your good mares for 15 Wooded lot provides serene sett.
delivered. 489-2492 or. 75310, Marion, KY 42064. •
breeding season
thr- r
ting for newly decorated three
FOR RENT:
4157.
alina
w
)
g
stillions. 753-6126
bedroom brick located Just
14. Want To Buy
Beautiful furnished
For sale: Rockwell electrIL
west of Southside shopping.
apartment,
fully car38. Pets-Supplies
A Boxer female dog, full grown mitre saw and stand.- Like new
Fenced backyard provides
753-1222
peted, half block of
or pup. Call 753-0164.
$150. Phone 753-7133.
security for small children and
Dog obedience classes AKC
1
3
1
campus. For 4 college
pets. Glassed in back porch
German Shepherds and AKC ::
Junk cars. 474-8838.
Seasoned firewood. Call 436
- ANOTHER
girls. Available now!
Just off U-shaped kitchen proAustrailian cattle dogs Call
Want to buy: Standing timber. 2758.
LISTING
NE
Phone 753-5865 days,
vides seclusion and privacy
436-2858
Will look at all tracts approx- 26. TV-Radio
Quality 4 bedroom
Transferrable loan available
or 753-5108 after 6 .43. Real
imately 20 acres and up. 753Estate
home near Murray
with lower than current. inResponsible person wanted to
p.m.
5592.
High School, fresh on
terest rate. Dial - 7'53take up small-monthly payment
0o Fixed rate owner financ11
he market. Home has
15.-Articles For Sale
1492.. Century 21 Loretta Jobs.
on like new 25- color t.v. Waring is available on this 3
recently
been
Realtors.
Hobart meat saw, two motors. ranted. Clayton's J & B Music, Two bedroom apartment Call bedroom brick home at 1627
redecorated
753-4331 or 753-3530 or 3953 phase and single phase. Call 753-7575.
Hamilton Avenue just west of
throughout, insulated
WEIMER
.le(.
753-0840.
MSU. John. Smith Gallery of
27. Mobile Home Sales 7212.
to TVA standards, and
n. Mailers once 1900 1 sow* IRO
Two bedroom apartment, ntar Homes. 7i3.7411.
Noreen% Surer cme telfirrs
chain-link fencing add16. Home Furnishings 1974 Double wide mobile M.S.U., $250 per month Call
FARMS HOMES
home, 24x36, partially furnish- 328-8364.
ed around backyard.
Antique day bed. Best offer.
BUSINESSES
ed or unfurnished. All electric
Excellent
location
and
problems_
Tired of the
TAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Call 753-6232.
with baseboard electric heat. Unfurnished. 2 bedroom apartexcellent
price
upper
property?
PROPERTY
of rental
25 Cubic foot side by side Very easily heated. $7500. ment, remodeled. .married
50's. Phone 753-1222,
Listings needed! Offices
Then call us and see
couples only. Referenc?s and
refrigerator. $1400 new. Ice ?hone 1-354-6217.
Kopperud
Realty, and
Coast to Coast. Buyers
what alternatives are
deposit. Call 492-8594.
maker, automatic defrost. 12x65
let the "Home Team"
Mobile home. 3
Everywhere.
available. Coleman
from
water in door. $500. Call 753Unfurnished
bedroom
apart2
go to work for you.
bedrooms. 2 baths. Call 474"Free" Catalog.
Real Estate,753-9898.
9240.
ment.
rooms
5
utility
plus
8032.
CLOSE TO
STROUT REAL Tr
16 Cubic foot upright freezer,
Mel. Ion... linker
UNIVERSITY
28. Mob. Home Rents room. very nice. Call 753-7276.
itlt Collmeter ed.
$125. 436-2695.
Another new listing
*WU.FIR
•
For rent: Small one bedroom 33. Rooms for Rent
near
the
university.
Table and 6 chairs, maple
RFAI !STAFF
7S3-0186
trailer, gas heat, water furnishProud
older
finish, $300. Like new. Call
brick
WIN&
Boys
rooms
for rent, one block
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
ed, $125 per month. 753home on wooded lot.
753-9357.
from University. Call 753-1812
7121.
Fireplace in living
Mr. Executive, .11 you were ever
17. Vacuum Cleaners For rent House trailer, 10x42. or 759-4909.
44. Lots For Sale
room, formal dining
to
advertisement.
believe
an
Room
for
rent
girl
for
only.
Electrolux Sales and Service. natural gas, air-conditioned.
Tract of land approximately 17
room,3 bedrooms,and
believe
one!
this
This
handhome
Share
with
mother
and
University.
near
Prefer single
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
acres, level, cleared. 372 It
attached garage. Sellmale. Phone 753-3895 after daughter. Kitchen and laundry some tri-level is brick and wood
frontage lust past Kingswood
19. Farm Equipment 5:00.
ing to settle estate. Offacilities. $100 per month. with wrought iron fenced court
Subdivision, State Highway
fered in the mid 40's
Three miles from college. 753- yard. Now picture this home
For sale: Hay baler, rake, and For rent 12)(65' Trailer,
2 8661 after 5 pm.
1550. $35,000 firm! Call 703through Kopperud
setting amongst dozens of tall
mower. $1500 or best offer. bedroom, 2 bath.
921-1403 after 6 pm.,
ac, washerbeautiful trees with a gorgeous
Realty, 711 Main
753-36?5.
dryer. Mobile Home Village, 34. Houses For Rent
lawn underneath. This spacious
Street.
Two lots. "iestricted. Marshall
$140 per month. Deposit rehome has everything. game
County area. $2000 each. 43quired. Phone 753-3895 after Available atonce, nice country room with tree standing Want to buy a home but in- /3760.
home with cook stove,, bath. fireplace, family room with
5 pm.
terest rates too high? If your in- 46. Homes
and utility room. COuple, no
For SW
Need someone to share_ fur- pets, references. deposit $150. cedar paneling, brick fireplace, come qualifies, apply for an
built in bookcases (very warm LOW INTEREST RATE loan to- For sale by owner. Living room,
nished. 2 bedroom trailer. Call 753-7551.
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen day! The money won't last long kitchen, family room, one bath.
Seperate bath. $65 deposit.
$90 per month, pay half elec- For rent: Nice 3 bedroom brick has quality cabinets and loads at this rate - so don't delay two bedrooms, carpeting
tric bill. Lot 28 Riveria Courts. holt* in city, features of ceramic. 3 bedrooms. 3 full Call Spann Realty Associates at throughout. newly decorated.
fireplace, den, formal living baths...Call 753-1492. We Can't 753-7724 today for further in- gas heat. 121 South of Murray.
Call 753-3280.
Under 530's. 489-2775
Two bedroom mobile homes. room, and carport. Range and begin to tell it all! Oh yes. formation
water furnished. One for $90, refrigerator furnished. Prefer owner will consider partial
couples.
Require lease and financing and owner wants ofone for $80. plus deposit.
zuktib
Excellent House
Highway 121 South, one mile references. $285 per month. fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
759-1503
Jobs. Realtors. .
out of city limits. 753-5405.

K

1957 Ford Fairlane, good condition. 753-7410.
1978 LTD If. red with white
stripe. Call 489-2348.
1966 Mustang. Call 474-2233
1976 Mercury Monarch Ghia.
with all the extras. Local car
In excellent condition. 61.000
miles. $2950. Phone 753-6620
it 753-12.71.
1979 1-bird 1-top. red. loaded.
$54'“
9710

50. Used Truk
IS -

•

•
Heo4zon15i 671,6
1973 International 1600 truck
air-conditioned. power steer
ing. radio, 14' bed, $3500.
753-8061
Very Clean 1976
$1395 1803 (
Road
air= Phone

FOR SALE
77 GMC Jimmy
loaded
blue/ white. Actual
m•.es
34,2200
7538958 home or
759-6499 shop.

Pictures•

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

:0al
SO
ial

.nye

ertown
a bell
eat her
f seen
stolen
ardin,
dog

oaring
ad!rs to
II col145.
addle
leave
753-

aning

MA TOUR

21st to March 1st
re information
527-7157 or
rhelma Nanney,
,Box 178-A
m, KY 42025

753 8298 in

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

NOTICE

225 L. P. Miller St.
Across From Community Center

Open Hours
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30/12:30
Closed Wednesday
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

ASSESSMENT BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR
STATE, PERSONAL TANGIBLE, AND INTANGIBLE
PERTY BEGINNING JANUARY 2, 1981, AND EXIGH FEBRUARY.

753-3685

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION

IL BE OPEN FOR TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
;EMPTIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO HAVE
WILL BE 65 YEARS OF AGE DURING 1981

808 Coldwater Rd., Advanced Tire building at 5 Points
in Murray, KY. Saturday, January 3rd, 10:00 a.m.
Included in items Ito be sold will be pocket knives,
tools, jewelry, furniture, TV's, office equipment,
mirrors, glass top tables, tires, and lots of
miscellaneous. To consian items to sell call

CHARLES E. HALE
PROPERTY VALUATION ADMINISTRATOR
CALLO WAY COUNTY

502411S-7149 Sr
S02-3115-3447
Will be open all cloy Friday to accept
signment

items on

con

Three bedroom, 2 bath,
dining room, den with
fireplace, double-car
enclosed garage, redwood fence in Canterbury Estates. Call
753-8064.

LARGE RUSTIC
HOME AND
13 ACRES
Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern home
in peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
and out-buildings,
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.
NEW LISTING
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the university.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kitchen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid 30's, and
owner will consider
financing. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty, for full-time real

47. Motorcycles
Honda 750. Needs minor work.
Make offer. 753-3710 after 6
pm
Kawasaki 100. good condition.
$175. Call 753-9521.

49. Used Cars
1969 Buick Electra. 4-door.
one owner, good condition.
$650. Call 753-0273.
1972 Chrysler 'Brougham
9710.
1975 Dodge Charger. 01,
owner. 1976 Pontiac wagr,
Call 753-2515

.4TEMET.TT-TI
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K& K Slump Removal. Do you
leed stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319.
L& B Residential Carpet Cleaning. 759-1147

WALLI
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivers on Prescriptions in City Limit,

CASH FOR 60L1 & SILVER

CASH FOR 1,011.11 & SILVER -;

LOOK!!!
If you have been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
probably lost some money
Pease get our offer before
you sell. It maims Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisals Security provided
Sono. and Boom,of Geld Coles
S142' a-5S-210420
Illpmo111441:1141

Gold it Silver Pawn Shop
House with one acre Two
bedrooms, living room, kitchen
utility room, bath and shower
821.000. Euin Bradt 527
1764.
Must sell! 3 bedroom, 1 bath
home with a large lot. Call 759
4784.

estnie service

1

Big
selection
depression
glass all colors all patterns
butter molds, Aron bottles
Coca Cola items Chino, old
won pots, dog irons mill
cons Select now for Chris!
mos!

centers book cases. hutches.
COURTNEY SMALL
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ENGINE REPAIR &
Concrete and block work. Block
SAW SHOP Coldgarages. basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps. free
water, 489-2853.
estimates. Charles Barnett.
751-5476.
Need work on your trees' ToppFor your home-care, personal- ing, pruning, shaping. comcare, housewares, and nip- plete removal and more Cali
vitamin and mineral supple- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
ment needs, call your local Am professional tree care, 753- •
way distributor at 753-0806. 8536.
after 4 pm.
rrofessional
painting.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call paperhanging, paneling. ComSears, 753-2310 for free mercial or residential. 20 years
estimate for your needs.
experience. Free estimates!
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- 759-1987.
tinous gutters installed per Stop! For all yqur repair needs,
your specifications. Call Sears roofing, carpentry. plumbing ,
753-2310 for free estimate.
and electrical work, look no
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- more! Call 753-9226 or 753- •
tinous gutters installed per 9623. We'll do your lob large or
your specifications. Call Sears small. All work done to your
satisfaction.
753-2310 for free estimate.
Heating refrigeration, electrical Will haul driveway white roc.
repair, Bob Refrigeration Ser- and Ag lime, also have any type
vice, Hazel Kentucky 498-8370 of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work Call
or 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
ALUMINUM
753-6763.
Wet basement' We make wet
SERVICE CO.
basements dry, work completeAluminum and Vinyl
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Siding, Custom Trim
Morgan . Construction Co.
Work. References.
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
753-0889 Day or
KY 42001. or call day or night.
Night.
1-442-7026.

In Canterbury

1:11753-1222

save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate.
If your furniture, automobile.
and boats need that new look
again. lust call us at Wayside
Upholstery. we will do our best,
to make you happy We have
some beautiful fabrics to
choose from We will also make
pillows to match your furniture. Call 753-5361 or 7536488

Across from Wel Mort and
Joe Mahon To,d

53. Senices Offered
People
forget
remember

T.V. TOWERS
TV. ANTENNAS
INSTALLED
Ray's Antenna Service
Phone 435-4165

Laverne Freeland
901-642-4565
210 Memorial Drive
Paris, TN 38242

753-8080
.
jCustom made cabinets. music

e

Services Offered

.
p••••••••••

lay. Sell or Trade
Olympic Plezo

-CASH FOR ROW

753-7113

SILVER- CASN FOR WHO

SILVER

ANTIQUE AUCTION
cliturday, January 3, 1981
6:00 P.M.

NEW CONCORD
AUCTION BARN
Hwy. 121
New Concord, KY
Terry Shoemaker,
Auctioneer
753-9324

Bob Belson
436-5353

•
•
P %GE
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Look Whose
Coming!
1981's
First Baby

FI
BABY
198

1

RULES:
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
4. Parent must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to Receive
Prizes
5. In event ofa tie on the time of birth, prizes will be awarded to
the first applicant.

Prizes In Store
For 1981's
First Baby
A Baby Book
For Mr. or Miss 1981

ALLISON'S CGariftdss&
Downtown

Court Sq.

8x10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1981

Artcraft Photography
Portraits, Weddings, Fraines
One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

753-0035

3 Boxes Of
Pampers

Dinner For Two

OWEN'S FOOD
MARKET
1 Case Baby Formula
To Miss or Mr. 1981

Clinic Pharmacy
753-8302

\,4r;
For Th• Firms'

Restaurant

and Sealoa>1

753-4141
HIGHWAY 641 N.. OPfN 4 PM

Children's Shoo Store
Southside Shopping Center

1 Case of Baby Food
For Mr. or Miss 1981

DAT Warehouse
Foods
South 4th
across from Murray Onvo-In

Gift Certificate

For The First Baby Of 1981
Lompliments of

for
Mr. or Miss 1981

4.411

7h Step
c.eackler

1 Case Of Gerber's Strained
Baby Food

.
I

e

Slao,ç Cwt

For Mr. or Miss 1981

Parker's Food Mkt.
Downtown Murray

Murray, Ky.

Savings Account
Now Open
For Mr. or Miss 1981

PEOPLES
4BANK
MURRAY
Ma

Silver Plated Cup

Lindsey's Jewelry

For Mr. or Miss 1981

at

For Mr. ur Miss 1981

5th 8 Walnut

First Pair of 8trideRite: Shoos

KY.

FDIC

To The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1981

a
4114-•
12 Piece
BURGER
Chicken Box

753-1755

CEEZED
is giving to the new
Mr. or Miss of 1981
o Johnson's Baby Gift Set
including baby soap, powder
lotion 8 shampoo

A Savings Account
Now Open
For Mr. or Miss 1981
at the

Bank of Murray

2 Country Style Fish Dinners
For The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1981

Captain D's
1116 A Ohs,

I

For Mr. or Miss 1981
One Cast

Gerber Strained
Baby Food

4 I fl

A $15.00 Gift Certificate

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

$10 Gift Certificate
To Miss or Mr. 1981

Shoe Bizz
Jr.
Southsido Shopping Confer

